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Summary
A quantum mechanical derivation of Beer's Law is presented.
The expression includes a term for the probability of radiationless 
energy transfer during gas-kinetic collisions. The theory indicates 
that this effect is the major contributor to the pressure intensity 
enhancement observed in the infrared spectra of small gaseous 
molecules in the presence of a foreign (non-absorbing) gas. Further 
investigation of the phenomenon shows that it is due to deactivation 
of the 1st excited vibrational state by inter-molecular collisions. 
The derived equation is:
Indo/I) = C'd - 2 In
2 + (X — T^) mn
Z + (l - Tq ) Agm
where ^mn the Einstein coefficient of induced absorption 
c' is the concentration
d is the pathlength
Z is the probability of radiationless energy transfer
Anin is the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission 
Tt and T^ are the fractional transmissions of the 
transmitted and incident light respectively.
The effect is studied by reference to a number of small gaseous 
molecules ^2^4» ^2^2' ^^2» HCN, HCl and CH^Br)
in the foreign gases N2, O2, He and CO2 using a grating spectrometer 
equipped with a pair of 40 metre long path gas cells.
The investigation involves the following stages:
(a) measurement of the observed pressure enhancement factors
(b) determination of the absolute intensity of individual vibration-
rotation bands.
-6-
(c) calculation of the Einstein probability coefficients
8mn ^mn*
(d) computation of the collisional deactivation
probabilities (2), relaxation times (Y) and Napier 
numbers (Z^g) for each transition.
The mechanism of vibration - translation and rotation - translation 
energy conversion is discussed, the relationships between various 
molecular parameters and the observed spectra are examined, and comparison 
is made between measured and literature values obtained by acoustical 
experiments.
Some areas of interest for future research are discussed.
-7-
CHAPTER I
COLLISION PHENOMENA IN SMALL GASEOUS MOLECULES.
INTRODUCTION
When the infrared absorption spectrum of a constant partial
pressure of an infrared active species^is recorded at different
total (foreign gas) pressures below 0.1 MNm”^ (1 atm.), a
significant intensity increase is observed which is porportional
to the total pressure of the system. For many gaseous molecules,
this spectral intensity enhancement occurs at total pressures of 
—2less than 25 kNm~ (approximately 200 torr) and long-path infrared 
absorption cells must be used if the bands of interest are to have 
measurable intensities. Accurate determination of the pressure/ 
intensity characteristics of species present at low concentrations 
in gaseous mixtures is obviously desirable if quantitative 
measurements are to be made in this low pressure range. The aims 
of the present work are to measure the extent of this intensity 
enhancement, to examine critically possible mechanisms which would 
give rise to the phenomenon, and to determine any changes which 
may occur in the transition probabilities in the vibrational- 
rotational spectra of a number of small gaseous molecules in the 
presence of different pressurising (i.e. foreign) gases.
Since the discovery of the effect by Angstrbm (l) towards the end 
of the nineteenth century, the influence of foreign gas pressure 
on the intensity of infrared absorption has been extensively studied 
by numerous researchers. The early work of Schaefer (2) led to 
recognition that the absorption bands consisted of a large number 
of individual lines. The results obtained by E.v. Bahr (5) indicated
-8-
•that the observed absorption intensity enhancement which accompanies 
an increase in the total pressure of a system, is due to a process 
of molecular collision. Hertz (4) later showed that the nature of the 
foreign gas has an appreciable effect on the magnitude of the observed 
peak intensity of the absorption of infrared radiation by carbon 
dioxide. A comprehensive account of the advances in this field up to 
the year 1944 is presented in a review article by Nielsen, Thornton 
and Dale (5). Further progress between the years 1944 - 1971 is 
reviewed in reference (6).
The gas-kinetic collision between molecules of an infrared active 
species and a non-absorbing foreign gas can produce several different 
effects in the infrared spectrum. It is clearly desirable to distinguish 
between these effects and also to trace their origins.
The first of these phenomena is the appearance of a small but 
measurable pressure-induced shift of the absorption frequency of a 
molecule undergoing inter-molecular collisions. This has been shown to 
be caused by splitting of the energy levels into J + 1 different 
levels, which are not resolved because of the variability of the 
perturbation (7). The increased uncertainty of these levels brings 
about an increase in the absorption half-band width and it is this 
latter effect which is generally known as "pressure broadening". The 
theory of pressure-induced shifts and their accompanying breadth in - - 
molecular spectra due to perturbation by foreign gases has been studied 
both in absorption and emission in the infrared and microwave 
regions by numerous authors (8 - 12). Application of these theories 
to specific molecules has been examined by Rank et al (13) and Ben- 
Reuven et al (14) both of whom were able to show that there was a 
linear dependence of both shifts and widths on the foreign gas density 
(35). In a transition in which a photon is absorbed or emitted both
-9-
the internal and external quantum numbers may change and the 
frequency of the emitted photon is given by the expression (15)
Vnm = V + (h/8Ma^)(n^-m^) 
where v is the frequency of the non-Doppler shifted line, M is 
the mass of the radiator and n and m are integers. Galatry (l6) 
concluded that the frequency shift could be explained by 
postulating a sudden random change in the phase of the emitted 
waye and he examined the simultaneous effect of Doppler and foreign 
gas broadening on the shapes of spectral lines. As will be
I
' demonstrated later, the frequency shift introduced by pressure 
changes in the range of pressures studied, is so small that it 
cannot be distinguished from the normal experimental uncertainty 
of frequency measurement. Sirailarily it was found that the 
observed half-band widths were affected to a greater extent by 
changes in the instrumental parameters than by variation in the total 
pressure of the system and were virtually constant for each of the 
transitions investigated.
A further phenomenon which can manifest itself in the infrared
spectrum of small gaseous molecules undergoing gas-kinetic collisions,
is an over-all enhancement of the absorption intensity proportional
to the total pressure of the system and involving an intensity
increase of some forty or fifty times the low pressure value in many
cases (.6, 21). The effect is observed at total pressures below (say) 
—20.1 MNm" and is greatest in the case of small light molecules of 
high symmetry. The extent of the phenomenon in particular gaseous 
systems has been studied by several authors (6, 21, 22). The 
necessity for quantitative determination of the magnitude of the 
effect was demonstrated by Coggeshall and Saier (23) in a paper on 
the analysis of light gases by infrared absorption.
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Recent renewed interest in infrared spectroscopy as a tool for 
monitoring atmospheric pollution using long-path multireflection 
gas cells (25 - 28) and their application to trace impurity 
detection in industrial gases and atmospheres (32, 33), has once 
again highlighted the absence of both a satisfactory theory and 
of adequate quantitative pressure/absorbance data for use in 
accurate trace analyses of gas mixtures at sub-atmospheric 
pressures. Many of the calculations associated with the 
determination of gases and vapours in planetary atmospheres (29,30,31) 
and rocket exhausts (34) would benefit if the theory of energy 
transfer mechanism during molecular collision were further 
elucidated. The pressure-broadening effects of 1 atmosphere of 
air or carbon dioxide on the various infrared vibrational bands of 
hydrocarbons were investigated by Altshuller and Wartburg (46) 
and the percentage increase in intensity calculated.
Various semi-empirical relationships have been proposed by a 
number of authors. The simple square-root relationship 
of Elsasser (17)
A = kp^ (where p is the total pressure of
the system)
has been shown by Summerfield and Strong (I9) to be inadequate and 
this conclusion was confirmed by Callomon, McKean and Thompson 
(47) during an investigation into the intensities of vibration 
bands.
The influence of foreign gases on the intensity of infrared absorption 
was shown by Cross and Daniels (48) to depend on the collision 
diameters of the molecules involved. These "optical" collision 
diameters were demonstrated to bear a lineeur relationship to the 
gas-kinetic diameters determined by viscosity measurements.
-11-
A recent study (6) of the phenomenon suggests that the 
intensity enhancement can be related empirically to the 
reduced molecular mass of the colliding particles, the 
frequency of the vibration and the symmetry of the 
"broadened" molecule.
The derived equation has the form
= A Exp [ - B/(X+C) i
where S is the number of symmetry elements 
in the "broadened" molecule,
X is the intensity enhancement factor
(JL is the reduced molecular mass of the colliding
particles,
and V is the vibrational frequency of the enhanced absorption 
band.
A, B and C are constants.
Smith (48) has derived an expression for the absorption 
increase which results from the addition of a foreign gas to 
hydrogen fluoride. The equation is
a
where A^ is the absorbance of pure HF at a pressure
A is the absorbance of HF broadened by a foreign gas at 
pressure Pb
and b/a is the foreign gas broadening efficiency.
The equation was used successfully in the determination of 
HF in UF^ and F2 using the vibrational fundamental band.
It has been suggested that intensity enhancement by foreign gas
—12—
pressure is due solely to partial overlap of the individual 
absorption lines and that this theory may be universally 
applied throughout the entire pressure range. Elsasser (17) 
treated the idealised case of an infinite number of 
equidistant, identical, overlapping absorption lines. This 
theory has been applied to several molecular systems by 
Strong and others (18, 19, 20). This hypothesis offers a 
satisfactory explanation of the relatively gradual intensity increase 
which is observed in regions of high total pressure 
(say from 10^ - 10^ MNrâ ). However, application of this theory 
to the enhancement observed at relatively low total pressures 
is inappropriate, especially in those cases where the rotational 
constant is large (2B = 10) and it is obvious that the effect 
of band overlap will be minimal. The extent of band overlap 
of two adjacent Gaussian peaks can be calculated (see Appendix l) 
and it is clear that the contribution to the observed intensity 
enhancement is of the order of only a few per cent in this 
pressure region whereas the observed enhancement factors eire 
frequently in excess of one hundred per cent. It will be shown 
later that the low pressure intensity enhancement can be 
associated with deactivation of the first excited vibrational- 
rotational level brought about by the radiationless transfer of 
energy which takes place during molecular collision. A quantum 
mechanical derivation of Beer's Law is presented which includes a 
term for the collisional deactivation probability. This new 
form of the law indicates that the absorption intensity of an 
infrared-active molecule, undergoing collisions at low total gas 
pressure, will increase to a limiting value as the total number 
of collisions (and hence the total pressure) is increased. The
-13-
efficiency of collisional energy transfer is determined in a 
number of gaseous systems in which the effective band overlap 
is minima]..
As an example, the effect of N2 on the 3020 cm" symmetrical 
stretching band of methane is illustrated in Fig. 1.1-4 which 
give an indication of the degree of resolution and the extent 
of band overlap in this system.
Finally, it has been shown (36) that the absorption parameters 
are temperature dependent. All intensity measurements in the 
following experiments were therefore made within the temperature 
range 298 1 2K. No further correction was applied to the data.
—14—
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THE INTERACTION OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION WITH MATTER,
2,1 The absorption and emission of radiation.
Four basic processes are involved during the absorption and 
emission of radiation by molecules. These processes are 
induced absorption, induced emission, spontaneous emission 
and the radiationless transfer of energy during molecular 
collision.
Consider two quantum states m and n of a system such that 
the energy level is higher than W^.
A transition from one state to the other will be accompanied 
by the absorption or emission of radiation having a frequency 
V related to the difference in the energies of the levels 
which is given by Planck's equation (38),
V = ^m - Wn
h
where h is Planck's constant 
Induced absorption occurs when the molecule absorbs a quantum 
of radiation having the appropriate energy thus forming an 
excited molecule:
H + hv — > M*
The probability that the system will absorb this energy (hv) 





where is the Einstein coefficient of absorption and
I|̂ n̂m| is the square of the transition moment.
There are then three possible mechanisms by which a transition can 
proceed from an excited stats'^ ̂  to the ground state ^ (40)
(a) by induced emission where an excited molecule interacts
with a suitable quantum of radiation and a quantum of the same 
energy is emitted with the molecule returning to the lower 
energy state, thus:
M* + hv — > M + 2hv 
The probability that the system will change from the upper
to the lower state with the emission of energy hv is
®mn/^Cv) (where again^9 (v) is the density of radiation
at the frequency v and Bĝ  ̂is the Einstein coefficient of
induced emission).
(b) by spontaneous emission which occurs when an excited 
molecule emits a quantum of radiation of appropriate 
frequency and reverts to the lower energy state:
M *  > M + hv
Here the probability is independent of the intensity of the 
incident radiation and is given by the Einstein coefficient 
of spontaneous emission (A,^).
The coefficient of spontaneous emission is related to the 
Einstein coefficient of induced emission by the expression (4l)
Apjjj = 8 TT hcv Bqjjj 
(Ana has dimensions sec~^
- I nand Bjjjj, and B ^  have dimensions of cm g y
is in units of erg sec cra“^)
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(c) by radiationless energy transfer. The probability of 
this mechanism is given by the number of gas kinetic 
collisions which together will produce a radiationless 
transition.
If Z is this probability, then it is related to the 
gas kinetic collision number (Z by the equation
Z = x.Zgk
where X is the proportionality constant for the 
particular system.
The probabilities of spontaneous emission and radiation­
less transfer can be conveniently expressed by a single 
probability which is defined by the relationship
= *mn.+ 2
2.2. A Quantum Mechanical Derivation of Beer's Law.
Let the number of particles in the states m and n be and 
Njj respectively: then the number which will undergo transition
from state n to state m by absorption of radiation in unit time 
is proportional to the number of particles in the state n and to 
the transition probability, 
i. e.
^ ^nm - ®nm ) ^n
Similarly, the number of particles transferred from state m
to state n by the various emission processes in unit time is 
proportional both to the number of particles in the state rn 
and to the various transition probabilities (34). 
i. e.
^ ^mn == (^mn + ®mn
—19—
It can be shown (42) that at equilibrium these processes are 
equal. Thus
^ ^nm = ^ ^mn
and it therefore follows that
^^n ~ (^mn  ̂ )^m
which on rearrangement gives the expression
BnmCfCv) = V    [l]
V n ,
■m
However it has been shown (43) that the ratio
"‘ra
in equilibrium at a temperature T is given by the expression
Nn/„ = pn . exp (-Ŵ  ̂- %%)
pm  E T




where p^ and p̂  ̂ are the probabilities that the particles are in 
the states ^  ^ and ^  ^ respectively.




T T  '
®nm _ h _  ®
which is similar in form to that derived in reference (3) except 
that (the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission) has
t
been replaced by (the combined probability of spontaneous
emission and radiationless energy transfer).
(The condition when hv<<kT is discussed in Appendix II. ).
—20—
Further rearrangement of equation results in the expression
hv/kT
^nm ® Cyo (v) - Ipjj. (^(v) + A^n)
= 0
The total probability of the states n and ra is unity
i.e. Pn + Pm = 1
therefore pg, = (1 - p%)
Substituting this result into equation we have
hv/kT ,
®nm Pn Cyo(v) e - (1 - pn^ (Bmn Gyî (v) + Apm )
• » . . . . . . . . . . . . H
but it has been shown (see for example Pauling and Wilson (42) ) that
^nm “ ®mn
therefore equation ^  can be written with further rearrangement as
pn - (Amn + Bum C/0(v) )
(a L  + (1 + e hVkT) BanC/> (v) )
Now, the net increase in light intensity on passing through a 
concentration C*of molecules, is given by the difference in the 
induced absorption due to molecules in the state and the induced 
emission from molecules in the state^ The effect of spontaneous
emission can be neglected because it is spatially isotropic and 
and therefore only a very small fraction of this radiation lies in the 
direction of the incident light (44).
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According to Herzberg (39) we can substitute
I = yO(v)C
and it now follows that
-dl = Bnm^PnCdx - Bmn^Pmpdx
But it has already been shown (equation ) 
that
L  =  (AiL  Bnm I ).........    i-gT
" (A:, + (1 + e hVkT ) ) n
and because = (1 -
it therefore follows that
—dl = f + 2BmnI - - (l+e /kT) Bpml \ ̂ . (1.. Idx
= B^IC '( Anm +.(1 - ,e , Bmn^________ \ ̂ ..........  M
\ A m  + (1 + e^VkT) BmnI / '■ J
Rearrangement of equation J?] affords the expression 
(^mn + (1-ebVkT) Bnml)l
 H
-22-
Integration of equation j7Aj between the limits Iq and I 
over the thickness d can then be carried out thus
J
f r̂an




B m  C dx
which may be further separated by partial fractions to give the 
integral expression
dl _ (He^''/'^''')Bm .BT
I All + (l-e^VkT)B^I aL  +
✓  ^0 lo lo
Bon C dx
and hence on integrating this becomes
-/-I) - In
+ In(1-ehVkT)
A m  + B ^ I
aL  + BmnI*
—23—
from which it follows that
la(l\* 2 e In
Vio' (1-eWkT)
— ®mn ^
a V  +
•‘•'ran + (1-e mn-̂ o
But for a system in equilibrium with infrared radiation 









Hence it follows that equation jlĈ  can be written as
^  ^^o/x) - 2 In m̂n ® ' ®mn To
This equation ĵ l̂  can now be rearranged to give the 
final expression
H
^doy'f) = C d - 2 In aL  - B m  I
A m  - B m
H
If values of B̂ ^̂ , are then inserted into equation |l̂ j where
*■ ^ (by definition)
and
Bmn = ^mn (c. f. ref (41) ).
—24“*
and Iq and I are defined in terras' of the fractional 
transmissions Tq and T, then by Planck*s Law (42, 45) 




I = 8x h 
C3
. Tt
Then, if it is again assumed that
expression (ipj may be written in the form
In do/^) = C d - 2 In
which on regrouping becomes
Ajjin + Z ~ ^mn
= Bmn c'd _ 2 In Z + (1 - Tt) Am .Z + (l — To) Amu
w
Equation [15] is immediately recognisable as Beer's Law with 
an additional term on the right hand side of the expression.
2,3. The variation of absorbance (E) with the collisional deactivation 
probability (Z).
Let us now consider how the observed absorbance (E) will change 
with ciianging collisional deactivation probability (Z).
-25-
Recalling equation |l^ above we have
A V  -
A'ma -
which on rearrangement and substituting
A*xnn “ ^mn ^
can then be written
In (lo/I) - BjmC'd = — In
Z + ABm-»hVklBnjjIo
which on taking antilog^thms becomes
Z + A(m -
= exp Indo/I) - BogC'd
% + Amn - 2
which can be rearranged to yield the expression
Z + = % «%P l n ( V D  - BnjjC'd
-26-
Regrouping smd further rearrangement leads to the final expression
(Ajju-e f i n( Ip/I )-BgnC '
-]-0
[l2a]
Let us now consider the variation of this expression |l2â  as Z 
changes from infinity to zero. When Z — Q£>
exp
InClo/l) - BffinC'd - 1 0
which in the limit yields
exp tIndo/I) - B__C'd
i.«. Indo/l) = BonC'd 
which is the usual form of the Beer's Law expression.
In the case when Z
we find from equation |̂ 12^ that
<*mn -
(Ana - T)
exp I n d y i )  -  BggC'd
-27-
which on rearrangement becomes
‘‘VkT.
i  exp(BmuC'd) = 
^o
/  ' kT \
^ Amn — ® ®mn^ y
\ V  -
Regrouping and rearranging this expression affords 




But,' it has been shown that
_ _ Ôjchv^ Aan
^o “ --------
s‘>VkTc5 .hv/KT
and hence equation PiabJ may be written as
C 0
which may now be regrouped to yield the expression




2If typical values of B^Q*d and (say 0.7 and 10 respectively)
are inserted in the second term of equation , it is seen that
1 + \ rvx 1
BAjnn
and hence the expression reduces to
or
which has two equal roots when
^mn
It has however been shown above that




^  V  = 0   H
It therefore follows that I assumes the limiting value 1^, when Z 
tends to zero
i.e. Limit (l) = I@
Z->o
-29-
It is then seen that as Z — ^o, i.e. when the probability 
of collisional energy transfer tends towards zero, the observed 
intensity will also tend towards zero because
In (lyi) = ln(l) s o
which in turn implies that deactivation of the excited level 
by a process of collisional (radiationless) energy transfer is 
necessary for the continuous absorption of incident radiation.
The variation of absorbance (E = log(Io/l))with the collisional 
deactivation probability (Z), is illustrated graphically in Fig.2.1.
Also shown is the value of Zp^^ at which the intensity lias 
reached a value of (1 - i) of the final intensity (Eg^).
It will be shown later that Aq^  (the Einstein coefficient of 
spontaneous emission) can be calculated from the integrated band 
intensity (S^^) so that Z (the probability of radiationless 
energy transfer) can be obtained by rearrangement of equation jl3j , 
thus
' ME * Emax - 2
or
Z + (1-Tt) Amn




Z + (1 - Tt) Ana S ^ W x  - ^
Z + (1 - T„) A ^ 2
» “•
taking antilogarithms this becomes 
Z + (1 - Tt)
Z + (1 - Ann
multiplying throughout by
10 ®max - ^
(Z + (1 - T@) Aj^) gives 
+ (1 - Tt) A ^  = Z.10 + (i -
-30-
Rig".2.1. Variation of absorbance = b) yith probability
of radiationlema enar/yy transfer- (z).
i/i
2 3 4 S’ 4 7 f 9 /O // /% '4
-2
EtiCf^(ry 7̂ ?/?A/5r£̂  P A c Q ^ g / L f r y  { z )  X yp
- 31 -




( 10 - 1 )
 M
An appreciation of the physical meaning of Z can be obtained as follows.
The time constant (7^) relating velocity and absorption during molecular 
collision is itself related to the transition probabilities for vibrational 
(or rotational) energy exchange by the equation
^ ' ^10 ~ fox   M
where is the probability of collisional de-excitation (deactivation)
and is the probability of collisional excitation (activation) of the 
first vibrational level from the ground state, per molecule per second.
It has been shown by Cottrell and McCoubrey (49) that the ratio
r ^ / r  . exp[- (h*/KT )]   fzoj
tio ^ ^
and it therefore follows that
' r  (1 _ e*p{.WkT) )   M
-32-
If is then divided by the kinetic collision number
(Zgk, is the number of collisions which one molecule undergoes 
per second), the result is the transition probability per 
collision defined by the expression
  M
The reciprocal of this quantity
2io
'  H
is the number of collisions required to deactivate one quantum of 
Vibrational energy and may be used as a measure of the difficulty 
of energy transfer during molecular collisions in gases. ^^0 is 
identical with Z, the probability of radiationless energy transfer, 
which is calculated in equation |l4j .
For rotational energy transfer it is customary to describe the 
energy transfer efficiency by a quantity
Zro t = ZY    [25]
which represents the number of collisions required to reduce the 
perturbation to a value of e”^ of its original value, (Fig.2.1.).
If at Z = o, the extinction (£) increases to its maximum value (E^ax)* 
the extinction will be increased in accordance with the equation.
E = Ena% (1 - expi-Zf/Z^oO ) .............
£ will not reach its equilibrium value of Emay until an infinite 
number of collisions have taken place, so that the number of 
collisions required to reach within e*^ of E^ax occurs when
z Y  - Zpot
i.e« when
E ts Eqojc  ̂̂ ( —1 ) )
- w  (1 - i)
= 0.63 Ema%
-35-
2*4. Establishment of the conditions for equilibrium durinf? 
an absorption measurement
The value of the time constant (Y) for the 
establishment of equilibrium can be calculated from 
equation pj which is
rearranging this expression yields the equation
M
At equilibrium the rate of change of 
the population of state is  zero






Integration of equation |l^ gives the expression
I Amn +(l+eHv/kT) Boy,(v),
M
-34-
The time constant from this equation is given by
' 4. J   H
If expressions for Anm* ®mn yO(v) 
are substituted in equation |l7j such that
Ann = ^mn + ^
®mn “  ^mn ^^/SJthv
-3and yOiv) = 8xhv*
C3 e^VkT - 1
and assuming again that ^h^/kT 
the expression for the time constant becomes
'Y.
Z; + 4on +
Z + 2 4 m  /  .........
According to Penner (34) is always greater than 10 sec*^ 
for a complete vibrational-rotational transition. It 
therefore follows that the time constant (7^) must always be 
less than 10**̂  sec. which indicates that the condition for 




Experimental derivation of the observed pressure enhancement factors.
3.1. The selection of molecules for study.
It has been shown previously (6) that the molecules which exhibit 
the pressure enhancement effect to the greatest extent are those 
which have a relatively large rotational constant, low molecular 
weight, and a high degree of molecular symmetry. Molecules were 
chosen for the present work on this basis so that advantage could 
be taken of the available instrumental resolution thus minimising 
the effect of band overlap due to the finite slit. In general,
' the 2B spacing of the selected gases and vapours was at least a 
factor of five greater than the computed spectral slit width used 
to record the spectra. Strongly reactive molecules were avoided 
so that damage to the cell optics was minimal. Species (e.g. the 
lower alcohols) known to cause problems of adsorption were also 
precluded from this study. Finally a range of molecules was chosen, 
having large 2B spacing, and representing most of the symmetry classes.
The list of selected molecules, together with their purities and 
sources, is shown in Table 3*1*
Table 3*1* Purity and Source of selected gases
Gas Purity % Source
Methane 99*95 Matheson Gas Products
Ethane 99*87 B.O.C. Limited
Ethylene 99*9 B.O.C. Limited
Acetylene 99*98 Nat. Phys. Laboratory
Carbon Monoxide 99*9 Matheson Gas Products
Carbon dioxide 99.99 B.O.C. Limited
Nitric oxide 99*8 B.O.C. Limited
Methyl Bromide 99*5 Matheson Gas Products
Hydrogen chloride 99*0 B.O.C. Limited
Hydrogen cyanide 99.9 Nat. Phys. Laboratory
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The symmetries, molecular weights and vibrational frequencies 
of these molecules are listed in Table 3.2.
The foreign gas molecules used in the investigation were Nitrogen 
(99*9^> B.O.C. Ltd.), Helium (99*9^, B.O.C. Ltd.), and Oxygen 
(99*9% B.O.C. Ltd.). (also Carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide *> 
see Table 3*1)*
In view of the high purity of all the gases used, no further 
purification was attempted.
Table 3*2. Molecular weights, symmetries, 2B spacings 







16.04 Td 10.50 3020.3
30.07 5.08 299^.3
% 28.03 9.73 9*49.2
% 14*02 ®eoh 2.36 729.1
CO 28.01 3.86 2143.2
CO2 44.01 1.56* 667.3
NO 30.01 3.97 1875.9
CHÿBr 94.94 *'3t 10.16 1445.3
HCl 36.46 21.18 2885.9
. HCN 27*03 ®a»T 2.98 3312.0
(♦ COg has a centre of symmetry and atoms which obey 
Bose-Einstein statistics resulting in the existence 
of only states with even J-values. The spacing of 
the components is therefore 4B.).
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3* 2. Instrumentation.
The instrumentation consists essentially of a double-beam 
infrared spectrometer, a pair of 40 metre long-path gas 
cells, a vacuum system, and a sample injectioxv^pressure 
measuring assembly. The equipment is described in detail 
in a previous work (6) and only a brief outline is presented 
here. A general view of the equipment is illustrated in 
Fig.3.l.1»&2.
3*2.1. Infrared Spectrophotometer.
The Perkin-Elmer, Model 221, double-beam recording infrared 
spectrophotometer equipped with an NaCl prism which was 
previously employed to obtain the low resolution data was 
replaced for the present work by a Model 621, high resolution, 
grating I.R. spectrometer having a linear frequency 
presentation.
' The signal to noise ratio of the recorder was maintained at 
better than 100:1 throughout the present series of experiments.
3*2.2. Long Path Gas Cells.
A pair of 40 metre long path gas cells was fitted to the 
spectrometer. These are based on the White multiple reflection 
system and each have a volume of approximately 63 dm^.
A multiple reflection cell is operating at maximum efficiency 
when
R* = 1/e
where R » theieflectivity of the mirror surfaces
n = the number of passes
and e = the exponential.
Gold-plated optics having a reflectance of 0.973 require & 
value of n=40 passes if the cell is to operate at maximum 
efficiency.
The ce lls  are provided with ports to which the vacuum and gas- 
sampling systems were attached. (Fig. 3.1. l . )
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3* 2.3* Vacuum and gas-sampling systems.
The vacuum system consisted of a rotary pump 
(Speedivac ES200) backed by an oil diffusion pump 
(Speedivac 203B) capable of giving an ultimate 
vacuum (using Apiezon *B* oil) of 5 x 10“^
Precautions were taken to avoid backstreaming of the 
oil from the diffusion pump and vacuum pressures of 
10-2 kNm-Z were easily obtained in a relatively short 
time (approximately 15 minutes).
Gas samples were injected into the evacuated cells 
through a serum cap inserted in the isolated vacuum 
line by means of an "Agla" gas syringe of suitable, 
volume.
Gas pressures below 1 torr (0.133 ^) were measured
by a Pirani gauge (Speedivac M6A) inserted in the gas 
cell vacuum line. Pressures greater than this were 
measured on a mercury manometer isolated from the gas 
cells by a glass spiral-wound Bourdon gauge (to protect 
the cell optics from contamination by mercury vapour) 
used as a null indicator.
The general appearance of the equipment is shown in 
Fig. 3.1.2.
3* 2.4, Spectrophotometer Resolution.
The limiting resolution of the spectrometer was 
0.3 cm"^ at 1000 cm*^ but this is obtainable only at 
the expense of a greatly increased recording time. A 
compromise was therefore made between high resolution 
and reasonable response and recording times. A 
computer programme was written (WIDTH3) to allow 
calculation of the computed spectral slit width 
(C.S.S.W.) from the observed mechanical slit openings. 
Slit programs were chosen so that a computed S.S.W. of 
between 0.4 and 0.6 cm* was maintained throughout the
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Fig. 3.1.1. Long path g;as cells - schematic 
diagram (illustrating 4 Ĵfj&sses)
o' To ■"1 ! 1 1! ! 1 Î
- 40 -
Fig, 3.1*2.. Gas cells and spectrometer - general view.
I
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spectral range (4000 - 500cm*^). Care was taken to avoid 
"spurious resolution" (see Appendix X).
3.3. Computing facilities
All calculations and data handling were carried out on a CSC 
300 Computer (Systeashare Ltd., Edinburgh). A terminal 
linking the computer to MQAD, Bridgwater was installed in the 
laboratory.
Computer programs were written as required and are listed in 
detail in Appendix IV.
Brief details are as follows:
(a) ABSORB used for calculating absorbance from transmission values.
(b) NETABS similar to ABSORB but more useful when the number of
data is large.
(c) ABSCAL calculates absorbance from transmission values and
derives half-band transmittance.
(d) XMAX used to find the value of X at which the slope of
Y s F(X) reaches a predetermine* minimum value.
(e) POPI, POP2 Calculate the population of the
rotational level of a rigid diatomic rotor.
(f) QRCT used to evaluate the state sum.
(g) ABSTAB, ABSRES, ATABLE, JTABLE. All used to calculate the
absorbance data, half-bands etc. and prints the 
results in tables of suitable format.
(h) THOMPS calculates the integrated absorption intensity.
(i) WIDTH3 this program is used for the computation of spectral
slit widths.
(3) ZROT, ZCALC, ZRÛTA etc. are used to calculate the radiation­
less energy transfer probability (Z) from observed data.
(k) LAPOVR determines the degree of overlap of two adjacent 
Gaussian peaks.
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In addition to the above programs, a number of standard mathematical/ 
statistical packages were available from the computer library. All 
were written in FORTRAN IV.






Computes mean, variance and standard deviation for 
data.
Linear regression; three curve types.
Determines best fit of six curve types to data.
*** Pits polynomial to data by least squares minimisation.
COLIRR *** Confidence limits on linear regression.
Spectral'data were logged manually onto 8 hole ASCII tape and read to 
file by means of a tape reader using an even parity check.
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3.4. Precision of the spectroscopic measurements.
The reproducibility of the intensity measurements was 
estimated by replicate determinations of the 5020 cra”*̂  
of methane. The results of these measurements are shown 
in Appendix IV and show that there is a variance of
**41.4 X 10 in the recording of the peak intensities.
3.5' Determination of the pressure enhancement factors.
The pressure enhancement factor (F) of an absorption is 
defined as the ratio of the maximum intensity on addition 
of the foreign gas, to the initial observed intensity at 
zero foreign gas pressure.
i 0 F _ Final * enhanced* intensity 
initial intensity
3*5*1' Full practical details of the technique employed in
obtaining the spectra are given in reference (6). The 
' steps involved are essentially as follows:
—2
(a) The gas cells were evacuated to 0.0013^^^ .
(b) A suitable volume of the vapour under examination
was injected in to the evacuated sample gas 
cell from a gas syringe of appropriate volume.
(c) The instrument parameters were adjusted to give
the required resolution etc. and the spectrum 
recorded.
(d) A small pressure (approx. 1.3^*° ) of the foreign
gas (N2, O2* He etc.) was then introduced into 
the cell and allowed to equilibrate for 
1 0 - 1 5  minutes.
. (e) The spectrum was again recorded using instrumental 
conditions identical to those in (c) above.
(f) Successive pressures of foreign gas were added to the 
cell in increments of approximately 10^ ®  ^
the spectrum being recorded at each stage 
following a period of equilibration.
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(g) Transmission values corresponding to I and Iq 
of each of the vibration-rotation lines were 
obtained from the spectra and the absorbances 
logd^/^) calculated.
(h) The * plateau* absorbance value, log(I_/ ) =
o ' l ' r n a x  *
was obtained for each transition by plotting 
absorbance against total pressure.
(i) Pressure enhancement factors (?) were calculated 
from the expression shown above.
Details of the pressure enhanced spectra of
C%, C2% ,  02»^, C2H2, CO, CO2, NO, HCl, HCN, CH^Br,
in the foreign gases, N2, 0̂ , He and CO2 are shown in Table 3.3.
The frequencies corresponding to the line numbers shown in these
tables are listed in Appendix VI.
3*5*2. Observed pressure enhancement factors (?) of representative
bands in the spectra of the selected molecules are given in Table 
3*4. and illustrated in Fig. 3*2.
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Fiff.3.2. Observed variation of intensity total









TOTAL P d e s s u ^ e  (to^'r) of_ - 46 - ”
TABLE 5.5.
Pressure enhancement data.
The tables show the absorbance values of individual vibrational* 
rotational transitions at various total pressures.
—2(^Pressures are in torr throughout (1 torr = 0.133kMm~ ) ).
Tabled.3»1.
Pressure enhancement of Methane (0.08 torr) by Nitrogen. 
( 3020 cra-1 )




1 (R) 15 0,040 0.066 0.086 0.187 0.0992 14 0.034 0.077 0.124 0.142 0.147
3 13 0.131 0.86 0.162 0.204 0.213
4 12 0.074 0.099 0.136 0.243 0.253
5 11 0.034 0.122 0.168 0.263 0.302
6 10 0.038 0.134 0.201 0.333 0.369
7 9 0.037 0.136 0.221 0.340 0.395
8 8 0.039 0.138 0.243 0.344 0.401
9 7 0.087 0.160 0.233 0.376 0.441
10 6 0.033 0.139 0.200 0.337 0.389
11 5 0.068 0.110 0.203 0.317 0.373
12 4 0.037 0.096 0.174 0.296 0.358
13 3 0.031 0.068 0.107 0.187 0.249
14 2 0.018 0.043 0.074 0.122 0.138
13 1 0.023 0.045 0.073 0.132 0.13416 0 0.063 0.067 0.103 0.114 0.108
17 (P) 0.086 0.108 0.143 0.160 0.17318 -2 0.037 0.049 0.083 0.127 0.144
19 -3 0.028 0.142 0.184 0.236 0.310
20 -4 0.037 0.113 0.223 0.324 0.383
21 -5 0.034 0.128 0.211 0.326 Cv373
22 .6 0.040 0.188 0.296 0.460 0.373
23 -7 0.037 0.144 0.284 0.496 0.352
24 .8 0.033 0.103 0.243 0.388 0.434
25 -9 0.061 0.1î 4 0.243 0.384 0.467
26 -10 0.049 0.107 0.189 0.303 0.346
27 -11 0.036 0.077 0.113 0.187 0.182
28 -12 0.036 0.047 0.090 0.128 0.136
29 -13 0.044 0.049 0.078 0.100 0.096
30 -14 0.036 0.032 0.036 0.030 0.033
31 -15 0.013 0.021 0.036 0.033 0.033
(♦ Pressure in Torr.)
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Table 3.5*2
Pressure enhancement of Ethane (0,063 torr) by Nitrogen





1 0.027 0.038 0.031 0.031 0.046
2 0.040 0.044 0.033 0.031 0.033
3 0.112 0.099 0.122 0.023 0.122
4 0.043 0.030 0.060 0.023 0.063
5 0.092 0.119 0.123 0.128 0,166
6 0.038 0.079 0.073 0.072 0.102
7 0.049 0.068 0.063 0.061 0.072
8 0.067 0.092 0.073 0.083 0.096
9 0.087 0.102 0,088 0.119 0.147
- 10 0.083 0.096 0.109 0.100 0.126
11 0.073 0.091 0.094 0.107 0.111
12 0.127 0.163 0.179 0.164 0.203
13 0.067 0.094 0.094 0.090 0.096
14 0.070 0.081 0.082 0.100 0.110
13 0.091 0.113 0.129 0.137 0.139
16 0.094 0.101 0.116 0.123 0.117
17 0.092 0.099 0.106 0.114 0.118
18 0.081 0.102 0.106 0.112 0.104
19 0.087 0.098 0.108 0.112 0.110
20 0.104 0.141 0.130 0.148 0.169
21 0.116 0.133 0.167 0.173 0.172
22 0.099 0.144 0.163 0.166 0.162
23 0.131 0.138 0.131 0.132 0.176
24 0.080 0.106 0.113 0.120 0.119
25 0.063 0.097 0.088 0.103 0.102
26 0.081 0.093 0.096 0.107 0.108
27 0.074 0.083 0.100 0.098 0.100
28 0.049 0.080 0.071 0.073 0.074
29 0.048 0.082 0.077 0.072 0.082
30 0.064 0.071 0.071 0.078 0.093
31 0.066 0.067 0.071 0.075 0.076
32 0.046 0.030 0.049 0.031 0.033
33 0.039 0.062 0.063 0.064 0.064
34 0.033 0.064 0.036 0.064 0.063
(♦ Pressure in Torr)
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Tabled.3. 3
Pressure enhancement of Ethylene (0.043 torr) by Nitrogen
(949 cra“~)
_ LIÎ E NO.
3/+ 89
ABSORBANCE
203 433 760 ^
1 0.093 0.127 0.120 0.123 0.093
1 2 0.162 0.198 0.173 0.174 0.173
! . 3 0.120 0.162 0.182 0.183 0.182
4 0.119 0.146 0.149 0.148 0.133
3 0.189 0.333 0.319 0.323 0.320
6 0.237 0.420 0.436 0.403 0.423
7 0.309 0.309 0.333 0.486 0.488
8 0.238 0.443 0.336 0.363 0.347
9 0.336 0.443 0.300 0.439 0.398
10 0.218 0.332 0.346 0.321 0.330
11 0.137 0.187 0.197 0.204 0.208
12' 0.206 0.243 0.231 0.233 0. 231
13 0.179 0.217 0.241 0.242 0.248
14 0.194 0.236 0.232 0.231 0.227
23 0.346 0.406 0.431 0.476 0.484
16 0.337 0.444 0.444 0.410 0.447
17 0.337 0.448 0.460 0.438 0.440
18 0.204 0.237 0.238 0. 234 0.232
19 0.168 0.213 0$ 236 0.237 0.243
20 0.106 0.132 0.149 0.136 0.180
21 0.120 0.138 0.136 0.136 O.I63
22 0.093 0.120 0.130 0.126 0.123
23 0.081 0.114 0.134 0.110 0.110
(♦ Pressure in Torr)
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Table 3*3•4
Pressure enhancement of Acetylene (0.023 torr) by Nitrogen
(729 cm"’’)
LINE NO. J VALUES
0
ABSORBANCE
38 129 309 777 *
1 (R) 10 0.031 0.122 0.137 0.227 0.237
2 9 0.042 0.133 0.190 0.324 0.378
3 8 0.032 0.113 0.130 0.229 0.239
4 7 0.040 0.144 0.204 0.337 0.373
3 6 0.031 0.118 0,166 0.241 0.260
6 3 0.036 0.130 0.193 0.313 0.361
7 4 0.031 0.107 0.151 0.214 0.221
8 3 0.030 0.112 0.163 0.272 0.321
9 2 0.027 0.080 0.114 0.168 0.183
10 1 0.039 0.148 0.210 0.321 0.248
11 0 0.221 0.702 0.929 1.033 0.994
12 (P) -1 0.012 0.024 0.023 0.027 0.032
13 -2 0.012 0.023 0.036 0.039 0.044
14 -3 0.023 0.060 0.092 0.143 0.136
13 -4 0.074 0.167 0.210 0.232 0.27816 -3 0.043 0.120 0.133 0.207 0.246
17 -6 0.030 O.O83 0.118 0.130 0.160
18 -7 0.040 0.103 0.139 0.232 0.263
19 -8 0.033 0.096 0.128 0.173 0.187
20 -9 0.033 0.104 0.130 0.244 0.283
21 -10 0.033 0.094 0.124 0.180 0.180
22 -11 0.022 0.093 0.138 0.226 0. 266
23 -12 0.028 0.073 0.106 0.162 0.163
24 -13 0.020 0.087 0.123 0.203 0.246
23 -14 0.027 0.038 0.090 0.132 0.14326 -13 0.022 0.080 0.118 0.194 0.219
( ♦ Pressure in Torr )
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TABLE 5.5.5
Pressure enliancement of Carbon Monoxide ( 0.13 torr ) by Nitrogen.
(2143 cni"̂ )




1 (R) 20 0.019 0.037 O.O83 0.096 0.103
2 19 0.012 0.037 0.099 0.116 0.148
3 18 0.019 0.048 0.109 0.131 0.165
4 17 0.012 0.060 0.138 0.172 0.203
5 16 0.009 0.063 0.159 0.194 0.218
6 15 0.011 0.073 0.182 0.204 0.257
7 14 0.008 0.068 0.196 0.250 0.276
8 13 0.008 0.077 0.208 0.254 0.317
9 12 0.009 0.096 0.232 0.287 0.339
10 11 0.012 0.106 0.265 0.330 0.371
11 10 0.006 0.104 0.271 0.326 0.334
12 9 0.009 0.116 0.289 0.350 0.403
13 8 0.020 0.116 0.278 0.352 0.439
14 7 0.016 0.112 0.299 0.352 0.435
15 6 0.025 0.119 0.305 0.364 0.435
16 5 0.014 0.112 0.292 0.342 0.401
17 4 0.009 0.117 0.270 0.347 0.435
18 3 0.013 0.103 0.269 0.324 0.388
19 2 0.013 0.100 0.247 0.280 0.345
20 1 0.014 0.085 0.222 0.258 0.296
21 0 0.017 0.073 0.162 0.190 0.212
22 (P) -1 0.020 0.062 0.149 0.172 0.209
23 -2 0.011 0.076 0.194 0.240 0.272
24 -3 0.010 0.100 0.242 0.303 0.330
25 -4 0.015 0.102 0.248 0.289 0.335
26 -5 0.011 0.109 0.268 0.320 0.589
27 -6 0.010 0.118 0.271 0.342 0.381
28 -7 0.014 0.096 0.258 0.293 0.357
29 -8 0.016 0.100 0.259 0.326 0.383
30 -9 0.009 0.095 0.261 0.313 0.350
31 -10 0.010 0.090 0.222 0.288 0.328
32 -11 0.010 0.087 0.217 0.281 0.316
33 -12 0.010 0.089 0.194 0.246 0.282
34 -13 0.017 0.085 0.170 0.229 0.251
35 -14 0.005 0.063 0.165 0.215 0.224
36 -15 0.011 0.045 0.169 0.186 0.208
37 -16 0.010 0.050 0.148 0.172 0.194»
38 -17 0.010 0.063 0.125 0.151 0.179
39 -18 0.016 0.044 0.105 0.123 0.145
40 -19 0.015 0.033 0.094 0.103 0.119
(♦ Pressure in torr )
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Table 3»3.6





267 474 747 *
! 1 0.033 0.096 0.157 0.188 C.224
2 0.017 0.081 0.130 0.167 V.206
3 0.018 0.103 0.175 0.229 0.271
4 0.019 0.077 0.150 0.210 0.250
3 0.025 0.113 0.216 0.254 0.306
6 0.010 0.095 0.192 0.242 0.321
7 0.023 0.107 0.200 0.250 0.326
8 0.023 0.126 0.258 0.303 0.393
9 0.016 0.094 0.205 0.271 0.350
10 0.018 0.128 0.247 0.316 0.398
11 0.019 0.107 0.220 0.296 0.381
12 0.019 0.119 0.248 0.327 0.432
13 0.021 0.113 0.257 0.324 0.413
14 0.025 0.153 O.3O8 0.369 0.471
15 0.019 0.117 0.263 0.317 0.403
16 0.019 0.154 0.294 0.383 0.456
17 0.026 0.136 0.256 0.317 0.391
18 0.016 0.137 0.265 0.332 0.402
19 0.124 0.653 1,040 1.254 1.229
20 0.026 0.100 0.180 0.413 0.263
21 0.044 0.155 0.212 0.245 0.315
22 0.016 0.106 0.201 0.243 0.306
23 0.017 0.101 0.191 0.239 0.303
24 0.021 0.111 0.210 0.255 0.347
25 0.016 0.098 0.189 0.260 0.353
26 0.016 0.101 0.201 0.270 0.342
27 0.024 0.106 0.207 0.274 0.333
28 0.019 0.102 0.199 0.241 0.320
29 0.021 0.111 0.210 0.240 0.322
30 0.044 0.203 0.294 0.327 0.194
31 0.035 0.117 0.192 0.227 0. 291
32 0.015 0.071 0.134 0.167 0.233
33 0.015 0.073 0.134 0.159 0.218
34 0.017 0.059 0.116 0.151 0.202
( ♦ Pressure in  Torr )
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TABLE 5.5. 7
Pressure enhancement of N itr ic  oxide (0.43 to rr) by Nitrogen
( 1876 cm*^ )
LINE NO. J VALUES
18 69
ABSORBANCE 
287 440 760 *
1 (R) 19 0.040 0.046 0.058 0.074 0.107
2 18 0.045 0.052 0.095 0.102 0.135
3 17 0.052 0.057 0.105 0.123 0.128
4 16 0.054 0.069 0.096 0.129 0.151
5 15 0.061 0.083 0.155 0.156 0.186
6 14 0.051 0.118 0.167 0.204 0.236
7 13 0.094 0.106 0.152 0.225 0.229
6 12 0.074 0.122 0.147 0.167 0.231
9 11 0.101 0.131 0.163 0.248 0.302
10 10 0.081 0.150 0.217 0.268 0.324
11 9 0.082 0.155 0.244 0.274 0.345
12 8 0.082 0.182 0.236 0.300 0.375
13 7 0.111 0.181 0.283 0.320 0.410
14 6 0.158 0.193 0.254 0.300 0.377
15 5 0.128 0.201 0.255 0.315 0.367
16 4 0.150 0.202 0.257 0.303 0.352
17 3 0.129 0.208 0.231 0.271 0.334
18 2 0.111 0.150 0.189 0.210 0.255
19 1 0.090 0.116 0,115 0.141 0.197
20 0 0.048 0.065 0.098 0.116 0.134
21 (P) -1 0.081 0.086 0.122 0.105 0.133
22 -2 0.074 0.112 0.154 0.167 0.213
23 -3 0.110 0.151 0.174 0.222 0.269
24 J4 0.091 0.131 0.211 0.249 0.290
25 -5 0.088 0.132 0.185 0.228 0.291
26 -6 0.088 0.154 0.176 0.216 0.275
27 -7 0.087 0.129 0.168 0.213 0.297
28 -8 0.108 0.128 0.175 0.231 0.261
29 -9 0.119 0.155 0.179 0.256 0.296
30 -10 0.071 0.116 0.157 0.187 0.215
31 -11 0.086 0.121 0.149 0.167 0.208
32 -12 0.088 0.083 0.100 0.185 0.193
33 -13 0.078 0.134 0.154 0.165 0.196
34 -14 0.077 0.096 0.149 0.153 0.199
35 -15 0.063 0.082 0.100 0.133 0.151
36 -16 0.071 0.062 0.103 0.115 0.154
37 -17 0.048 0.071 0.081 0.117 0.125
38 -18 0.047 0.060 0.075 0.078 0.096
39 -19 0.035 0.050 0.073 0.061 0.098
(* Pressure in torr)
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Table3.3* 8






46 189 760 *
. 1 0.166 0.198 0.236 0.199
2 0.125 0.189 0.194 0.200
3 0.086 0.079 0.098 0.106
4 0.140 0.224 0.254 f.279
5 0.058 0.066 0.078 0.071
6 0.038 0.053 0.086 0.079
7 0.173 0.259 0.260 0.261
8 0.115 0.164 0.171 0.178
9 0.071 0.081 0.086 0.098
10 0.137 0.256 0.267 0.262
11 0.115 0.125 0.144 0.136
12 0.094 0.158 0.201 0.301
13 0.087 0.085 0.103 0.087
14 ' 0.143 0.281 0.316 0.296
15 0.113 0.149 0.166 0.182
16 0.115 0.241 0.287 0.260
17 0.055 0.075 0.086 0.087
18 0.065 0.081 0.102 0.090
19 0.129 0.355 0.361 0.369
(♦ Pressure in Torr )
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Pressure enhancement of HGl^ (1.3 torr) by Nitrogen
( 2886 era ^)
LINE NO. J VALUES ABSORBANCE
0 64 325 760
1 (R) 9 0.010 0.036 0.050 0.044
2 8 0.012 0.045 0.085 0.089
3 7 0.012 0.088 0.146 0.159
4 6 0.015 0.127 0.222 0.235
3 3 0.012 0.187 0.316 0.355
6 4 0.021 0.251 0.415 0.479
7 3 0.027 0.274 0.491 0.616
8 2 0.029 0.311 0.550 0. 616
9 1 0.031 0.292 0.532 0. 616
10 0 0.038 0.248 0.427 0.461
11 (P) -1 0.021 0,224 0.392 0.459
23 -2 0.022 0.275 0.553 0. 616
13 -3 0.021 0.287 0.551 0.616
14 -4 0.018 0.273 0.473 0.550
13 -3 0.022 0.202 0.399 0.437
16 -6 0.031 0.162 , 0.309 0.343
17 -7 0.024 0.108 0.201 0.208
18 -8 0.016 0.068 0.128 0.134
19 -9 0.018 0.043 0.080 0.079
(♦ Pressure in Torr)
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Table 3.3. 10
Pressure enhancement of Hydrogen cyanide (0.65 to rr) by Nitrogen
(3312 co‘^)
LINE NO. 0 110
Absorbance>
244 423 756 *
1 0.033 0.130 0.171 0.185 0.234
2 0.032 0.153 0.196 0.214 0.250
3 0.036 0.156 0.217 0.225 ' 0.275
4 0.035 0.169 0.217 0.250 0.308
5 0.047 0.190 0.251 0.279 0.338
6 0.052 0.228 0.263 0.270 0.372
7 0.048 0.251 0.302 0.302 0.382
6 0.063 0.262 0.302 0.339 0.382
9 0.063 0.269 0.329 0.342 0.420
10 0.055 0.255 0.309 0.331 0.408
11 0.065 0.259 0.318 0.293 0.409
12 0.049 0.250 0.302 0.320 0.410
13 0.059 0.264 0.314 0.309 0.405
14 0.056 0.259 0.310 0.321 0.387
15 0.059 0.277 0.320 0.320 0.382
16 0.048 0.262 0.310 0.309 0.358
17 0.034 0.235 0.281 0.275 0.315
18 0.037 0.197 0.225 0.204 0.214
19 0.032 0.154 0.197 0.189 0,194
20 0.044 0.197 0.232 0.230 0.274
21 0.045 0.216 0.25c 0.259 0.328
22 0,049 0.232 0.285 0.288 0.352
23 0.052 0.207 0.274 0.318 0.358
24 0.064 0.264 0.321 0.323 0.381
25 0.063 0.247 0.301 0.298 0.371
26 0.052 0.255 0.304 0.309 0.393
27 0.053 0.272 0.315 0.319 0.387
28 0.055 0.279 0.343 0.331 0.393
29 0.051 0.272 0.322 0.327 0.384
30 0.060 0.270 0.314 0.319 0.379
31 0.056 0.261 0.304 0.302 0.338
(♦ Pressure in Torr)
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Table 3.3. U
Fressure enhancement of Methane (0.08 torr) by Helium
(3020 cm"^)
LINE NO. J VALUES
42
ABSORBANCE 
125 314 493 760 *
1 (R) 13 0.048 0.054 0.048 0.058 0.062
2 34 0.073 0.077 0.079 0.094 0.100
3 13 0.082 0.105 0.113 0.127 0.138
4 12 0,084 0.100 0.111 0.136 0.148
3 11 0.073 0.103 0.119 0.161 0.185
6 10 0.097 0.124 0.133 0.187 0.206
7 9 0.096 0.130 0.151 0.200 0.229
6 8 0.103 0.141 0.150 0.205 0.257
9 7 0.111 0.144 0.171 0.207 0.256
10 6 0.098 0.118 0.132 0.167 0.197
11 3 0.083 0.113 0.138 0.177 0.204
12 4 0.077 0.109 0.119 0.164 0.195
13 3 0.049 0.069 0.066 0.106 0.125
14 2 0.033 0.041 0.050 0.067 0.086
13 1 0.033 0.045 0.055 0.067 0.085
16 0 0.068 0.077 0.076 0.080 0.092
17 (P) -1 0.111 0.121 0.146 0.154 0.175
18 -2 0.039 0.053 0.058 0.074 0.085
19 -3 0.078 0.105 0.118 0.152 0.172
20 -4 0.090 0.122 0.140 0.180 0.219
21 -5 0.092 0.117 0.145 0.185 0.220
22 -6 0.130 0.179 0.201 0.269 0.304
23 -7 0.128 0.177 0.203 0.259 0.312
24 -8 0.111 0.152 0.184 0.246 0.291
25 -9 0.123 0.173 0.208 0.256 0.286
26 -10 0.108 0.138 0.169 0.211 0.245
27 -11 0.076 0.102 0.111 0.137 0.153
28 -12 0.068 0.083 0.095 0.106 0.116
29 -13 0.061 0.070 . 0.079 0.076 0.087
30 -14 0.043 0.047 0.046 0.045 0.0̂ 4
31 -13 0.031 0.024 0.028 0.033 0.U28
(♦ Pressure in. torr )
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Table 5.5. 12





333 353 760 *
1 0.106 0.130 0.137 0.158 0.150
2 0.168 0.187 0.200 0.205 0.207
3 0.133 0.174 0.191 0.191 0.225
4 0.128 0.139 0.177 0.174 0.195
3 0.223 0.317 0.332 0.344 0.355
6 0.243 0.367 0.389 0.374 0.423
7 0.317 0.432 0.326 0.311 0,340
8 0.243 0.334 0.330 0.366 0.379
9 0.319 0.412 0.426 0.424 0.452
10 0.234 0.310 0.332 0.332 0.374
11 0.168 0.212 0. 213 0.208 0.239
12 0.207 0.263 0.232 0.258 0.285
13 0.193 0.237 0.274 0.270 0.298
14 0.202 0.268 0.263 0.270 0. 288
13 0.300 0.290 0.424 0.408 0.487
16 0.311 0.267 0.382 0.387 0.423
17 0.330 0.321 0.438 0.438 0.482
18 0.224 0.288 0.290 0.300 0.315
19 0.168 0.249 0.263 0.261 0.278
20 0.130 0.166 0.171 0.166 0.180
21 0.142 0.172 0.174 0.166 0.190
22 0.107 0.138 0.142 0.140 0.147
23 0.092 0.113 0.130 0.127 0.128
( ♦ Pressure in torr )
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TABLE 3.5J-3
Pressure enhancement of Acetylene (0.025 torr) by Helium 
(729 cm"^)
LINE NO. J VALUES
34 234
ABSORBANCE
558 653 768 *
1 (R)10 0.112 0.196 0.252 0.258 0.264
2 9 0.126 0.233 0.320 0.350 0.372
3 6 0.113 0.183 0.241 0.264 0.268
4 7 0.123 0.235 0.327 0.335 0.365
5 6 0.113 0.204 0.265 0.264 0.291
6 5 0.126 0.246 0.311 0.342 0.342
7 4 0.106 0.188 0.236 0.248 0.250
8 3 0.106 0.199 0.268 0.301 0.300
9 2 0.087 0.148 0.191 0.202 0.206
10 1 0.149 0.246 0.314 0.327 0.332
11 0 0.555 0.967 1.241 1.337 1.342
12 (P)_l 0.045 0.056 0.056 0.063 0.059
13 -2 0.042 0.069 0.080 0.076 0.081
14 -3 0.069 0.120 0.164 0.176 0.180
13 -4 0.161 0.233 0.275 0.283 0.298
16 -5 0.088 0.153 0.206 0.215 0.228
17 -6 0.091 0.147 0.174 0.185 0.189
18 -7 0.098 0.189 0.224 0.242 0.259
19 .8 0.099 0.172 0.200 0.210 0.226
20 -9 0.099 0.194 0.249 0.269 0.271
21 -10 0.082 0.156 0.194 0.192 0.214
22 -11 0.093 0.175 0.236 0.266 0.272
23 -12 0.081 0.142 0.179 0.180 0.192
-13 0.087 0.168 0.241 0.241 0.254
25 -14 0.066 0.118 0.156 0.159 0.172
26 -15 0.081 0.157 0.199 0.221 0.229
(♦ Pressure in torr)
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TABLE 3-3.14
Pressure enhancement of Carbon Monoxide (0.13 torr) by Helium
( 214) ca"^)
LINE NO. J VALUES ABSORBANCE
103 191 348 528 768
0.049 0.053 0.072 0.089 0.103
0.050 0.072 0.092 0.099 0.126
0.054 0.076 0.107 0.125 0.148
0.065 0.087 0.121 0.143 0.166
0.073 0.098 0.129 0.159 0.189
0.181 0.113 0.150 0.181 0.217
0.089 0.125 0.159 0.212 0.244
0.096 0.144 0.181 0.222 0.285
0.111 0.157 0.193 0.249 0.297
0.121 0.158 0.205 0.260 0.320
0.130 0.165 0.218 0.278 0.327
0.136 0.174 0.230 0.288 0.350
0.136 0.172 0.233 0.296 0.352
0.137 0.178 0.239 0.304 0.372
0.131 0.181 0.239 0.304 0.367
0.137 0.180 0.240 0.288 0.352
0.134 0.180 0.221 0.199 0.327
0.114 0.165 0.213 0.271 0.304
0.098 0.140 0.184 0.239 0.296
0.097 0.130 0.166 0.200 0.231
0.072 0.094 0.125 0.143 0.174
0.060 I-09I 0.117 0.138 0.167
0.191 0.120 0.157 0.193 0.230
0.103 0.151 0.193 0.231 0.280
0.113 0.149 0.211 0.231 0.292
0.125 0.167 0.229 0.276 0.341
0.127 0.173 0.229 0.286 0.332
0.127 0.164 0.218 0.281 0.327
0.119 0.167 0.225 0.274 0.327
0.117 0.179 0.223 0.273 0.319
0.111 0.154 0.213 0.255 0.312
0.117 0.151 0.205 0.246 0.288
0.097 0.138 0.180 0.226 0.257
0.093 0.139 0.177 0.211 0.248
0.081 0.123 0.151 0.181 0.222
0.084 0.105 0.143 0.184 0.208
0.083 0.103 0.131 0.162 0.180
0.067 0.096 0.117 0.149 0.174
0.057 0.087 0.103 0.121 0.138
0.049 0.064 0.089 0.099 0.115



































(* Pressure in torr) 
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TABLE 3.3-15
Pressure enhancement of Carbon Dioxide (0.13 torr) by Helium
(667 cm'l)
LIKE NO. ABSORBANCE
19 140 303 528 766 *
1 0.035 0.060 0.079 0.115 0.131
2 0.045 0.075 0.098 0.142 0.167
3 0.047 0.084 0.120 0.157 0.188
4 0.053 0.100 0.141 0.191 0.222
5 0.059 0.122 0.151 0.208 0.241
6 0.060 0.130 0.162 0.225 0.260
7 0.065 0.138 0.167 0.242 0.274
8 0.081 0.137 0.187 0.253 0.304
9 0.064 0.131 0.187 0.267 0.304
10 0.070 0.143 O.I89 0.267 0.306
11 0.070 0.166 0.220 0.287 0.350
12 0.083 0.176 0.229 0.298 0.361
13 0.082 0.181 0.230 0.301 0.361
14 0.088 0.181 0.231 0.327 0.376
15 0.088 0.181 0.240 0.315 0.373
16 0.083 0.183 0.222 0.311 0.373
17 0.082 0.167 0.213 0.286 0.327
18 0.083 0.165 0.204 0.271 0.311
19 0.462 0.783 0.850 0.975 0.985
20 0.121 0.175 0.195 0.230 0.276
21 0.069 0.130 0.175 0.251 0.252
22 0.065 0.140 0.192 0.242 0.295
23 0.070 0.137 0.189 0.239 0.288
24 0.069 0.143 0.181 0.249 0.291
25 0.064 0.137 0.188 0.244 0.294
26 0.066 0.137 0.174 0.235 0.278
27 0.172 0.250 0.294 0.327 0.366
28 0.054 0.092 0.131 0,174 0.214
29 0.056 0.093 0.137 0.171 0.197
30 0.049 0.087 0.120 0.159 0.189
31 0.053 0.085 0.103 0.151 0.160
32 0.046 0.078 0.089 0.125 0.145
33 0.047 0.079 0.084 0.121 0.138
34 0.077 0.134 0.118 0.163 0.166
(* pressure in torr )
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TABLE 3.3- 16
Pressure enhancement of Nitric Oxide (0.43 torr) in Helium 
(1876 cm~^)
LINE NO, J VALUES ABSORBANCE
64 302 457 590 752 *
1 (R) 19 0.049 0.089 0.137 0.137 0.166
2 18 0.065 0.107 0.164 0.178 0.197
3 17 0.084 0.125 0.175 0.193 0.230,4 16 0.084 0.138 0.205 0.231 0.267
3 15 0.096 0.159 0.239 0.276 0.317
6 14 0.129 0.205 0.296 0.319 0.372
7 13 0.136 0.207 0.317 0.364 0.441
8 12 0.125 0.205 0.318 0.354 0.373
9 11 0.152 0.255 0.392 0.427 0.535
10 10 0.166 0.274 0.441 0.495 0.564
11 9 0.183 0.301 0.441 0.514 0.577
12 8 0.196 0.320 0.467 0.546 0.618
13 7 0.199 0.330 0.495 0.531 0.607
14 6 0.197 0.344 0.479 0.540 0.601
15 5 0.199 0.326 0.438 0.481 0.537
16 4 0.201 0.308 0.401 0.424 0.490
17 3 0.197 0.282 0.373 0.422 0.489
18 2 0.142 0.219 0.304 0.336 0-387
19 1 0.098 0.150 0.242 0.262 0.296
20 0 0.081 0.117 0.164 0.184 0.199
21 (P) -1 0.110 0.141 0.204 0.195 0.222
22 -2 0.150 0.214 0.280 0.317 0.365
23 -3 0.146 0.249 0.379 0.438 0.452
24 J4 0.153 0.282 0.389 0.467 0.523
25 -5 0.153 0.276 0.385 0.428 0.514
26 -6 0.167 0.271 0.414 0.467 0.506
27 -7 0.144 0.257 0.385 0.438 0.498
28 -8 0.146 0.239 0.367 0.406 0.455
29 -9 0.172 0.255 0.379 0.388 0.478
30 -10 0.128 0.197 0.317 0.338 0.394
31 -11 0.118 0.193 0.296 0.326 0.361
32 -12 0.115 0.189 0.255 0.298 0.339
33 -13 0.110 0.197 0.241 0.283 0.317
34 -14 0.122 0.181 0.248 0.271 0.317
35 -15 0.096 0.138 0.190 0.204 0.244
36 -16 0.090 0.116 0.172 0.203 0.246
37 -17 0.089 0.128 0.160 0.183 0.207
38 -18 0.072 0.101 0.146 0.157 0.197
39 -19 0.063 0.090 0.122 0.137 0.146
(* Pressure in torr )
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Table 3-3-17
Pressure enhancement of Methyl bromide (0.13 torr) by Helium




253 525 773 *
1 , 0.092 0.092 0.076 0.092 0.0752| 0.106 0.106 0.100 0.128 0.118
3 0.189 0.190 0.207 0.231 0.201
4 0.183 0.181 0.189 0.203 0.189
3 0.228 0.210 0.228 0.235 0.226
6 0.286 0.274 0.301 0.314 0.318
7 0.272 0.277 0.303 0.301 0.3018 0.280 0.287 0.296 0.306 0.305
9 0.142 0.160 O.I89 0.237 0.254
10 0.308 0.311 0.321 0.332 0.332
11 0.261 0.286 0.307 0.308 0.305
12 0.353 0.400 0.377 0.438 0.391
13 0.222 0.230 0.235 0.239 0. 230
14 0.177 0.167 0.179 0.171 0.181
13 0.204 0.222 0.221 0.232 0. 207
16 0.091 0.098 0.098 0.101 0.093
17 0.059 0.047 0.058 0.052 0.04818 0.053 0.075 0.074 0.075 0.060
19 0.547 0.573 0.573 0.602 0.579
( * Pressure in torr )
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TABLE 5.3-18
Pressure enhancement of H Cl (1-3 torr) by Helium
( 2886 coT^ )
LINE NO. J VALUES ABSORBANCE
23 133 344 556 770 *
1 (R) 9 0.023 0.032 0.042 0.047 0.057
2 8 0.026 0.049 0.048 0.070 0.073
3 7 0.040 0.070 0.073 0.119 0.131
4 6 0.064 0.098 0.115 0.162 0.181
5 5 0.084 0.130 0.144 0.221 0.215
6 4 0.099 0.172 0.178 0.238 O.2A3
7 3 0.103 0.179 0.188 0.268 0.277
8 2 0.103 0.193 0.208 0.284 0.285
9 1 0.124 0.181 0.190 0.269 0.287
10 0 0.091 0.144 0.143 0.217 0.222
11 (P) -1 0.077 0.138 0.143 0.225 0.230
12 -2 0.105 0.166 0.178 0.272 0.295
13 -3 0.099 0.180 0.189 0.273 0.511
14 -4 0.105 0.166 0.184 0.273 0.306
15 -5 0.084 0.142 O.I69 0.235 0.262
16 -6 0.076 0.118 0.127 0.201 0.230
17 -7 0.054 0.095 0.102 0.153 0.161
18 .8 0.047 0.071 0.082 0.111 0.120
19 -9 0.035 0.046 0.048 0.073 0.078
( ♦ Pressure in torr)
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Table 5-5-19
Pressure enhancement of Methane (0.084) by Oxygen
torr
{ 3020 cm”^ )
LINE NO. J VALUES ABSORBANCE
27 117 314 549 760 *
1 (R)13 0.073 0.112 0.130 0.159 0.176
2 12 0.084 0.110 0.146 0.168 0.198
3 11 0.074 0.113 0.165 0.198 0.227
4 10 0.096 0.141 0.202 0.238 0.278
5 9 0.108 0.159 0.204 0.247 0.288
6 8 0.115 0.166 0.217 0.266 0.509
7 7 0.112 0.167 0.234 0.284 0.333
a 6 0.092 0.138 0.189 0.255 0.280
9 5 0.084 0.137 0.193 0.245 0.286
10 4 0.077 0.125 0.188 0.231 0.279
11 3 0.051 0.078 0.119 0.153 0.182
12 2 0.032 0.058 0.074 0.105 0.122
13 1 0.026 0.054 0.078 0.105 0.122
14 0 0.070 0.084 0.093 0.105 0.118
25 (P) -1 0.099 0.134 0.153 0.175 0.19216 -2 0.043 0.065 0.087 0.105 0.128
17 -3 0.072 0.127 0.161 0.201 0.23118 0.091 0.151 0.208 0.240 0.286
19 0.089 0.155 0.200 0.250 0.283
20 -6 0.129 0.213 0.291 0.338 0.380
21 -7 0.123 0.213 0.291 0.347 0.378
22 -8 0.103 0.177 0.260 0.321 0.367
23 -9 0.113 0.205 0.262 0.317 0.350
24 -10 0.174 0.166 0.226 0.271 0.301
25 -11 0.113 0.117 0.150 0.176 0.196
26 -12 0.105 0.096 0.109 0.125 0.133
27 -13 0.073 0.081 0.089 0.100 0.101
(♦ Pressure in torr)
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TABLE 3-3-20
Pressure enhancement of Carbon monoxide (0.13 torr) by Oxygen
{ 2143 cm“^ )
LINE NO. ■ J VALUES
34 111
ABSORBANCE
321 523 767 »
1 (R)17 0.044 0.078 0.135 O.I89 0.204
2 16 0.044 0.090 0.158 0.204 0.229
3 15 0.053 0.096 0.158 0.204 0.237
4 14 0.062 0.105 0.1^4 0.214 0.254
3 13 0.072 0.114 0.204 0.240 0.286
6 12 0.072 0.123 0.218 0.279 0.305
7 11 0.063 0.129 0.220 0.285 0.330
8 10 0.085 0.141 0.236 0.306 0.342
9 9 0.086 0.149 0.244 0.320 0.361
10 8 0.086 0.153 0.240 0.332 0.379
11 7 0.088 0.165 0.261 0.323 0.367
12 6 0.088 0.153 0.246 0.311 0.377
13 5 0.088 0.156 0.25ft 0.318 0.380
14 4 0.094 0.149 0.246 0.336 0.388
15 3 0.082 0.138 0.246 0.296 0.362
16 2 0.077 0.132 0.224 0.263 0.321
17 1 0.073 0.114 0.185 0.221 0.272
18 0 0.051 0.082 0.131 0.163 0.206
19 (P) 0.045 0.084 0.128 0.166 0.197
20 -2 0.061 0.109 0.176 0.233 0.280
21 -3 0.070 0.134 0.222 0.262 0.335
22 -4 0.070 0.141 0.220 0.296 0.342
23 -5 0.083 0.161 0.256 0.318 0.369
% -6 0.086 0.136 0.244 0.324 0.342
25 -7 0.083 0.133 0.229 0.311 0.356
26 -8 0.082 0.143 0.231 0.282 0.347
27 -9 0.089 0.136 0.233 0.291 0.340
28 -10 0.084 0.128 0.228 0.268 0.329
29 -11 0.076 0.120 0.206 0.250 0.313
30 -12 0.059 0.109 0.180 0.228 0.271
31 -13 0.060 0.102 0.181 0.220 0.284
32 -14 0.060 0.091 0.149 0.187 0.221
33 -15 0.047 O.O89 0.145 0.172 0.210
34 -16 0.046 0.085 0.133 0.159 0.163
35 -17 0.052 0.078 0.118 0.138 0.163
(♦ Pressure in torr )
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TABLE 3.3. 21
Pressure enhancement of Methane (0.D8 torr) by Carbon dioxide
( 3030 cm“^ )
LINE NO. J VALUES
0 41
ABSORBANCE
213 458 765 ♦
1 35 0.041 0.037 0,065 0.068 0.069
2 14 0.055 0.060 0.039 0.104 0.112
3 13 0.053 0.071 0.124 0.148 0.159
4 12 0.050 0.072 0.132 0.161 0.175
5 11 0.039 0.068 0.147 0.186 0.212
6 10 0.044 0.082 0.171 0.212 0.241
7 9 0.041 0.087 0.174 0.220 0.253
8 8 0.044 0.094 0.181 0.237 0.265
9 7 0.044 0.091 0.192 0.249 0.311
10 6 0.041 0.080 0.157 0.210 0.246
11 5 0.039 0.071 0.159 0.214 0.263
12 4 0.031 0.071 0.146 0.212 0.267
13 3 0.019 0.043 0.090 0.133 0.166
14 2 0.014 0.027 0.061 0.087 0.103
15 1 0.012 0.025 0.060 0.090 0.111
16 0 0.059 0.062 0.083 0.096 0.112
17 -1 0.087 0.103 0.140 0.166 0.174
18 -2 0.023 0.040 0.072 0.098 0.112
19 -3 0.028 0.062 0.146 0.189 0.212
2Q -4 0.031 0.074 0.169 0.220 0.252
21 -5 0.035 0.083 0.174 0.227 0.246
22 -6 0.044 0.115 0.241 0.306 0.334
23 -7 0.054 0.109 0.248 0.308 0.330
24 .8 0.050 0.092 0.219 0.290 0.321
25 -9 0.056 0.106 0.220 0.289 0.318
26 -10 0.060 0.096 0.194 0.246 0.262
27 -11 0.040 0.068 0.130 0.157 0.151
28 -12 0.036 0.057 0.101 0.111 0.10/
29 -13 0.040 0.051 0.080 0.079 0.072
30 -14 0.033 0.037 0.049 0.047 0.041
31 -15 0.026 0.030 0.031 0.027 0.029
(♦ Pressure in torr)
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. TABLE 3.3.22
Pressure enhancement of Carbon Monoxide (O.I3 torr) by Carbon Dioxide
(2143 cm*^)
LINE NO. J VALUE
17 175
ABSORBANCE
362 548 769 »
1 (R)18 0.034 0.090 0.133 0.173 0.194
2 17 0.044 0.087 0.123 0.121 0.192
3 16 0.030 0.107 0.146 0.170 0.236
4 15 0.047 0.188 0.155 0.196 0.232
3 14 0.063 0.121 0.149 0.196 0.226
6 13 0.063 0.133 0:190 0.208 0.251
7 12 0.069 0.150 0.190 0.226 0.255
8 . 11 0.078 0.144 0.200 0.246 0.277
9 10 0.087 0.167 0.216 0.266 0.286
10 9 0.078 0.172 0.230 0.276 0.297
11 8 0.081 0.182 0.251 0.276 0.304
12 7 0.087 0.184 0.253 0.299 0.329
13 6 0.088 0.190 0.271 0.304 0.332
14 5 0.089 0.193 0.275 0.339 0.365
15 4 0.089 0.189 0.265 0.311 0.332
16 3 0.085 0.176 0.261 0.295 , 0.329
17 2 0.086 0.160 0.220 0.259 0.290
18 1 0.064 0.136 0.203 0.227 0.254
19 0 0.054 0.098 0.140 0.160 0.177
(* Pressure in torr)
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Table 3*4- Pressure enhancement factors (F)











CItf. • 3020.3 6 10 6.4 3.6 4.8 4.2
9 7 5.1 2.9 3.8 3̂  6
13 3 8.0 4.0 5.9 5.4/
1 19 -3 11.1 6.1 f.3 7.6
22 -6 14.3 7.6 9.5 8.4
26 -10 7.1 5.0 6.1 5.3
C2H5 2994.3 10 1.5 1.3
15 - 1.5 1.3 — -
20 - 1.6 1.4 - -
0 2 % 949.2 4 3--2 3.8
11 - 4.8 5.4 — —
14 - 3.0 3.8 — —
17 - 5.2 5.2 - —
21 - 2.7 3.1 - -
C2H2 729.1 10 10 8.3 8.5
15 5 10.0 9.5 — —
19 1 4.2 5.6 — —
30 -10 5.5 6.5 - —
35 -15 10.0 10.4 - -
CO 2143.2 17 10 62.9 54.5 57.0
22 5 28.8 25.1 27.1 16.1
26 1 20.5 16.5 19.4 20.4
28 -1 10.3 8.4 9.9 15.2
31 -4 22.5 19.5 22.8 24.3
37 -10 32.2 31.2 32.9
C02 667.3 5 12.2 9.6 mm
10 — 22.1 17.0 -
15 ' - 21.2 19.6 - -
25 - 22.1 18.4 mm -
30 - 4.4 4.3 - -
NO 1875.9 10 10 4.0 7.0
15 5 2.9 4.4 - —
19 1 2.2 3.3 — -
23 -3 2.5 4.1 - -
28 -8 2.4 4.2
Table cont..
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Table 3* 4# coatd.










N^ He Og CÔ
HGl35 2883.9 6 4 22.8 11.6
9 1 19.9 9.3 ..
12 -2 28.0 13.4 »
16 .6 11.1 7.4 -
HCN 3312.0 10 18 6.6
15 13 7.2 - — mi
20 9 7.4 — — m.
25 4 7.4 - e*
30 -3 6.2 - — —
35 -8 5.9 - - -
CHjBr 1443.3 10 1.2 1.1 a. a.
15 - 2.1 1.9 - -
20 1.2 1.1 .. a.







The determination of absolute band intensities (Experimental)
4.1. Available methods
The basic problem in the determination of absolute band 
intensity from an observed absorption band lies in the 
solution (52) of the fundamental integral equation
-wo
g (v ) k (v -V i)  dv
in which gfv) is the true band shape
^(v^) is the observed band shape
and k (v-Vj^) is the instrument function.
If functions for both the observed band profile and the 
instrumental function can be derived for an absorption band 
envelope, the equation can be solved by Fourier
transformation (53). An alternative solution is feasible 
if the observed line shape is assumed to be a mixture of 
Cauchy and Gauss functions and that the slit function and 
amplifier distortion combine to produce a Gaussian function. 
Convolution of Gauss and Cauchy curves produces a Voigt (54) 
function.
Because infrared bands are only rarely symmetric, the use 
of peak height and half band width is inadequate to exactly 
specify a real absorption band profile and a quantitative 
value for the degree of "skewness" about the peak centre is
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required. One solution to this problem is provided by the 
method of truncated moments (55). A computer program is 
available (56) for the evaluation of band profiles for 
relatively simple spectra.
On the assumption that the band contour is Lorensian,
Ramsay (57) has shown that the true area under an absorption 
band can be determined(c.£. Cabana and Sandorfy (58)).
The integrated band area is less sensitive to change in 
spectral slit width than either the half band width or the peak 
height (142) and therefore the most useful practical method 
for determination of true band areas by extrapolation is based 
on its measurement under various experimental methods.
One such technique is Bourgin's Method (60) in which-the true 
area is obtained by measuring the area beneath the fractional 
absorption curve and extrapolating to zero bC in the expression
A] = I a\f àx/ = A
bC 0 bC I band
M
In practice, plots of A against bC are found to be non-linear 
thus increasing the uncertainty of the extrapolation.
The method of Wilson and Wells (63) is applicable to the 
evaluation of absolute band intensities in the infrared spectra 
of gaseous molecules.
The experiments on nitrous oxide described by Callomon, McKean 
and Thompson (64,65) were repeated using conditions appropriate 
to the present work. The results (see Appendix VII) indicate that
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the technique is applicable to the current problem.
It has been shown (63) that the method of Wilson and Wells will give 
the true integrated intensity by plotting the apparent absorption 
intensity, 3 against the product of partial pressure and pathlength,
J)L and extrapolating to zero ^L, provided that
(a) the incident intensity (Iq ) is constant over the
slit width, and also that
(b) either the resolution is high compared with
variations in a or does not vary much over 
the spectral band.
In practice, B is measured at a number of values of and extrapolated
to zero ^  to give A, the true integrated intensity.
i. e. Limit |Bj = A 
jpL —  ̂0
k.2. Calculation of integrated intensity from real vibration-rotation bands. 
Convolution of Gauss and Cauchy curves results in a Voigt function (66). 
This may be expressed by the equation
exp _ (v-Vi)2 
"2-
XI




where Vq is the band centre 
and XI and X2 are constants,
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The ratio determines the proportionality between Cauchy
and Gauss characteristics of the profile such that if = 0
the equation reduces to a pure Gauss curve with half-width 
Avq = 2(ln 2) %2. If however, x^/x^ = a a pure Cauchy profile
is obtained with half-width Av^ = 2x^.
Integration of both pure Gaussian and pure Lorentzian band areas 
can be determined using Ramsay*s method (67).
The area beneath a true Lorentz absorbance band is given by the 
expression:





where c is the concentration and
1 is the pathlength
Since 2b = Av^
maxand a/^2 = In (1^/1)^ 
the equation can be written
A l  =  _ i  . i  . ÛV4 . I n d o / l )
2  c l
2    max
—  1 * ^ 7 "  1  • AVi . I n  (Içy^l)fflqx 
cl
Similarly, if the band profile is Gaussian, the area (Aq ) will be 
given by the expression:
Aq  = ̂  .ln(Io/^)^^ j band ' °) j
“74“
_1_
where S = Avi /2(ln2) ̂  = 0,735Avi_
and this expression becomes
A<5 = 1.064. _1_ . Av, .in (ii)
cl ^ ' I' max
A numerical value of the constant falling in the range between 1.06̂ + 
and 1.57 can be calculated (68) for specific values of having
these extreme values when x^/x^ = 0 and x^/x^ = oo respectively.
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4.3* Derivation of the absolute intensities of vibration-rotation
bands in the spectra of the selected molecules using the method 
of Wilson and Wells (63)
Using the techniques described in sections 4.1 and 4.2 
(above), the absolute intensity of a number of vibration-rotation 
lines was determined. The stages in each of these calculations 
were as follows:
(a) The spectra of a series of different concentrations
of the particular absorbing species in nitrogen at 1 atm.
(0.1015MI<m“ ) were recorded and the absorbance and observed 
half-band width of each of a number of vibration-rotation 
lines were measured.
(b) The integrated area under each absorption envelope was 
calculated using computer program AREAS.
(c) The absolute intensity of each line was then calculated 
by fitting a polynomial to the integrated area at each 
concentration and finding the intercept (Program: STOSAB^GEN). 
This intercept corresponds to the value of the absolute
intensity at zero partial pressure and is in units of
-2 . -1 cm atm. .
Details of the absorbance data used in the calculations are given 
in Appendix IX. Values of the determined absolute intensities 
are listed in Tables 4.1-4.10. Theoretical values are given 
for diatomic and spherical molecules.
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Table 4.1
Methane - absolute intensity (3020 cra"̂ )
Line No. J - value Absolute intensity, S 
(cmT^atm."^)
Observed ♦Theory







8 6 6.82 5.53
9 5 7.07 6.38
10 4 6.62 6.72




13 (p) -1 3.10** /16 -2 1.81** 1.93
17 -3 3.66 3.92
18 -4 7.07 7.91
19 -5 6.30 6.68
20 -6 9.64 10.60
21 -7 8.83 9.66
22 -8 6.80 6.91




27 -13 0.97 (* ttp = 296)
(♦♦ overlapped by strong Q-branch)
(/ Data taken from (lp6) and (137) )
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Table 4.2
Ethane - absolute intensity (2994 cm"^)












Ethylene - absolute intensity (949 cm“^)















Acetylene - absolute intensity (729 cm”^)
























Carbon monoxide - absolute intensity (2143 cra"*̂ )
Line No. J - value Absolute intensity, S 
( cra"*̂ . atm.“^)
Observed ♦theory (54)
1 12 6.10 3.34
2 11 3.89 6.36
3 10 7.83 7.11
4 9 3.60 7.72
3 8 7.03 8.1?
6 7 7.34 8.27
7 6 8.41 8.08
8 3 3.63 7.33
9 4 3.03 6.63
10 3 4.84 3.37
11 2 4.32 3.79
12 1 2.44 1.97
13 0 2.44 2.02
14' -1 3.82 3.97
13 -2 3.34 3.74
16 -3 7.32 7.25
17 -4 8.62 8.43
18 -3 8.83 9.24
19 -6 9.43 9.66
20 -7 9.00 9.71
21 -8 9.03 9.43
22 “9 7.82 8.88
23 -10 9.16 8.12
24 -11 6.70 6.91
23 -12 6.99 6.29
(* ap =: 237)
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Table 4.6.
Carbon dioxide - absolute intensity ( 667













17 (10) 3.33 2.90
18 (11) 3.82 3.04
19 (12) 4.89 3.16
20 (13) 4.93 3.23
21 (14) 3.11 3.31
(♦ ap = 180)
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Table 4.7
Nitric oxide - absolute intensity (1873 cm~^)
Line No. J. value Absolute intensity, S—2 —1(cra~ .atm.“ )
Observed ♦Theory
1 11 2.28 2.32
2 10 2.92 2.62
3 9 2.81 2.87
4 8 3.26 3.06
3 7 3.73 3.14
6 6 2.99 3.12
7 3 3.03 2.96
8 4 2.33 2.66
9 3 2.40 2.24
10 2 2.04 1.69
11 1 1.34 1.06











23 -11 1.39 (» ap . 73)
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Table 4.8
Methyl bromide - absolute intensity (1443 cm”^)









' Hydrogen chloride - absolute intensity (2683 cm"^)
Absolute intensity. S
Line No. J - value ( -2  ̂ -1\(cm .atm. j
Observed ♦Theory
1 0 3.77 3.67
2 1 10.21 9.94
3 2 13.87 13.30
4 3 14.29 13.91
3 4 12.20 11.88
6 3 8.94 8.71
7 6 3.72 3.37
8 7 3.23 3.14
9 8 1.61 1.37
10 9 0.72 0.70
(♦ ttp = 146)
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Table 4.10
-1'Hydrogen cyanide - absolute intensity (3312 cm*’ )




2 14 3.63 4.69
3 13 4.24 3.34
4 12 4.64 3.96
3 11 3.17 6.31
6 10 3.43 6.97
7 9 3.94 7.28
8 8 6.02 7.41
9 7 6.10 7.33
10 6 6.17 7.03
11 3 6.19 6.48
12 4 3.94 3.70
13 3 3.68 4.70
14 2 3.30 3.30
13 1 3.02 -
(♦ ap = 204)
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Chapter 3
The relationship between absolute intensity and the 
transition probabilities
3.1. Analytical expressions.
The intensity of a spectral line is determined by the probability of 
the transition which gives rise to the line (1.4l). The Einstein 




2 + nmRy 2 + Ez““ 2
.
H
where h is the Planck constant
C is the velocity of light
and is defined by the integral
,nm
IjJ n dr M
in which Ijl ̂  is the complex conjugate of the complete wave function for 
the state m, dr is the volume element of space configuration, and is 
the expression for the x component of the electric moment of the system (42).
The integrated absorption coefficient is defined by
K(v) dv
I In (lo/j)where K
- dl = K I dlor
i. e. it is the energy absorbed per unit area in unit time by a 
layer of infinitesijnal thickness, dl.
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NOTE: ' These symbols were chosen for the present discussion 
to avoid confusion with the Einstein coefficients Bmyi and 
Bjyu and will be redefined at a later stage in the generally 
accepted nomenclature.
The decrease in intensity of the beam, - dï, can also be 
expressed in terras of the Einstein coefficients. Bnm
/0(v) is the probability per molecule of a transition from 
state n to the state m per unit time in the presence of 
radiation of frequency v having a density equal toy<?(v).
If there are molecules per unit volume in the state m, 
and molecules in the state n, the net rate of transitions 
in unit volume from n to m is given by
- B„^N^(v) = B^^(v)(N„ - N^)
Each such transition reduces the energy of radiation by 
hv so that
- d l  =  h v  B ^ ( v )  ( N n  -  N „ ) d l   p j
but I =  c / ® ( v )
SO that the expression can now be written as
-dl = 4  ®nm ("n -  M
or, substituting from equation
K = - 4 -  - V  ..........
which on comparison with the Einstein equation above
yields the expression
K  =  J ^ . v . ( N ^ - N „ )  I   h l \
3 h c  J
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Due to the finite width of the line this may be replaced by the 
integral
K(v)dv = 8%^ V I I 2
 M
The population of the state m is usually very much less than that 
of state n and therefore it is usual to neglect in comparison 
with If the integrated intensity is replaced by the symbol I^bs>
the expression may now be written
where is the transition moment
M
is the population of the initial state n 
and V is the vibrational frequency (in cmT^).
If a total population of molecules occupies the m^^ vibrational 
state, then in accordance with the Boltzmann distribution (30) it may 
be written








vibrational partition function (Qy).
If this population (N̂ )̂ is now distributed amongst the rotational levels 
this distribution may be expressed by equation below on the
assumption that the transition probability is the same for all lines in 
the band.
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where the denominator is the rotational partition function (Q^)
(N.B. The symbol 'B' in this expression is the rotational constant 
= h^/8x^l)
gn is the nuclear statistical weight which cancels out for 
heteronuclear molecules (83).
(2J t l) is the statistical weight (i.e. degeneracy) of the 
rotational level where J is the total angular momentum.
BJ(J+l) is the energy of a rigid diatomic rotor. It is the complexity 
of this term which must be increased to take into account the effects 
of centrifugal stretching and to extend the theory to accomodate 
molecules of different symmetries such as spherical and symmetric 
tops (30).
The summation of the Rotational Partition Function (Q?) can be 
replaced by an integral to give the expression
(2J+1) exfe) (-BJ(J+l)hc/kT
¥]




The slight J and AJ dependency which is present when A  = o (i.e. 
for zero angular momentum) may be taken into account by using 
(j’+J"+l) in place of (2J+l) and J" (i.e. the J value of the initial
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state) so that the relationship can now be written
labs " Cabs ^ (J'+J"+l) exp (-B"J”(J"+l) hc/kT) 
Qr
where
Qr = (2J"+l)e%b(-B"J"(J"+l) hc/kT)
u
According to Herzberg (52) these relationships can now be 
combined to give
labs = (z|R*"|2) exp (-B"J"(J''+l)hc/kT)
3hc Qr I '
or
labs = R Cabs v Sj ex|p (-B"J"(J"+l)hc/lÆ) ..............
Qr
where Bj is the "line strength" and represents that part of 
jjpniriĵ  that depends on J. A constant factor corresponding to 
the change in dipole moment is then included in
The expressions used for calculating the line strengths 
(Sj) are those given by Herzberg (59)» and are listed in 
Appendix VIII. Tables of theoretical line strengths are presentea 
in a work by Allen and Cross (8l), Relative intensity calculations 
for specific molecules (N2O, CO2, and CHĵ  ) are shown in 
references (82, 86) and (IO6),
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.̂2, Calculation of the Einstein Coefficient of Spontaneou;
Emission (Am^) from the measured integrated intensity (8%#)
The relationship which exists between the integrated 
intensity (Sn^) and the Einstein coefficient of spontaneous 
emission (A^^) in a system at equilibrium has been shown 
by Penner (54) to be expressed by the equation
-hv
Gnm = --- Nr  r̂nn ̂  ( i_e ) (cm“^ atm.“^)
p gn V /
where the symbols have their usual meanings and ^ is 
the partial pressure (in atmospheres). Practical values 
of obtained from recorded spectra, may be converted to
values for ideal gases at S.T.P. where hv >> kT
Sm ~ Sn*
Then, because the large majority of molecules are in the 
ground state, can be replaced by Avogadro’s Number and 
reduced to S.T.P,
It follows that:-
Nn _ 6.02 X 10^3 .
p “ 82.06 X 275
which can then be inserted in equation to give the
expression








It is this expression which will be used in the following 
sections to calculate the Einstein transition probability 
coefficients î rnn ŝ nd 8%%), and hence the probability of 
radiationless energy transfer (Z).
M
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5*5* Determination of Z and the transition
probability ( P m ) for the selected molecules.
The Einstein coefficients of spontaneous emission 
(A^) and induced emission (B̂ ^̂ ) were calculated (using 
Program ZROT) from the absolute intensity data shown in 
Chapter 4, using the following relationships:
Ami = ^nm V (sec.-l)
5.21xl028
^nm =   (cmV^)
8xhc
|*para 2. bj
The transition probability, Poi> is defined by the 
expression
where R̂ *̂  is the transition moment.
Values of Pq ^ were obtained from the calculated 
values using the relationship
3hc2
pnm
The quantity Z, may be used as a measure of the difficulty 
of energy transfer.
Thus, if Z is defined as the probability of collisional 
de-excitation, and is the transition probability per 
gas-kinetic collision, then, if the gas-kinetic collision
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number is Zgĵ , it is seen that
^10 “ Z / Zgk
and the reciprocal of this quantity -
Zio = 1/Pio [58]
is the number of collisions required to de-excite one quantum 
of vibrational energy.
Z is calculated as before from equation M
1. e.
- 1)
If the appropriate collision number is used (i.e. Z^^), the 
lower limit of Z^^ is unity corresponding to energy transfer 
on every collision.
It has been shown (49) that the probability of collisional 
de-excitation (Z) is related to the relaxation time by the expression
nT(l - exj)(-hv/ld?) ) M




It then follows that the relaxation time can be
calculated from
'^10 = (secs)    J6lj
= l/Z (secs)    ^2^
The results of these calculations as applied to the selected 
molecules are given in Table 5*1 et seq.
(N.B. Because of the exponential nature of the- relationship 
between Z and log(I^/l), it is impractical to measure Z at 
E^ax where the curve becomes asymptotic. Measurement of Z 
was therefore evaluated at the point where E = 0,998 E^^x» 




Transition and collisional de-excitation probabilities










X 1040 , z, _(sec-i)
'̂ 10
3140.2 13 0.90 5*82 0*93 169.4 0.59
3134.4 12 1.08 7.01 1.11 252.7 0.45
3122.5 11 1.44 9*47 1.51 359*3 0.28
3113.4 10 1.92 12.74 2.05 559.7 0.18
3104.4 9 1.89 12.65 2.01 579*0 0.17
3095.2 8 2.12 14.50 2.28 656.8 0.15
5086.0 7 2.50 15*67 2.50 764.2 0.15
5076.7 6 1.81 12.42 1.98 547.8 0.18
5067*5 5 1.86 12.91 2.06 546.9 0.18
5057*8 4 1*73 12.15 1*93 49*33 0.20
5048.5 3 1.06 7*52 1.20 226.6 0.44
5058.6 2 0.48 5.41 0.54 68.8 1.45
5028.8 1 0.61 4.40 0.70 85*9 1.16
2999*1 -2 0.46 3*38 0.54 60.5 1.66
2989.0 -3 1.42 10.61 1. 69 360.5 0.28
2979*0 -4 1.76 13*30 2.12 528.5 0.19
2968.7 -5 1.61 12.29 1.96 471*7 0.21
2958.2 -6 2.56 18.26 2*91 937.1 0.11
2947*9 -7 2.15 16.78 2.67 852.0 0.12
2957*5 -8 1.64 12.97 2.07 556.9 0.18
2926.9 -9 1*59 12.69 2.02 550.0 0.18
2916.4 -10 1*14 9.16 1.46 515.0 0.50
2906.0 -11 0.62 5*05 0.81 101.0 0.99
2895*4 -12 0.50 4.14 0.66 65*1 1.58
2884*7 -13 0.25 1.88 0.50 20.6 4.85
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Table 5*2
















1482.2 1 0.17 10.17 1.62 31.9 3.13
1475.5 2 0.17 10.59 1.69 16.7 5.99
1468.4 3 0.18 11.52 1.84 25.1 3.98
1153.5, 4 0.19 12.30 1.96 22.4 4.46
1442.5 5 0.24 15.69 2.50 38.6 2.59
1436.7 6 0.31 20.71 3.30 51.1 1.96
1430.4 7 0.34 23.43 3.73 54.1 1.85
1422.8 8 0.34 23.67 3.77 57.9 1.73
1416.1 9 0.12 8.67 1.38 14.7 6.80
Table 5*3















1004.9 7 0.39 7.70 1.23 110.0 0.91
995.7 8 0.50 10.04 1.60 174.0 0.57
986.4 9 0.61 12.63 2.01 233.3 0.43
976.9 11 0.48 10.36 1.65 160.7 0.62
968.6 12 0.42 9.21 1.47 120.7 0.82
928.0 16 0.28 7.11 1.13 60.4 1.66
920.6 17 0.56 14.26 2.27 212.9 0.47
913.6 18 0.46 12.17 1.94 168.0 0.60
907.0 19 0.43 11.55 1.84 154.3 0.65
900.7 20 0.26 7.15 1.14 60.7 1.65
894.8 21 0.24 6.60 1.05 53.6 1.87
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Table 5.4






Bnm ^ 10-5 
(crn̂ g” ) x ^ & 9
Z _ 
(sec“-̂) 'T'iOxl02 (secs)
757.5 (R) 12 0.19 0.90 1.43 39.5 2.53
755.4 11 0.50 2.33 3.70 152.0 0.66
755.,0L 10 0.25 1.16 1.85 55.5 1.80
750.9 9 0.52 2.46 3.91 158.1 0.63
748.7 8 0.25 1.19 1.89 56.1 1.78
746.2 7 0.54 2.58 4.11 161.2 0.62
745.7 6 0.25 1.10 1.76 51.4 1.95
741.4 5 0.47 2.29 3.65 136.9 0.73
759.1 4, 0.18 0.92 1.46 36.5 2.74
756.9 3 0.38 1.92 3.06 103.1 0.97
754.5 2 0.25 1.29 2.05 42.9 2.33
751.9 1 0.30 1.56 2.48 66.3 1.51
722.4 (p) -2 0.04 0.23 0.37 1.9 52.63
720.2 -3 0.13 0.71 1.13 19.3 5.18
717.9 -4 0.27 1.44 2.29 63.5 1.57
715.3 -5 0.25 1.35 2.14 53.4 1.87
713.1 -6 0.12 0.65 1.03 17.5 5.71
710.8 -7 0.28 1.57 2.51 64.5 1.55
708.4 -8 0.14 0.78 1.25 23.8 4.20
706.0 -9 0.29 1.65 2.63 70.3 1.42
703.4 -10 0.13 0.76 1.21 21.8 4.58
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Table 5*5
Transition and collisional de-excitation probabilities











2094.9 (p) -12 0.73 16.17 2.60 181.2 0.33
2099.1 -11 0.73 13.72 2.30 192.4 0.32
2103.3 -10 0.97 20.86 3.32 264.4 0.38
2̂ 07.4 -9 0.70 14.89 2.37 199.6 0.30
2III.6 -8 0.88 18.66 2.97 269.4 0.37
2113.6 -7 0.92 19.44 3.10 267.7 0.37
2119.7 -6 1.06 22.23 3.34 323.3 0.31
2123.7 -3 0.71 14.83 2.37 220.8 0.43
2127.7 -4 0.64 13.30 2.12 177.4 0.36
2131.6 -3 0.62 12.72 2.03 168.7 0.39
2133.6 -2 0.38 11.86 1.89 133.3 0.74
2139.4 -1 0.31 6.39 1.02 38.9 1.70
2147.1 (R) 0 0.31 6.37 1.61 60.0 1.67
2130.9 1 0.49 9.93 1.38 124.4 0.80
2134.6 2 0.72 14.41 2.29 204.2 0.48
2138.3 3 0.95 19.01 3.03 293.9 0.34
2162.0 4 1.13 22.34 3.36 380.2 0.26
2163.6 3 1.13 22.94 3.63 363.2 0.27
2169.2 6 1.23 24.41 3.89 419.6 0.24
2172.8 7 1.19 23.21 3.70 400.9 0.25
2176.3 8 1.20 23.23 3.70 406.2 0.25
2179.8 9 1.04 20.10 3.20 331.7 0.30
2I83.2 10 1.22 23.31 3.74 376.0 0.27
2186.6 11 0.90 17.17 2.73 268.8 0.37
2190.0 12 0.94 17.89 2.83 262.6 0.33
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695.2 1 0.04 22.33 3.36 2.6 38.5
693.6 2 0.05 27.71 4.41 3.6 27.7
692.0 3 0.05 27.37 4.36 4.6 21.7
690.4 4 0.05 32.71 3.21 5.6 17.8
688.8 3 0.06 37.73 6.01 7.3 13.7
687.2 6 0.06 37.43 3.96 7.6 13.0
685.6 , 7 0.06 36.78 5.86 7.8 12.8
684.0 8 0.07 43.26 6.89 10.1 9.9
682.4 9 0.08 49.27 7.85 11.4 8.8
680.8 10 0.07 43.87 6:99 10.1 9.9
679.2 11 0.08 48.02 7-65 10.8 9.3
677.6 12 0.06 40.44 6.44 8.9 11.2
667.0 13 0.06 41.39 6.62 7.5 13.3
674.5 14 0.07 42.45 6.76 7.1 14.1
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Table 5*7
Transition and collisional de-excitation probabilities 






(sec.-1) (cm .g )
^01
xlO^O (sec.~^)
Y i o2X 10 (secs)
1915.1 (R) 11 0.25 6.67 1.06 61.5 1.65
1912.1 10 0.50 8.56 1. 56 82.7 1.21
I9OÜ.9 9 0.29 8.25 1.51 85.5 1.20
1905.9 8 0.55 9.59 1.55 102.6 0.97
1905.2 7 0.58 11.04 1.76 125.8 0.79
1900.1 6 0.50 8.81 1.40 95.9 1.06
1896.9 5 0.51 8.95 1.45 92.9 1.08
1895.9 4 0.25 7.49 1.19 74.9 1.54
1890.7 5 0.24 7.11 1.15 68.0 1.47
1887.4 2 0.20 6.06 0.96 46.4 2.16
1884.4 1 0.15 5.98 0.65 24.4 4.10
1880.9 0 0.10 5.10 0.49 15.4 7.46
1870.8 (P) -1 0.07 2.15 0,54 9.0 11.11
1867.2 -2 0.16 4.85 0.77 50.8 5.25
I865.7 -5 0.22 6.85 1.09 52.8 1.89
i860.8 -4 0.25 7.25 1.16 59.2 1.69
1857.4 -5 0.27 8.50 1.52 67.5 1.48
1855.7 -6 0.20 6.29 1.00 48.5 2.06
1850,5 -7 0.20 6.21 0.99 50.7 1.97
1846.6 -8 0.18 5.74 0.91 41.9 2.59
1845.0 -9 0.17 5.44 0.87 45.8 2.23
1859.4 -10 0.17 5.58 0.89 54.2 2.92
1855.5 -11 0.15 4.85 0.77 28.8 5.47
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1498.1 1 0.21 12.60 2.01 54.4 1.8'r
1474.7 2 0.18 11.20 1.75 45.1 2.52
1463.0 3 0.29 18.54 2.95 79U5 1.26
1438.7 4 0.17 11.64 1.85 42.0 2.58
1426.7 5 0.26 18.05 2,87 85.7 1.19
1415.3 6 0.14 9.78 1.56 27.3 5.66
Table 5.9
















2906.2 0 0.89 7.27 1.16 512.0 0.52
2925.9 1 2.45 19.33 3.11 1057.6 0.10
2944.9 2 3.37 26.59 4.20 1428.0 0.07
2965.3 3 3.31 27.02 4.50 1489.7 0.07
2981.0 4 3.04 22.95 3.65 1091.0 0.09
2998.0 3 2.25 16.71 2.66 649.7 0.15
5014.4 6 1.46 10.65 1.69 501.6 0.33
5050.1 7 0.85 3.97 0.93 122.6 0.82
3045.1 8 0.42 2.96 . 0.47 33.2 5.01
3059.2 9 0.19 1.32 0.21 8.3 12.05
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Table 5.10
Transition and collisional de-excitation probabilities 















762.1 (R) 15 0.05 24.34 3.88 16.9 5.92
759.2 14 0.06 26.94 4.29 20.0 5.00
756.3 13 0.07 31.42 5.00 24.2 4.13
755.3 12 0.07 34.52 5.50 27.3 3. 66
750.4 11 0.08 38.61 6.15 32.9 3.04
747.4 10 0.09 40.86 6.51 35.7 2.80
744.5 9 0.09 44.71 7.12 40.2 2.49
741.5 8 0.09 45.50 7.25 40.1 2.49
738.6 . 7 0.09 46.28 7.37 40.9 2.44
735.6 6 0.09 47.00 7.48 40.2 2.49
732.7 5 0.09 47.34 7.54 40.2 2.49
729.7 4 0.09 45.62 7.26 37.2 2. 69
726.8 3 0.08 43.79 6.97 35.4 2. 82
723.8 2 0.08 41.03 6.53 33.8 2,96
720.9 1 0.07 39.02 6.21 32.6 3.07
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986.4 9 214.8 0.47
920.6 17 206.2 0.48
CpRg/He 759.1 *4 42.9 2.55
741.4 5 159.5 0.72
745.7 6 59.7 1.68
746.2 7 168.2 0.59
0%/He 5076.7 6 525.4 0.51
5086.0 7 514.0 0.19
2958.2 -6 606.5 0.16
2947.9 -7 565.2 0.18
HGl/He 2944.9 2 841.0 0.12
2965.5 5 857.5 0.12
NO/He 1905.9 8 144.8 0.69
1905.2 7 164.2 0.61
1860.8 91.6 1.09
1857.4 -5 105.0 0.97
1465.0 5 56.0 1.79
1426.7 5 55.8 1.79
CO/He 2115.6 -7 256.2 0.59
2119.7 -6 298.2 0.54
2165.6 542.0 0.29
2169.2 6 379.0 0.26
COp/He 682.4 16 (9) 24.1 4.15
679.2 18 (11) 20.1 4.98
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CO/Op 2115.6 -7 285.5 0.55
2119.7 -6 516.0 0.52
2165.6 5 575.2 0.27
1 2169.2 6 400.5 0.25
5076.7 6 459.7 0.25
5086.0 7 642.5 0.16
2958.2 -6 729.5 0.14
2947.9 -7 660.9 0.15
'
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, 2 -1,(sec. ;
710
X 10 .(sec.)
CO/COp 2165.6 5 197.7 0.51
2169.2 6 215.4 0.47
CH^/COp 5076.7 6 414.2 0.24
5086.0 7 658.0 0.16
2958.2 -6 692.6 0.14




The comparison of theory with experiment.
In comparing the theory of a complex process such as the transfer 
of energy during inert molecular collision, with the results obtained 
by experiment, there are three levels at which agreement can be reached. 
These are
(a) that the theory should predict the existence of the phenomenon,
(b) that the theory should indicate the dependence of the effect
on the various relevant parameters, 
and (c)that it should provide a means of calculating the extent of the 
effect ill any system.
That the pressure enhancement effect should exist is predicted by the 
derivation of equation ^15^ However, this relationship does not provide 
a simple quantitative method for estimation of the magnitude of the
phenomenon in specific systems even though the dependence of Z on the
value of is recognised. It is therefore convenient at this point to 
consider possible collisional energy transfer mechanisms so that the 
conditions (b) and (c) above may be more fully investigated.
6.1. Mechanisms of energy transfer during molecular collision.
it has been demonstrated in Chapter 2 that de-excitation of an excited 
molecular state, reached by absorption of electromagnetic radiation, can 
proceed by a collisional deactivation mechanism. This inter-conversion 
of internal and translational energy has been described by several authors 
(49, 89, 90, 91> 92, 93, 125, 124). The theory of vibrational energy 
transfer in gases is adequately reviewed by Rapp and Kassal (125), 
Takayanagi (126) and Herzfeld (127). The deactivation of molecular
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vibrational states has been investigated largely by acoustical methods^ 
but Borrell (128) lists no less than ten experimental techniques for 
the measurement of relaxation times in gases. These include kinetic 
theory methods, shock-front thickness, ultrasonic techniques, the 
spectrophone, flash photolysis, microwave pulse discharge, shock-tube 
techniques, expansion techniques, fluorescence techniques and a Raman 
method. The literature on these topics is reviewed up to I967*
The interconversion of internal and translational energy during 
inter-molecular collision follows the laws of elastic spheres for 
the direct impact of a rapidly-moving particle (mass m^) witn a 
stationary particle (mass mp). The fraction of energy transferred to 
the stationary particle on impact is given by the expression (90).
_ | L  c     M
(m̂ +̂m̂ )
thus the amount of energy transferred depends on the masses of the 
colliding particles.
The most favourable case occurs when m^ =
i.e. ^  = 1
K
In this situation the fast particle transfers all its energy to 
the stationary particle.
It is also seen that
if m, <<mu, AK/K = « 1
.................H
and m^ >>m^, AK/K = ^m^/m^ <<1
. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
and also that the average amount of energy transferred during an
oblique impact is half
i. e. ^  ^ Zmimg   W
^ (mi + m2)^
— 1 06 —
Due to the conservation of motion of the centre of gravity of the 
system, the interconversion of translational and internal energy 
is limited to the energy of translational motion. Thus, if we write 
the initial energy of the colliding particles as the sum of this 
energy of relative motion and the energy of motion of the mass centre 
of the system we have the expression
I
(c^ and are the particle velocities, c is the velocity of the 
centre of gravity), in which the following condition is obtained which 
limits the amount of energy converted into internal energy (E) of 
the system. (The equality sign holds for direct impact).
"2/Jiû  (ĉ  - c_)^ m_mV(m^ + m )
M
If = o, and all the kinetic energy is converted into internal energy 
(i.e. direct impact)
"i + ”2  N
It follows that the larger the mass of m^ (i.e. the slow particle ) 
the larger is the amount of energy conversion.
In the limit, when m^ «
P = 1 .......... .
i.e. all the kinetic energy of is converted to internal energy in
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The preferred mechanisms for reaching rotationally excited 
states areî
(a) absorption of radiation
(b) collision
(c) chemical reaction 
and (d) electron impact.
When rotation is excited in a gaseous molecule, the relative 
translational momentum is partially converted into smgular 
momentum (129, 130). The process may be considered as similar 
to the impact of elastic spheres.
M M
0  0 0  0
A
6 A 0 A )
(a) (b)
Consider the case illustrated in (a) above. The molecule M is 
struck by the particle A perpendicular to its axis and the 
molecule begins to rotate. The amount of translational energy 
converted into rotational energy is dependent on the ratio of 
masses of the two bodies. If these masses are identical the 
transfer of energy will be a maximum. If the masses differ greatly 
the energy conversion will be comparatively small. The reverse 
process of conversion of rotational energy (illustrated in (b) ) 
must be extremely similar.
These considerations lead to the conclusion that collisions 
between molecules have a high probability of inter-converting 
translational and rotational energy, i.e. deactivation of rotational
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levels by collision with foreign gas molecules is a highly 
efficient process.(90).
The probability of inter-conversion of rotational and translational 
energy has been calculated by Brout (131) from the formula
P = I w "   M
where r is the equilibrium interatomic distance and d is the o o
mean gas-kinetic diameter.
The preferred mechanisms for reaching vibrationally excited states 
are (89)
(a) absorption of radiation
(b) collision
(c) chemical reaction 
^ d
(d) electron impact
They may also be reached by spontaneous emission from excited 
electronic states.
Decay from vibrationally excited states procédés by a process of
(a) spontaneous emission 
and
(b) collision with other molecules (or with the walls of the
containing vessel).
At normal pressures the most important of these processes is 
collision.
Energy exchange can occur between vibrational and translational 
modes only at a finite rate (132) because energy exchange can take 
place only during molecular collisions (133, 134). Such collisions
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are generally inefficient for this purpose because the vibrational 
energy is quantized and changes only when the vibrational modes 
are sufficiently perturbed.
A vibrational quantum can be converted either entirely to 
translation ("simple" process) or into a quantum of a different 
vibration ("complex" process), the difference being made up by 
translational energy. Only bimolecular collisions need be considered 
in this context (135).
The most profitable direction of impact for the conversion of
vibrational into translational energy, is along the molecular axis thus
M A ̂ 0 0
The probability of vibrational-translational energy conversion during 
the collision of a molecule having one vibrational quantum (V = l) with 
a non-vibrating molecule (V = O) or atom, may be calculated thus:
If d is the distance between the particles M and A, V is the 
vibrational frequency of M, and u is the velocity of their relative 
motion, the following inequality may be written (90) ,
» l  ..............
u -
substituting typical values
—8d = 3 X lO” cm
V - 1000 cm*^ = 3 X lO^^sec**^
u = 3 X 10^ cm.sec.
= 3 X 10^^ X 3 X 10"“® /3 X 10^u
= 30 » 1
hence, in contrast to rotational-translational energy transfer.
—110—
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vibrational-translational conversion is a process of low probability, 
i.e. de-excitation of vibrational levels by collision is a relatively 
inefficient process.
It has been shown (89) that when the colliding molecules have a 
dipole moment the probability of energy transfer is increased.
The probability of translational-vibrational energy transfer 
is commonly expressed in terms of the average number of collisions 
required for the de-excitation of the particular vibration involved. 
The reciprocal of this quantity (l/Z^^) is the average probability 
per gas kinetic collision at the temperature concerned, i.e. the 
average inelastic cross-section for the process is this particular 
fraction of the elastic cross-section. However, an alternative 
method of expressing the results, which does not depend upon a 
knowledge of the gas-kinetic cross-section, is the vibrational 
relaxation time. This is defined as the characteristic time for a 
dis-equilibrium in the population to e ^ of its former value.
The lower the vibrational frequency, the higher is the probability 
of energy transfer (I36). The higher energy modes in polyatomic 
molecules are less likely to be deactivated by direct translational- 
vibrational energy transfer. One probable mechanism is that of 
near-resonant energy transfer, the general form of the process being
A* + B — y A + B*
The actual energy transferred from vibration to translation is 
(^VA - Byg). B may be either a different species (i.e. foreign gas) 
from A, or the same species as A but existing in a different 
vibrational mode.
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De-excitation by this near-resonant process follows the scheme:
^(v = n) * ^(v = n-2) ^  ^(v = n - l)
which may be applied to all levels except v = 1,
In passing, it is interesting to note that, in general, the 
temperature dependence of vibrational conversion follows the Arrhenius 
equation
= A exp (-B/I)    N
where the slope of the plot of against gives the "activation 
energy" of the process.
Numerous empirical correlations exist for the calculation of 
molecular relaxation. One of these correlations (138, 139) gives the 
relaxation of diatomic molecules over a wide range of temperature.
In(Ypj) = l-l6xlO"^n^/hvy/3^*f-M_o.oi5|i^^ - 18.42
 H
Polyatomic molecules are related by the so-called Lambert-Salter 
Plot (136) which is a plot of the collision number of the lowest 
vibrational mode versus the frequency of this mode,
i.e. log^Q (Z^^) versus v
The collision number (Z^^) is the average number of collisions
required to deactivate the lowest node and is inverse of
P/^ . \. Z,^ is calculated from the specific heats of the lowest(V min; 10 ^
mode (C^) and the total vibrational specific heat- (C^^, thus 
Z^O = 2 k Pi (1 - ext>(hv/kT) )
where Pi = Cj/C^p 
and where p is the overall relaxation time.
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6.2. Variation of the observed absorbance with gas-kinetic 
collision frequency.
Consider first the significance of the data so far 
obtained. The values of the Einstein probabilities 
(Amn and de-excitation probabilities (Z), transition
probabilities napier numbers (Z^^) etc. relate
specifically to a particular vibrational-rotational 
transition. The population of this level will be determined 
by the appropriate Boltzmann distribution (140) and can be 
expressed to good approximation in terms of the total 
vibration-rotation band by use of expressions such as 
equation ĵ45j (Chapter 5).
For example, if the probability of de-excitation 
of a particular vibration-rotation band is Z^, then the 
total probability, f^^, for the de-excitation of the 1st 
vibrational level, summed over all the constituent rotational 
sub-levels, may be calculated from the approximate expression 
(assuming a rigid diatomic molecule model).
Jio = < •
= Qr F(2J+1) ext) {-BJ(J+l)hc/kT)J"^
where Qr is the rotational state sura.
It has been shown (140) that if T is relatively large or B
small, Qr may be replaced by the integral thus 
oo.





It therefore follows that
and the napier number for the complete vibration-rotation band
may be calculated thus
I
I10 = k o  “Sk = ^  • 2gk   [79]
and hence
r _ i
^10 j i o  2sk   [so]
Because of the high efficiency of rotational deactivation by gas-kinetic 
collision, the calculated transition probabilities and collision 
numbers can be considered to good approximation to represent deactivation 
of the vibrational state only.
At this point it is useful to redefine the terras used. These are:-
(a) Z = is the probability of collisional de-excitation
of the 1st vibrational level (sec."^ molecule
(b) = Z/Z^ is the probability of deactivation of the 1st
vibrational level per gas-kinetic collision (napier
probability)
(c) Z^Q is the number of collisions required for deactivation of the
1st vibrational level (napier number)
ZlQ = - ^  = Zgk/Z
pio
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(d) Y =  —  is the relaxation time (secs.) 
Z
These relationships may be combined in a single expression 
analagous to equation ĵ 26j in which the variation of 
absorption intensity of a vibrational band with the molecular 
gas-kinetic collision number is described in terms of the 
relaxation time (T) and the napier number (Z^^) (143)•
® 4 - “ K - W /W  )
M
or in more general form by the differential equation
ds/dt = ( W  -    [eaj
This latter expression [̂82j was used by Landau and Teller (130) 
to examine the validity of the relaxation equation. They concluded 
that the relationship
T-' =fio*foi
is valid only if two states are involved.
Again, as in equation 2̂6j , it is seen that 
® ®max
when Zgk Y  = Z^o
Equation [̂8lj suggests a reasonable hypothesis to explain, 
in quantitative terras, the magnitude of the intensity entiancement 
factors (F) which are observed for individual molecules present in 
relatively low concentration in foreign gases at total pressures
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around 1 atmosphere. The situation which exists at very low 
total pressures will, of course, be different because self­
deactivation of excited levels by collisions between active 
molecules of the same species becomes significant. In the 
pressure region examined in the present work, these circumstances 
do not arise.
Let us examine the effect of different values of the
relaxation time (Y) on the observed intensity. Consider two
molecules, m^ a:id which are undergoing gas-kinetic collisions
in a foreign gas, m̂ ,, and have relaxation times, T^ and T^. The
molecules have napier numbers (i.e. the number of collisions
required for deactivation) and Z^^^ respectively. The
concentrations, extinction coefficients and pathlength are such
that both species have identical E values at elevated pressures.max ^
From equation [8l] it is clear that the factor determining 
the number of gas-kinetic collisions required for the observed 
intensity (E = logdç/l) ) to attain its maximum value 
^^max “ ^^S^Iq/I) max) is given by the ratio of the observed 
relaxation time (Y) to the napier time (Z^^) for the collisional 
de-excitation of the first vibrational level. The variation of E 
with increasing Zg^ for the two molecules is illustrated 
schematically in Fig.6.1.
If the absorbances(E^ and Eg) due to each molecule are 
measured at a low collision number Z^, then it is seen from the 
diagram that the apparent enhancement factor, Fg, will be considerably 
greater for the molecule Mg than F^, the enhancement factor for 
molecule M^.
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Fig.6.1. Schematic diagram showing the variation of intensity 
with relaxation time (^) according to the equation
o
0  Z  VAM
l < « M £ T < C  C ô L L i ^ l ù A J ( ^ 5 k )
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This may be expressed by the inequality
” ^ax/^A %  ~ ^ a x / %
The validity of this hypothesis was tested as follows:
Representative transitions in the spectrum of each molecule 
were selected and the gas-kinetic collision numbers calculated 
from the expression
ZgH = 5.57 X 10^ X 3^ X Sg ^x
M
Napier numbers were derived from equation in which
Zgk is the collision number when E = 0.65 ^max* Values of the 
relaxation times were those previously calculated (Tables 5*1 - 5*9)*
The data used in the construction of the absorbance/gas-kinetic 
collision curves (Fig.6.2) are shown in Table 6.1. The values 
of the molecular diameters and S2 in equation were those
listed by Moore (148) and Tabor (149)*
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Table 6*1
Gas-kinetic collision numbers and Napier numbers (Ẑ Q)
of molecules in nitrogen.
Molecule Transition 
(N or J)





£ = 0.63 r̂nax
(atm.} * (sec. -1)
^10
X 10-"
! ^ C.927 3.91 0.217 0.201 0.38
3 1.289 0.30 0.086 0.111 0.29
9 1.234 1.89 0.030 0.037 0.016
C2H2 6 1.199 0.43 0.168 0.201 3.9
CO 3 0.713 3.12 0.109 0.078 0.21
CO2 11 0.772 0.14 0.289 0.223 2.07
NO 3 0.607 1.33 0.246 0.149 1.6
CH^Br 4 0.884 0.48 0.013 0.011 0.026
HCl 3 0.634 9.93 0.132 0.086 0.13
HON 3 0.798 0.30 0.146 0.117 2.9
(* From Appendix V)
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It has been noted (131, 132) that carbon monoxide is the 
only molecule in which at room temperature the 1st vibrational 
state has a longer collision napier time than its radiative 
life-time. It has also been shown (133) that, because of the 
near coincidence in their energy levels, vibration-vibration 
energy transfer during collisions between CO and N£ is very 
efficient (bearing in mind that nitrogen does not absorb 
electromagnetic radiation at its vibrational frequency because 
of the absence of a changing dipole moment.). It is suggested 
that uptake of vibrational energy causes substantial changes in 
the translational temperature and equation |82j does not hold.
The relatively high efficiency of energy exchange during 
collisions between CO and N2 is predicted if equations 
are re-examined.
Because, = MN2
then, AK = 1
i.e. there should be a maximum energy transfer during each gas- 
kinetic collision (Ĵ iq large and therefore 2^0 small). If 
the hypothesis is tenable, then a decrease in energy transfer is 
predicted which will be accompanied by a fall in the magnitude of 
the observed enhancement factor (F). The occuirence of this effect 
in real, systems is illustrated in Fig.6.3* in which the variation 
in deactivation efficiency is plotted as a function of foreign 
gas molecular weight for both carbon monoxide and methane molecules 
pressure-enhanced respectively by helium, nitrogen, oxygen and 
carbon dioxide. Each curve indicates that energy transfer is at a
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Fig-.6,3. Probability of de-excitation as a function of
molecular weight
\
CH^ (J = +7) 
CH^ (jr = -6)
GO (J = 4-5) 
CO (j = 4-6)
a.
20 40
O N  G A S  /VIOLFC weiOHT
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maximum when the colliding pair of molecules have equal molecular 
weights.
It should be possible to calculate theoretically the 
enhancement factors by rearrangement of equation 8̂1̂  and the 
insertion of appropriate values of Y and Z^Q.
Thus the expression may be written in the form
= ^max =
E
 (i _ extC-Zgk-f /Zio)
M
in Which = B ^ c ' d
and E is the observed value of log(lo/i).
It is found, however, that solution of ^5^gives poor agreement 
with the observed enhancement factors (Table 6.2.). This apparent 
failure of the theory can be attributed to a combination of four 
factors.
(a) Although the molecules chosen tor the study were such that 
the effect was minimal, no correction has been made to the 
intensity values for enhancement due to band overlap which is 
significant where the 2B spacing is relatively small.
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Table 6.2.
Comparison of observed and calculated enhancement factors
from F = (1 - ex)? (-Zg^T /Z^^)
Molecule Transition 
(J or N) Bnm Cd
Enhancement factor (F) 
(i) observed (ii)calculated
01% 6 0.589 7.1 9.5
^2^2 6 0.260 10.0 15.5
GO 5 0.401 29.2 8.0
NO , 5 0.567 6.0 11.8
HCl 5 0.535 20.0 28.6
HCN 5 0.408 7.4 18.2
OzH 5 0.166 1.6 1.2
11 0.598 5.2 12.5
CO 10 O.58I 14.4 55.5
CH^Br 10 0.295 2.1 5.0
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(b) There is considerable uncertainty in the absolute value 
of the relaxation time (T) because of the method of measuring 
Z, the probability of radiationless energy transfer.
(c) The exponential nature of the absorbance/collision number 
curve makes accurate measurement of absorbance at low total 
pressures difficult.
and (d) At low collision frequencies (i.e. at low total gas
I pressures}, a point is reached at which the approximation
that bimolecular collisions occur only between unlike 
molecules is no longer valid. In the limit, where no foreign 
gas molecules are present, collisions can occur only between 
like molecules of the active species. According to equation |63 
the most efficient transfer of energy will occur when the masses 
of the colliding particles are equal and it is exactly this 
situation which predominates at these low total pressures. It 
therefore follows that, in the case of a ’’target” molecule in 
a heavier foreign gas, a total pressure will be reached at 
which the efficiency of vibrational deactivation during inter- 
molecular collision, will change from being a highly efficient 
process (i.e. ’’self-enhancement”) to a less efficient process 
(i.e. ”foreign-gas enhancement”). The effect was investigated 
by considering the pressure/intensity curves of the J = 6 
transition of methane, both self-enhanced and enhanced by 
carbon dioxide (Fig.6.4.).
It is seen that there are two separate turning points on the 
self-enhanced methane curve (A). One of these occurs at a 
total pressure of around 1 torr and would seem to be due to the
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Fig-.6*4* Comparison of Self and Foreign-gas Enhancement
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deactivation of the methane by collision with molecules of air 
residual in the gas cell ^ x 10 ^ torr) as the inflection 
coincides with the corresponding point on the CH^/CQ^ curve (B). 
Beyond this point, a region of the curve is reached (^3 torr) 
over which collisional deactivation occurs, until
finally the number of gas-kinetic collisions becomes large 
(> 10^ sec"^), the probability of deactivation by collision is 
high, and Beer's Law is obeyed in accordance with equation |l]̂  
with Z »  Ajjjjj.
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6.3* The relationship between the Einstein coefficient of 
spontaneous emission (A^^) and the probability of 
radiationless energy transfer (Z).
Equations |13j and jA8j indicate that when Z »  Am^, 
the second term on the right hand side of the equation 
becomes vanishingly small and Beer's Law is obeyed. This 
suggests that the observed deviations from Beer's Law, and 
the resulting intensity enhancement, are a function solely 
of the magnitude of the coefficient Ajĵ  peculiar to a 
particular transition in the spectrum of a given molecule.
Unlike B^n, definition (42), a function
of the vibrational frequency, thus
64 1 p
^mn = 3h c; M
The plot of against Z is illustrated in Fig.6.5 which 
shows the existence of a fairly good linear relationship 
between the two variables.
The effect which different foreign gases have on the 
measured value of Z is shown in Fig.6.6. It is clear that the 
highest probability of radiationless energy transfer on 
intermolecular collision will occur when the two bodies have 
equal masses ( mjq̂  = mg^). The probability of deactivation 
by helium (my^ «  iHq q ) or carbon dioxide (m^Q^ »  m^Q) is seen 
to be considerably less than either nitrogen or oxygen. The 
spontaneous emission coefficient, A^^, is of course constant 
in each instance.
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Fig.6.s. Variation of Z (the probability of radiationless








Fig‘,6,6, The effect of foreifipi g-as on the value of the 
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The relationship between the collision number (2^^) and the frequency 
of the lowest (or only) fundamental has been investigated by Lambert and 
Salter (136, 137) and further discussed by several other authors 
(141 - 146), The plot of log^^(Z^Q) against is linear. The fit is 
claimed to be within a factor of roughly 2, except for NH^ which has a 
lower value of than expected. Systematic small deviations are 
interpreted in terms of simultaneous vibration-translation and vibration- 
rotation transfer. The so-called Lambert-Salter plot appears to show 
that the only significant factors influencing tt.e probability of 
vibration-translation energy transfer are the frequency of the lowest 
fundamental vibration of the molecule and the presence of hydrogen atoms 
in the molecule. It is suggested that the very large physical amplitude 
of vibrations involving hydrogen atoms is responsible for more efficient 
vibration-translation coupling.
Values of Z^^ for the entire vibration-rotation bands of a number 
of the molecules examined in the present work were estimated by 
application of their computed Boltzmann distribution factor to the 
measured Z^^ values of individual vibration-rotation lines in their 
spectra (equations and j79̂  ), These values were then fitted
to the Lambert-Salter plot (Fig.6.7), and are seen to agree within 








(Points- in brackets taken from original paper,)
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6.4. The deactivation probability,  ̂measure of the
kinetic energy required to effect vibrational-translational 
energy con^^raion.
Examination of equation [6^ suggests that (the 
probability of deactivation per collision) can be identified 
with the kinetic energy of the colliding pair of molecules*
It seems reasonable to assume that only collisions between 
molecules having kinetic energies in excess of the transition 
energy wilJ be effective in deactivating the 1st excited 
state (Ey^^ = 2hv/2).
According to the Maxwell-Boltzmann relationship (153)>
ext) (-mc^/2kT).G^.dcn 27ïkT
M
i.e. the fraction of molecules (dn/n) with speeds between 
C and (C + dc) can be calculated. The distribution of 
speeds (cm sec**̂ ) and energies (ergs molecule**^) for at 298K 
is illustrated in Fig.6.8. (Taken from ref. (154) ).
It was seen from equation tliat is the
proportionality constant relating the probability of radiation­
less transfer (Z) to the gas-kinetic collision number (Z^^).
Thus,
z = tio-Zgk ........ ........
Calculated values of for individual vibration-rotational
—8transitions are of the order of 10 at 1 standard atmosphere 
(c.f. Table 6.1.) and it follows that the magnitude of for
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Fig*6»8 The distribution of the speeds of N_ molecules at 298 and I5OOK.
EKts/MOL£cuLe
i x t o
i
h
(Taken from Barrow (l54) )
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the entire vibrational transition is around 10 If tiiis 
is then equated to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, it 
suggests that the ratio of the number of molecules having 
kinetic energies in excess of = hV for a particular 
transition, to the total number of molecules should also 
be of this order.
Tlius for 00 in
me ̂/2 = h V
10= 6.626 X 10”^^x 2223 X 2.998 x 10
= 4*4 X 10”^^ erg molecule"^
= 4*4 X 10~^^ J molecule”^
and 'hence
= 2 X 4.4 X 10“^^x 6.02 x lO^VoS 
= 1.89 X 10^^ cm^ sec, ^
and therefore the average speed (c) is
c = 13*8 X 10 m sec.
Examination of Pig.6.8 indicates that the probability of 
finding a molecule with a speed in excess of this value 
is given by the equation




Insertion of the values:
m = 28 X (6.02 X 10^^)*"^ g molecule^^
T = 298 K
C = 13.8 X 10^ m sec.~l
results in the solution
-jlL_ . i  = 0.27 x lO"*̂
dc n
which is in reasonable agreement with the order of magnitude 
suggested by the calculated values of determined from 
pressure enhancement data.
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6.5* Conclusions and Future developments.
The use of multi-pass long-path gas cells permits the 
spectra of low concentrations of infra-red - active gaseous 
molecules to be recorded at low total gas pressures. These 
spectra demonstrate that, at least in those cases where 
the rotational constant is large and band overlap minimal, 
the phenomenon which contributes most to the observed pressure 
intensification of the vibration-rotation bands is the rate 
at which the 1st excited vibrational level is deactivated by 
collisions between the infra-red - active and foreign gas 
molecules. The probability of collisional de-excitation of 
a particular vibrational state is a function of the 
Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission and is therefore 
proportional to the frequency of the transition. Maximum, 
conversion of vibrational-translational energy takes place 
when the masses of the colliding particles are equal. Thus, 
the nature of the foreign gas has a profound effect on the 
shape of the pressure/intensity curve for a particular 
molecular species and on the intensity enhancement factor 
which results therefrom.
Two equations have been suggested which relate the 
various collision parameters to the observed absorption 
intensity at a given collision number (i.e. total pressure). 
These expressions are
(a) ln(Ig/l) = Bgm C d — 2 In Z + (1 - To) A,
and
(b) ln(Io/l) = Bjnjj C d (1 - exp(-Zgkl^/^lo) 
where the symbols have their usual meanings.
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Using these equations it is possible to estimate the total
foreign gas pressure at which collisional deactivation of the
1st vibrational level is substantially complete. This pressure
is found to be relatively low for molecules of high molecular
weight and/or low molecular symmetry. This is due to the
implied decreased energy difference between the 1st excited
state and the ground state in heavier, more complex molecules
and the consequent high efficiency of vibrational-translational
energy conversion on collision. Long-path infrared
spectroscopy offers yet another technique for the study of
collisional de-excitation of vibrational levels. Napier numbers
(Z^g) can be obtained directly from a plot of intensity against
collision number for an active species. The number of gas-
kinetic collisions required to reduce log (Iq/I) to (1 - e”*̂ )
of its maximum observed value is then read off. Uncertainty:
in the practical measurement of Z , at log(I /I) makes  ̂ gk ° o max
calculation of relaxation times (T^) from equation (b) less 
reliable.
The work described in this thesis was carried out on selected 
molecules each having a 2B spacing which is sufficiently large 
for band overlap to be neglected. Having illustrated that de- 
excitation of the 1— ^ 0 vibrational level by gas kinetic collision 
is a major contributor to the observed pressure enhancement effect, 
it would now be useful to extend the technique to the measurement 
of deactivation collision numbers for entire vibrational-rotational 
bands of an extended series of molecules, including those of lower 
symmetry and higher molecular weight, where true pressure broadening
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plays an important role. Separation of the two phenomena could 
be effected by working at very long pathlengths so that spectra 
of adequate intensity could be obtained at very low (<0.001 torr) 
pressures.
One practical application of the theory would appear to 
lie in the choice of suitable molecules for gas lasers. The 
basis of laser action is the stimulated emission (B^) of light 
of a characteristic frequency. To obtain amplification of 
light by stimulated emission, a population inversion must exist 
amongst the molecules in the medium. This is normally achieved 
by optical pumping usually by electrical discharges. For 
example, the (001) level of CO2 is pumped by passing an 
electrical discharge through a mixture of CO2 and N2. The latter 
molecule cannot lose the resultant excitation of its 1st 
vibrational level by a radiation process, but, because of the 
close match of the (001) CO2 level and the N2 vibrational level, 
energy is transferred by a process of resonant collisions 
resulting in population inversion. Laser action then takes 
place in the CO2 molecules with emission of radiation from the
(001) level to either the (lOO) level (10.6[JLm), or the 
(Ô20) level (9.6(im). The lower levels then become de-excited 
by hon-resonant collisions, when the vibrational energy is 
converted into translational kinetic energy (155)*
The efficiency by which a particular vibrational energy 
level is deactivated by gas-kinetic collisions (i.e. the 
magnitude of should indicate which gases would be effective
laser pairs. (158X 159).
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Glossary of terms and values of constants
A Area under the true absorbance curve.
Amn Einstein coefficient of spontaneous emission.
B Area under the apparent absorbance curve.
^nm Einstein coefficient of induced absorption.
Bfon Einstein coefficient of induced emission.
E Absorbance (log^Q (Iq/I) )
I Intensity of radiation transmitted by absorbing material.
Iq Intensity of radiation incident on the absorbing material.
K Constant in Ramsay’s integrated band area equation,
k Boltzmann's Constant (I.38O x lO”^^
M Molecular Weight
23 —1N Avogadro's Number (6.022 x 10 mol" )
N Proportional population of molecules in the i^^ quantum state.
Nq Total number of molecules in the ground state
P01 Transition probability, i.e. the square of the transition moment,
^10 Probability of collisional deactivation (per collision).
2 —1S The Absolute Intensity (cm atm" ).
T^ Intensity of radiation transmitted.
Tq Intensity of incident radiation.
T Absolute Temperature (K).
a Height parameter of a Cauchy curve.
Height of a Gauss or Voigt curve, 
b Half-width parameter of a Cauchy or Gauss curve,
d Pathlength of the absorbing material.
C ̂ Concentration.
C Velocity of light in vacuum (2.998 x 10^ ms~^)
-1 4 9 -
h Planck's constant (6.626 x 1Û~^JS)
h Half-width of the Voigt curve
L pathlength of the absorbing material,
m Mass of an oscillator
t Time (seconds)
‘Y  Relaxation time
a Absorption coefficient
H Slope of Wilson-V/ells extrapolation
—1V Wavenumber (cm." )
Vq Wavenumber at band maximum (cm.
V Frequency (sec.)
Collision diameter
y/0 (v) Radiation intensity
a , Width parameter in the Gauss equation
x^ Cauchy proportionality.factor in Voigt function
%2 Gauss proportionality factor in Voigt function
w Frequency (in radians sec.”^)
AVi Width of absorption band at half maximal intensityT
Z Probability of radiationless energy transfer (sec." )
Z^Q The number of gas-kinetic collisions required
for intensity to reach (1 - e"^) log (I /I)O
Zg^ The gas-kinetic collision number (sec."^).
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Appendix I
The calculation of band overlap.
The extent of the overlap of adjacent absorption bands 
having Gaussian contours has been calculated for peaks of 
equal intensity (17). A simpler method of estimating the 
overlap integral has’ been devised (51) which makes use of the 
series relationship:
Area = 1 -
where x =1.7748/2
s = the peak separation in half-band
width units 
n is an integer 1,2,3,4  ........
It is seen that the area of overlap decreases rapidly for 
peak separations in excess of two half-band width units.
The degree of overlap was calculated using the above 
expression for each of the molecules examined during the 
present work. The results of these computations are shown 
in Table I (1).
The observed half-band widths were found to be virtually 
constant for each species, the actual value being limited by 
the spectral slit width used to record the spectra. The 
increase in Lorentzian half-band width due to pressure increase 
during these experiments was therefore not observed. The 
observed value was estimated to be at least one order of mag-
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nitude greater than the maximum half-band reached due to pressure 
broadening if the effect of finite slit width were eliminated.
In each case, nitrogen was the foreign gas used to give a
—2total pressure of 0,101 MNm” (1 atmos.).
Table I (l)
Fractional areas of Peak Overlap
Molecules (cm-1)





c % 1.23 10.50 8.54 0.017
C2«6 2.09 5.08 2.43 0.153
C2% 1.54 9,73 6.32 0.023
C2%2 1.08 2.36 2.19 0.197
CO 1.63 3.86 2.37 0.163
CO2 0.83 1.56* 1.88 0.268
NO 1.63 5.97 2.44 0.151
HCl 0.95 21.18 22.3 0.007
HCN 1.03 2.98 2.8̂ + 0.095
CH^Br 1.25 10.16 8.13 0.018
(* 4B spacing)
If the carbon monoxide molecule is taken as a typical example then 
from the spectra it can be seen that the Jg ^  Jy ̂ ^  and
^ ^  transitions in the R-branch of the fundamental are all of 
approximately equal intensity when fully ’’broadened" (enhanced).
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The low-pressure (i.e. "non-broadened") spectra show that these 
lines were originally of similar intensity and that their 
observed half-band widths equal the high-pressure (i.e. "broadened") 
values, (see Table 3.3). These data are summarised in Table 1.(2).
Table I (2)
Intensity enhancement of some Carbon Monoxide absorption 
bands by Nitrogen
Transition 




P=0.017kNm-2 P= 0.101 MNm-Z
8 4— 7 0.116 0.439 3.79
7 (— 6 0.112 0.435 3.89
6 f— 3 0.119 0.435 3* 66
From Table I(l) it is seen that the area of overlap is O.I63 and 
thus the total intensity increase of the J = 7 transition, due to 
overlap by the J = 8 and J = 6 bands would amount to 0.33 i.e. an 
enhancement factor of about one third, compared with the observed 
value of 3.89.
It is not suggested that true pressure broadening does not 
take place in this pressure range and in fact it is apparent that 
where the rotational spacing is small (say less than 1 cm. 
then band overlap will play a significant role in determining 
the observed intensity. However in the case of the light molecules 
studied, where the 2B spacing is large relative to the unperturbed
-153-
half-band width, band overlap offers only a minor contribution 
to the overall intensity enhancement observed in this pressure 
range.
It has been shown (19) that the widths of infrared lines 
sire proportional to the square root of the pressure, not to the 
first power as required by the Lorentz theory. This relationship 
in turn implies that the intensity is a function of
Measured velues of half-band widths of various molecules 
are shown in Table I (3).
Table I (3)
Literature values of half-band widths
Molecule Half-band width 












The effect of instrumental "broadening" on HCl and CO
was shown to be 0.13 cra”^ atm. (104).
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Appendix II
Calculation of the radiationless energy transfer probability (Z) 
for low frequencies or high temperatures.
In the case where hv «  kT i.e. at low frequency or high temperature, 







It then follows on regrouping and substituting for
= (1 - as previously shown; that,
- (1 - ^̂ ran̂ /̂   ̂ ^ ran)
= 0
Rearranging and recalling that = Bĵ ĵ this becomes
^ ran ®ran ^
^.2]
A ran ^mn®
The net decrease in light intensity passing through a concentration
I
C of molecules is given by the difference in the induced absorption 
of molecules in state ^ and the induced emission from molecules in 
the state ̂  (The effect of spontaneous emission may be neglected
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because it is spatially isotropic and contributes only a small 
fraction in the direction of the incident light.)
Thus we may write
dx - dx [*■'3
then, substituting in this equation for (equation |A.^ ) and 
remembering that I = cyO(v), we have
-dl ran
mn ^mn^
Integrating between limits thus
®mn ^ ^ dx
[-1
ran
A ran + ^mn^ ■) C .dx
this yields the expression lA
= ex^ ranT ran
but I, E= e = absorbance
so that equation can be written in the form 
B = B^c'd - /zBmn (Ip - Pj
A /
-1 5 6 -
w
H
This expression reduces to Beer’s Law when
where A + Z
Equation jA8̂  can be rearranged to give 
^^max “ B) = (Iq _ I)
Ann + %
But (I„ _ I) = (1 -
H
and equation |a^ becomes
= 1 _ e-B
2®mn ^o ^max“®
If E is now plotted as a function of Z it is seen that initially 
E increases rapidly with increasing Z but finally assumes a 
limiting value at E = E ^ ^  as Z approaches infinity. The form of 
























1 0 OC O R B * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
110C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES ABSORBANCE FROM TRANSMISSION 
120C VALUES. '
130C A=BASELINE VALUE.  .
140C B=ABSORPTION VALUE.i
150C C=ABSORBANCE.'  . . .
160C ENTERED 19TH.  JULY 197 2 .  J . K . C .
170 DO 10 1 = 1 , 1 0 0 , 1
180 READ ( 5 0 , ) A , B
190 C=ALOG10(A) -ALOG10(B)
200 W R I T E ( 6 6 , 1 ) C  
210 10 CONTINUE ,





T H I S  PROGRAM 0 ALOU L. AT F? THF. OVERLAP OF TWO ADJACENT 0 AU SO I  AN 
CURVES.
I F = SEPARATION I N  HALF-DAND WIDTH U N I T S , 
X = ( 1 . 1 7 7 4 * 0 / 2 )
’SEPARAT TOM"
1ÜJC 








1ÔLI READ ( : ) l i ,  )S 
loo X=(l.lV74tS/2.)
2U'J A=Y
21Ü 0 = ( X * * 3 ) / ( 3 . * 2 . )
22U C = ( y * * R ) / ( ô . * ( 2 . * * 2 ) * 2 . )
.:3 I] D = . ( X * ' ' - V ) / (  V . * (  : J . * * R ) * 3 . * : - : .  ) 
E=(X^*0)/(P.*(2.**^)*4.^3.* 
F = ( X * *  1 l ) / (  1 1 , * (  - ' . * * o ) * : : . * 4  
D=(v.T»ij)/(iD,^(
A: EA"(Sr:RT f r\/ 3.
(EA = 1 . - ARE/ .
R T i r  f , x ; ,  1)  / F i F  A
■iP 1 AT (■ " A R E / ,  o r






). 7 'I -A- ■ ! J
*3.*2.)
1-1 0 )*(A-[’ + r:~rMr-r +r,)
R V r . i . L A R  ='
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ARSCAL
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* *
*  ABSCAL *
* *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
T H I S  PROGRAM CALCULATES ABSORBANCE FROM TRANSMISSION 
VALUES AND GIVES THE HALF-BANO TRANSMITTANCE.


















27  00 
20 00 
29  00 
3ÜOONDM 
310  P R I N T , "
32 0 PRINT , t  t
33  0 DO 101 = 1,
34 0 R E A D f 3 0 ,
35 0 0 = A L G G 1 0 ( A ) - A L D G 1 0 ( R )
36 0 D = 0 / 2
370 BELTA=ALBG 1 0 ( A ) - D  
3 75  H=EXP l O ( D E L T A )
360 W R I T E ( 6 6 , 1 ) 0 , H 
39 0 lOCDNTINUE
400  1FÜRMAT ( 18X ,F 1 0.  4 ,  10X ,F 1 0.  4) 
410  END
J.K.C.
A =B AS EL I  NE V AL UE .
B=ABSCRPTICN VALUE.
0=ABSDRBAN0F.
D =S E M I - A  OS Cl iBANOE .
H=HALE-BAND I N  TRANSMITTANCE UNI TS
ABSORBANCE HAL F- RAND"






12 or: T H I S  PRDRRAM BALCU ATES THE P R H E A n i L I T Y  HE 
13UC PAR I AT  i nNLESS ENERGY TP ANS PER ( 7 )  AND THE
140n E I N S T E I N  P R N [ ] A n i L I T Y  COEFFICIENT OF INDHCEn E MI SS I ON (ANN)
145C FOP FI IREIGN GAS COLLI S I ONS .
1S !JC S =A PS . I  NT E NS I T  Y ( p M . -  2AT M . -  1 )
Vj I.C F-FREOUENCY ( C N . - 1 )
170C Af . ' N=EINSTEIN COEFFICIENT ( S E C . - l )  
l e o c  A = "
190C TO =-OASELINF(%T )
20ÜC EMAX= TOT At. EXT I NCTI ON (AOSORRANCF)
2 IOC E = FHACTIONAl .  ABSORBANCE
220C 7 R 0 T = N 0 ,  OF COLLI S I ONS REOO. TO REDUCE EMAX BY 1 - 1 / E X P  
23QC ENTERED 4 / 9 / 7 3  . J . K . C .
240C
250£NDM
251 P R I N T ,  "NO.OF DATA P O I N T S " , ? *
252  R E A D ( 5 0 , )N
253  PRI NT  . " F I L E NA ME "  , t *
254  READ 2 . F I L N A M
255  CALL nPENF(  1 , F I L N A M )
256  PRINT , " L I N E  NO. AMN BMN Z"
2 58  P R I N T , "  ( S E C . - l )  ( C M 3 / E R G S . S E C 2 ) "
2 59  DO 5 1 = 1 , N
260 READ(  1. 1)S , F , TO, EMAX
261 1 FORMAT ( F 5 .  2.  IX , F 6 .  1, IX , F 5 , 3 ,  1X , F 5 .  3)
280 A M N = ( S * ( F * F ) * 2 . 9 9 8 * 2 . 9 9 8 ) / ( 3 . 2 1 * E X F 1 0 ( 8 . ) )
290 EiMN=AMN/ ( 3 .  0 * 3 .  1 4 2 * 6 .  6 2 6 * ( E X F  1 0 ( - 2 7  . 0 ) ) * (  F * * 3 .  O) )
310 2 FORMAT (A 6)
320 A=AMN
340 E = E M A X * 0 . 6 3 2 1
370 T =T D/EXP 1 0 ( F )
38 0 7 = ( ( 1 . - T  ) * A - (  1 . - T O ) * A * F X P 1 0 ( (  EMAX- E)  / 2 .  ) ) /  (EXP 10(  ( EM AX- F  ) /  2 .  ) -  1
390 WRIT E ( 6 6 , 3 ) I , AMN. OMN,Z 
395  5 CONTINUE
400 p r i n t  , ? t
410 P R I N T , ? ?
430 3 F O R M A T ( 2 X , I 2 , 8 X , F 6 . 1 , 8 X , E 1 0 . 4 , 2 X , F 8 . 1 )  ---------  ----------
440 END
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XMAX 1 1 : 1 1  SYS ED PR I  1 IT H MAY 1973
100C * * * * *  XMAX * * * * *
1 IOC
120C T H I S  PROGRAM FINDS THE VALUE OF X AT WHICH
13 DC
140C THE SLOPE OF ANY FUNCTION Y =F (X ) REACHES
150C
160C A SELECTED MINIMUM VALUE.
170C
laOC THE FUNCTION Y = F ( X )  IS ENTERED I N  L I N E  390
190C




240C L O = I N I T I A L  VALUE OF X
250C
2 6 OC L =MAXIMUM VALUE OF X
270C
280C N =INCREMENT OF X
290C
300C G ^ L I M I T I N G  GRADIENT
31ÛC
320C
330C ENTERED 1 9 / 3 / 7 3  U . K . C O R B E T T .
340C
350ENDM
360 PRINT , " I N I T I A L  ,X-MAX . X - I N C R  , G R A D " , t *
370 R E A O ( 5 0 , ) L O , L , N , G  
380  DO 5 J = L O , L , N  
3 8 5  X =FLOAT ( J )
390 Y =0 .  0 4 8 5 9 * ( X * * 0 . 4 2 7 3 )  ____________
400 Y Y = 0 , 0 4 8 5 9 * ( ( X + N ) * * 0 . 4 2 7 3 )
410 DELTA = (YY-Y ) / N  
420  MAX=J
430  I F ( D E L I  A . L E . G ) GO TO 6
440  5 CONTINUE
450  6 WRITE ( 6 6 ,  1)MAX
460  1 FORMAT ( "X-MAX = " . 1 6 )
4 70  W R I T E ( 6 6 , 2 ) Y
480 WRITE(  6 6 , 3 ) Y Y
490  2 FORMAT ( " Y  (X-MAX ) =  " . F 6 . 4 )














-À- -iK- TT *  *  *  *  *  *  *  1 ->r 7<- *  *  7T Vf *  * * * * * * * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  .j; *  *  *  *  *
*  P DP 1 *
■A* -A
vr-VAVc7(-̂'-)vv:
21 1 74 J.K.n.
t î ; t s  pf!() i ;p a -1 n Ai. nu t. A i r s  Tur:  v a a t a t t u u  xn i N i r - . ' n  t t ^  i ; r  t u : -  n i  uns
1 ' x P  TU A V TPi 'AT TUrVM. -  PUT AT TU UAL PARA A: A PU PUT l U N  UP J r i p ,  A r T r ; ; , ; -  
i' 1T' pT' T uni!: PUT UP, .
P U un 
PI un
_ ; .un T I " :  p up u n  AT l u n  u r  t u f  j  t u  n u T  AT i n u A i .  l f v p i . ( 7 )  x s  c ï v f p   ̂ Y T u i
. . . . .ui: F I T . F I : '  I N C  p x p u F ^ A ü u : ;  : -
__4 ijF:
_ un (. F X P ( ( - P2; X R(ut i ) / r ) )
IP/P"  o I U ' A  ( , : A + | ) .  F / i ' ( ( - F L . / P )  X (: A(A4 : ) / T ) )
u . p
. 1 7  : F " p n , . ' n  n u i p . T / " : !  n = r , . . _ .pn i7  - i u  r P i :  n i " .
. .cin V P L i P " T Y  ' F F X n i T  n = P . n u . j  > l u  1u C  .PFU - 1
..',UT ' U . l : '  F, Fd'APT F = 1 . . J P U P :  -. X 1!, -  p,  F; .u PF[  .
. 7 '  PPTATXPP/U nu  FUT/.UT = P
y. P T ' p  i-u ; , / ' i i i :  F r -^un . r - n  . = T
:-..n T un ' VA  T - : j  v  a f u I' -  p .
: 7 V  PUT F ; TUF rUUpp.A ' TS .-'H H T  FF F UP; PFAL V.AF, T.A'V.; , U!
u n : , .  UFSI G^ATFC AS A (UFPiF T. .PTP! , )  A. U R (PU V
nu un ç = AFAI IFUTF I  NT F FF I T  Y A T P . - 1 )
3'
v_ ' ur:





TUF FXP'PFSSTtJN ( - F U / U )  HAS UFF:.  F V A F j A T l i U  USIPG THF 
AP - 1 . 4 . 7 / 0 2 4 . :  AP'U USFU AS A CUPSTAFT I P  THF AFUVF F:
47iJ PUTPT , "FMTFR P , T , M , s " , t -  
4 PU R FAR ( A U ,  ) P , T  , P , S  
P R I N T , ? ?
Puu  pHTl:T , " P ' I P U F A T I U P  r iF THF J T u  R u T A T I U P A L  LFVFl .
L lu P U Ï P T  , "--------------------------------------------------------------
Pcu Pu PL 4 =L,P, 1 
R =FFUAT r J )
uu TPP z.. ( ( c . i : - : û R ) - ' - 1 . U ) < : / . u ( - 1 . 4 3 P L 3 - ' V " V : * ( H + 1 . i l ) / T ) )
“ f »\ j
r T,:'.'.
c 3 u L(F
1 ij
* 1 '> ^ u . L
PPL U U 10
P7u  A = FF
PP':j Y - (  ( : -,v :j  = ( ( ; , .  n * , '\ )  + i . i i ) ^ : : X I '  ( - 1 .  . ' dXU j - ( ( A 1.  ü)  / T ) )
-  l&t -
p{'P 1 CfjNT TNLIFD
bvù  X -X + Y
p i ' i j  10 nCNTINLl t -
5 10 7 = T U P / X
315 Sfinil Vl'V / 2.
cv.u w r t t f :( (>j, 1)7 , j , S h n T
U O Ü  2 0  Cf'NTTNUF-;
u4o 1 r  OR CAT ( MX , r  10.  rj ,  : :px , i . :, m  . f p . p ) 
350 2 FORÇAT ( F C . P . F R .  1 . 1 3 )
660 p r i n t  , "-------------------------------------------------------------------- " ,t t





1200 TOTS PROGRAM OALOOATOS TOO PR ORAOII .  IT Y OF 
13 00 PAO I  AT T 0 NT. PS S F 0 PR GY T R A MS F PR ( 7 ) A K  0 THF
1400 F I M S T F I M  PR f)[FAO I I .  I T  Y OOFFFXOIFMT OF TMOUOPO EMI SSI ON (AMN)
1500 FOR FOREIGN GAS OOLFISIONS .
1600 S = AR S.  I NT F MS I TY  ( 0 M . - 2 A T M . - 1 )
1700 /F =FRFRUENOY ( 0 M . - 1  )
1600 AMN =E INST F I N  OOEFFIOIENT ( S E 0 . - 1 )
1900 RMN=
2 0 GO TO =0 AS El. I  NE ( %T )
2100 FMAX= TOTAL EXT INOT ION (ARSOR OANOE )
2200 E = FRAOTIONAl .  ARSOR OANOE
23ÛC ZROT = NO. OF COLL I S I ONS REQD.  TO REDUCE EMAX BY 1 / E X P .
240C P = TR A NS IT I O N  P R O B A B I L I T Y  ( C . G . S . U N I T S )
250C ENTERED 4 / 9 / 7 3  J . K . C .
260C
270£NDM
280  P R I N T , " T O " , f *
290  R E A D ( 5 0 , )T0  
300 DO 2 1 = 1 , 5 0  
310 PRINT . "S , F . E M A X ( ABS ) " , t *
320 R E A D ( 5 0 , ) S , F , E M A X
330  AMN = (S* ( F * F ) * 2 . 9 9 8 * 2 . 9 9 8 ) / ( 3 . 2 1 * E X P 1 0 ( 8 . ) )
340 WR I T  F ( 5 6 ,  3)  AMN
350 3 FORMAT ( "ARN = " , F B . 2 )
36 0 A=AMN
370 F = 0 . 5 3 * FM A X
35 0 T ---TCl/F.XP 1 0 ( F )
390 Z = ( ( 1 . - T ) * A - ( 1 . - T 0 ) * A * F X P 1 0 ( ( F M A X - F ) / 2 . ) ) / ( F X P 1 0 ( ( E M A X - E ) / 2 , ) - 1 . )
400 'A'RITF(  5 5 ,  1)7 
410 E=FMAX- 0 . 0 0  1
420 7 1 0 = ( ( 1 . - T ) * A - ( 1 . - T 0 ) * A * E X P 1 0 ( ( E M A X - E ) / 2 . ) ) / ( F X P 1 0 ( ( E M A X - E ) / 2 . ) - 1 . )
430  W R I T F ( r k V ! / V
44 0 1 FORMAT ( "ZROT = ” , F R . 1 )
^ 5 0  BMN=AMN/ ( F . 0 * 3 . 1 4 2 * 5 . 5 2 5 * ( E X P 10 ( - 2 7 , 0 ) ) * ( F * * 3 . 0 ) )
470 WRITE(  n o ,  c )S: ;N
4R0 P = ( R M N * 3 . * ( 5 . 6 2 5 * E X P 1 0 ( - 2 7 . ) ) * * 2 . ) / ( 8 . * ( 3 . 1 4  2 ) * * 2 . )
500 W R I T F ( 5 5 , 4 ) P
5 1 0 4 FORMAT ( ’' P = "  , F 1 n . 4 )
5 2 0 5 FORMATf " ' 7 10 = "  , F H .  1)
5 3 0 P R I N T , 11
2 FORMAT( ' ’ OMM = " , F  1 0 . 4 )
5 5 0 END
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ATABLE
10 OC * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
110C *  *
120C *  ATABLE *
130C *  *
140C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
150C
160C T H I S  PROGRAM ACCEPTS TRANSMISSION VALUES FROM UP TO 5
170C DATA F I LES, CONVERTS THEM TO ABSORBANCE,  AND PRI NTS  THEM











290  p r i n t  , t t  
3 00 P R I N T , " N A M E " , ? *
31 0 R F A D ( 50 , 1 )NAM 
320  1 FORMAT (A 20)
330  P R I N T , "NO.  OF DATA P O I N T S " , ? *
34 0 R EAD( 5 0 , )N
350 P R I N T , "NO.  OF F I L E S " , ? *
360 R E A D ( 5 0  , ) I AN3  
370  READ 3 , F I L N A M  
380 3 FORMAT ( A 6 )
390 CALL OPENF( 1 , F I L N A M )
40 0 READ 3 ,FTLNAM
410 CALL OPENF( 2 , F I L N A M )
420 READ 3 , F I L N A M
430  CALL 0 P E N F ( 3 , F I L N A M )
440  HEAD 3 , F I L N A M
450 CALL O P E N F ( 4 , F I L N A M )
4G0 I F ( 4 - T A N S ) 8 , 9 , 9  ^  .......... ..
470  8 CONTINUE
480  READ 3 , F I L N A M
490 CALL 0 P E N F ( 5 , F I L N A M )
500  PRINT . "PRESSURES” , ? *
510 READ ( 5 0 ,  )P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , P 5  
520  13 FORMAT (32X , 5 ( 1 3 ,  ) )
530 GO TO 14
540 9 CONTINUE
550 PRINT , "PRESSURES " . ? *
560 R E A D ( 5 Q ,  )P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4
570 6F0RMAT ( 34X , I 3 , 5 X  , 1 3 , 5X , I 3 , 5 X , I 3 )
580 14 P R I N T , ? ?
590 W R I T E ( 6 6 , 2 )
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ATABLE CONTINUED
6 00  2 FORMAT ( 1 0 X , " L I N E  N O . " , 2 0 X , " A B S O R B A N C E " )
610  P R I N T . f t
620 I F ( 4 - I A N S ) 1 5 . 1 6 , 1 6
630  15 CONTINUE
64 0 WRITE ( 6 6 ,  13)P 1 ,P 2 ,P 3 , P  4 ,P5
65 0 P R I N T , t t  
660  GO TO 17
670  16 w n i T E ( 6 6 , 6 ) P  1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4
6 80  P R I N T , t t
690  17 0 0 2 5  I = 1 , N
700 REAB(  1 . 4 ) A , B
710  4 F 0 R M A T ( F 4 . 1 , 1 X , F 4 . 1 )
720  READ ( 2 ,  4 ) 0 , 0  
730  R E AD( 3 , 4 ) E , F  
7 40  R E A D ( 4 , 4 ) P , 0  
750  A A = A L G G 1 0 ( A ) - A L O G 1 0 ( B )
760  R R - A L OG 1 0 ( 0 ) - A L O G 1 0 ( D )
770  C C = A L O G 1 0 ( E ) - A L O G 1 0 ( F )
730  DD-ALOG 1 0(P ) -ALOG 10(U )
790  I F ( 4 - 1  ANS ) 11,  12 L 12 
50 0 11 R E A D ( 5 , 4 ) f i  ,S
5 1 0 EE -ALOG 1 0 ( R ) -A I  .00 1 0 (S )
52 0 12 CONTINUE
530  I F ( 4 - T A N S ) 2 3 , 2 4 , 2 4
540 23 W R T T E ( 6 n , 7 ) l , A A , B C , C C , D D , E E
650  7 F n R M A T ( l O X , I 3 , l 5 X , 5 ( F 6 . 3 , 2 X ) )
56 0 GO TO 25
670 24 W t 3 I T E f 6 6 , 5 ) I , A A , B B , G C , D D  
6B0 5 F n R M A T ( 1 0 X , l 3 , 1 6 X , 4 ( F 6 . 3 , 2 X ) )
690  2 5  CONTINUE 
90 0 PRI NT , t  t  
910 P R I N T , 11 
920  END
— l6 8  —
JTAELE
1 ooc ******************************************************
11 OC *  *
120C *  JTARLE *
130C *  *
140C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
150C
160C
170C T H I S  PROGRAM ACCEPTS TRANSMISSION VALUES OF L INEAR MOLECULES
1800 CONVERTS THEM TO ABSORBANCE AND PRINTS THEM WITH J VALUES











30 0 PRINT , t  t  
310 PRINT , " N A M E " , t  ^
320 READ( 5  0 , 1)NAM 
330 1 FORMAT (A 20)
340 P R I N T ,  "NO.  OF DATA P O I N T S " , ? *
380 READ( 6 0 , ) N
380 PRINT , "MO. OF F I L E S " , ? *
37 0 READ( 5  0 , ) I ANS
38 0 READ 3 , F I L N A M  
390 3 FORMAT(AS)
400 CALL OPENF( 1 . F I L N A M )
410 READ 3 , F I L N A M
420 CALL O P E N F ( 2 , F I L M A M )
430 READ 3 , F I L N A M
440 CALL 0 P E N F ( 3 , F I L N A M )
450 READ 3 , F I L N A M
460 CALL OPENF ( 4 , F I L N A M )  - -  . ----------------------
470 I F ( 4 - T A N S ) 8 , 9 , 9  
480 8 CONTINUE 
490 READ 3 , FILNAM 
500 CALL OPENF( 5 , F I L N AM )
510 PRINT , "PRESSURES" , t *
520  R E A D ( 5 0 , ) P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 , P 5  
530 13 FORMAT ( 3 2 X , 5 ( 1 3 , 5 X ) )
540 CO TO 14
550 9 CONTINU H
560  PRINT , "PRESSURES " , t *
570 READ( 5 0 ,  )P 1 ,P 2,P 3 ,P 4
580 6 FORMAT (3FX , I  3 ,  8X , 1 3 ,  5X , I 3 , 5 X  , 1 3 )
590 14 PRINT , t ?
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JTABLE CONTINUED
6 00  W R I T E ( 6 6 , 2 )
610 2 FORMAT ( 10X , " L I N E  N O . " , : ^ , ’’ j  V A L U E S " , 1  OX, "ABSORBANCE" )
620 PRI NT V  t
630  I F ( 4 - I A N S ) 1 6 , 1 6 , 1 6
640 15 CONTINUE
650  WRITE ( 6 6 ,  13)P 1 ,P 2 ,P 3 ,P 4 ,P 5 
660 PR T N T , f t  
670 GO TO 17
680 16 W R I T E ( 6 6 , 6 ) P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4
690 PRINT , t  t
70 0 17 no 25 I = 1 , M
710 REAO( 1 , 4 ) A , n
720  4F0RMAT (F 4 . 1, IX , F 4 .  1 )
730 R E A n ( 2 , 4 ) C , D  
740 READ ( 3 ,  4 )E  ,F 
75 0 R E A D ( 4 , 4 ) P  ,0 
760 A A = A L O C 1 0 f A ) - A L O G 1 0 ( B )
770 BR=ALOG l O f C  ) - ALOC 1 0 O'» )
780  CC-AL.OG 1 0 (E ) - ALOC 1 C(F )
790  n n = A i . o c  i o ( p  ) - a l o c  i o ( u  )
800  I F ( 4 - I A N S ) 1 1 , 1 2 , 1 2
810  11 READ( 6 ,  4)R ,S
820 E E= AL OC1 0 ( R ) - A L O G 1 0(S )
030 12 CONTINUE
840 JAGS = ( N + 1 ) / 2 - I
850 I F ( 4 - I A N S ) 2 3 , 2 4 , 2 4
860  23  W R T T E ( 6 6 , 7 ) I , J A G S , A A , B B , C C , D 0 , E E  
870  7 F O R M A T ( 1 0 X , I 3 , 8 X , I 4 , G X , 5 ( F 6 . 3 , 2 X ) )
380  GO TO 25
890 24 W R I T E ( 6 6 , 5 ) 1 , J A B S , A A , B B , C O , D O  
90 0 5FÜRMAT ( 1 OX , I  3 ,  fiX , I  4 ,  6< , 4(  F 6 . 3 , 2X ) )
910  25  CONTINUE 
920 P R I N T , f t  
930 P R I N T , t t  
940 END
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ABSTAB
1 0 OC * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
11 oc *  *
120C *  ABSTAB *
130C *  *
1 4 OC * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
150C
160C T H I S  PROGRAM CALCULATES ABSORBANCE FROM TRANSMISSION
1700 VALUES AND GIVES THE HALF-BANO TRANSMITTANCE.
1B0C
190C
2 OOC ENTERED 1OTH. JULY 1972  J . K . C .
210C
22 OC








310 P R I N T , ? ?
320  WRITE ( 6 6 , 7 )
330 5 CONTINUE
340 P R I N T , "WHAT I S  SPECTRUM N A M E " , ? *
350  R E A D ( 5 0 , B)NAM
360 P R I N T , " E N T E R  MUM [I EH OF PAIRS OF DATA VAl .UES " ,?* '
370 R E A D ( 5 0 , )N
360 P RI NT , "W H A T  I S  DATA F I L E  NAME" ,?* -  
390  READ 3 , FILNAM 
400 WRITE ( 66 ,  6)
410  PRINT ,??
4 20 REWIND 1
430 CALL OPENF ( 1 , F I L N A M )
440 L = ( N + l ) / 2  
450 DO 10 1 = 1 , L
46 0 READ- ( 1 , 2 ) A  , 0  . . . .  - --------  ---------
470 ABSORB = ALÜG 1 0 ( A ) - A L Ü G 1 0 ( B )
480  10 CONTINUE
490 REWIND 1
500  DO 30 1 = 1 , N
510  READ ( 1 , 2 ) A , B
520 C = A L O G 1 0 ( A ) - A L O G 1 0 ( B )
530  D = C / 2
540  DELTA = A L O G 1 0 ( A ) - D  
550  H=EX.P l O ( D E L T A )
570 E=C/ABSORB
580 30 W R I T E ( 6 6 ,  1 ) 1 , 0 , H, E
590  PRINT , ??  , ”   " ,?
600 CALL C L O S E F ( 1)
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ABSTAB CONTINUED
610 PRINT , " M O R E " , ? *
620  READ 4 , IANS
630 I F  ( I A N S  ,EQ . " Y ” ) GOTO 5
640 1 FORMAT (7X . 1 3 ,  16X ,F  10 . 4 ,  6X ,F 1 0 . 4 .  6X ,F 1 0 . 4 )
650  2 FORMAT ( F 4 .  1 , IX , F 4 . 1 )
660  3 FORMAT ( A 6 )
670  4 FORMAT ( A 1 )
680  6 FORMAT (3X . " L I N E  NUMBER" , ?  I X , " A B S O R B A N C E " , 6 X , " H A L F - B A N D  
690& 2X . "ABSORBANCE NORM.- J = 0 ” )
700 7 FORMAT( / / , "  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7 10 & -------------------------------- " , / / )
720  8 FORMAT ( A 2 0 )
730  W R I T E ( 6 6 , 7 )
740 END




*  ABSRES *
* *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
T H I S  PROGRAM CALCULATES ABSORBANCE FROM TRANSMISSION 
VALUES AND GIVES THE HALF-BAND TRANSMITTANCE.
ENTERED 191 H.  JULY 1972


























310 P R I N T , ? ?
320  WRITE ( 6 8 . 7 )
330 8 CONTINUE 
340  PR TNT , "WHAT IS 
35 0 R E A D ( 5 0 . 8)NAM 
360 P R I N T ,  "ENTER NLIMBER 
370  R E A D ( 6 0 , )N 
380  PRINT , "WHAT IS YOUR
READ 3 , F ILNAM 
WRITE ( 6 6 , 6 )
PRINT ,??
REWIND 1
CALL OPENF ( 1 , F I L N A M )
L = ( N  + 1 ) / 2  
DO 10 1 = 1 , L 
READ ( 1 , ' 2 ) A , B
ABSORB = ALOG 1 0 ( A ) - A L O G  1 0 ( B )  
10 CONTINUE 
REWIND 1 
DO 3 0 1 = 1 , N 
READ ( 1, 2 ) A , B  
C = A L O G 1 0 ( A ) - A L O G 1 0 ( B )
D = C / 2
DELTA = ALOG 1 0 ( A ) -D 
H=EXP 10 (DELTA)
JABS = ( N + D / 2 - I  
E =C/ABS ORB
30 W R I T E ( 6 6 ,  1 ) 1 , JARS , C , H , E  
PRINT , ? ? , "
J . K . C .
SPECTRUM N A M E " , ? *
OF PAIRS OF DATA V A L U E S " , ? *
























600 CALL Cl .nSEF ( 1)
610 PRINT . "MORE"  . t *
620 READ 4 , I ANS.
630 I F  ( IANS .EQ . " Y " )  GOTO 5 .
640 1 FORMAT ( 4X , I  3 . 7X , I  4 , 5X . F 1 0 . 4 , 6X. . F 1 0 . 4,  6X , F 1 0 . 4)
650 2 FORMAT ( F 4 . 1 , IX , F 4 . 1 )
66 0 3 FORMAT ( A 6)
670 4 FORMAT (A 1 )
660 6 FORMAT ( IX . " L I N E  NUMBER" , 2 % , " J  VALUE"  , 4X , "ACS OR DANCE" . 6X , " H A L F - 0  AMO" ,
6 9 0& 2X , "AOS OR DANCE N OR M . J = 0 " )
700 7 FORMAT( / / , "  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7 1 0 0 ------------------------------- " , / / )
720 R FORMAT ( A 20)








140C V =  VOLUME OF GAS ADDED ( C . C . O
150C A = AREA OF BAND
160C P P= PART I AL  PRESSURE MM.i .
170C P= P AR T I AL  PRESSURE ATM.
180C BDASH= BAN AREA I N  NAT.  LOGS & C / S .
190C L =  PATHLENGTH I N  C M . ( 4 0 0 0 ) /





2 50  DO 5 J = 1 , 6  
260  R E A D ( 5 0 , ) V , A
270C CONVERT AREA TO NAT LOGS AND C / S .
28 0 B D A S H = A * 1 . 6 6 7 * 0 . 0  1 * 2 .  3 0 3 * 2 .  998E 10 
2 90  P P = V * 7 6 0 .  0 * 2 7 3 .  0 / ( 2 9 8 . 0 * 6 2 5 0  0 .  0)
300  WRITE(  6 6 .  1)PP
310 1F0RMAT( "PP= " , E 1 0 . 4 , "  M M . " )
320 P L = V * ( 2 7 3 .  0 * 4 0  0 0.  0) /  ( 2 9 8 .  0 * 6 2 5 0  0.  0)
330  2 FG R M A T ( " PL =  " . E 1 0 . 4 , "  CM. - ATMOSPHERES" )  
34 0 B=BDASH/PL  
350  W R I T E ( 6 6 . 3 ) 8
360 3FDRMAT( " R=  " . E 1 0 . 4 . "  C / C M / A T M . ” )
370  PRINT . t t  




10 OC * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  WIDTHS * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
11 OC 
120C
130C T H I S  PROGRAM COMPUTES THE COMPUTED SPECTRAL S L I T  WIDTH
140C FROM THE OBSERVED MECHANICAL S L I T  READI NG.
150C
160C F=  FREQUENCY(CM . - 1  )
170C W= MECHANICAL S L I T  W I D T H ( MICR OMETHES . )
18ÜC DATA FILENAME WIDDAT ( F G . 1 , 1 X , F 5 . 1 )
190C




240 P R I N T , " E N T E R  NO. OF DATA P O I N T S " . t *
2 5 0  READ ( 5 0 . )N
260 P R I N T , " W H A T I S  DATA F I L E  N A M E " , ? *
270  READ I . F I L N A M
280 WRITE ( 6 6 . 2 )
290  P R I N T , f t
300  CALL OPFNF ( 1 . F I L N A M )
310  DO 10 1 = 1 , N
320 READ(  1 , 3 )F . W
330 I F ( 2 0 0 0 - F )  5 , 5 . 6
3 40  5 CONTINUE
350 A = 0 . 0 0 0 0 5 4 * F - 0 . 0 2 1
36 0 B = ( 9 . 6 2 2 9 6 E - 1 0 ) * F * * ( 2 . 0 7 0 1 9 )
370  DELTA=A+B*W
380 W R I T E (  6 6 .  4 ) F .DELTA
390 GO TO 10
400  6 CONTINUE
410  A = 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 9 3 * F - 0 . 0 2 3 6
420  B = ( 8 . 5 3 1 6 1 E - 1 1 ) * F * * ( 2 . 5 0 8 5 7 )
430  DELTA=A+B*W
440 W R I T E ( 6 6 , 4 ) F , D E L T A
450 1 FORMAT ( A 6 )  .
460 2 F O RM A T( 1 5 X . " F R E QU EN C Y ( C M . - 1 . )  C O M P . S . S . W . ( C M . - 1 . ) " )
470 3 FORMAT ( F 6 . 1 .  I X . F 5 . 1 )
480  4 FORMAT ( 17X , F 6 .  1 . 15X . F 6 . ' 3 )
490 10 CONTINUE




STATISTICAL DATA FOR 17.6 V.P.M. METHANE IN NITROGEN
MANDSD 11:21 SYSED THU ^TH OCT 1972
ARITHMETIC MEAN, VARIANCE, AND STANDARD DEVIATION
INDIVIDUAL SET NUMBER 1 
SAMPLE VALUES:
.49 .4997 .5155 .514 .5128 .5256 .4982 .496 .5216
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATES 
OF POPULATION PARAMETERS
NUMBER OF VALUES = 9
ARITHMETIC MEAN = .508133
STANDARD DEVIATION = .011737
SAMPLE VARIANCE = 1.37758E-4
UNBIASED ESTIMATES 
OF POPULATION PARAMETERS
ARITHMETIC MEAN = .508133




Literature values of vibration-rotation absolute band intensities
Table V
Molecule band 
(cm“ ) absolute intensity units reference
c %
1
3020 270, 322 
1791
-2  ̂-1 cm atm
2 _ -1 cm mole
(105)
(1)9)
C2H6 3000 5755 2  ̂ -1 cm mole (107)
C2H4 950 462, 526 -2 . -1cm atm (105)
7976 cm~^/millimolecm-2 (108)
C2H2 735 651, 720
278
-2  ̂-1 cm atm
-2  ̂-1cm atm
(105)
(120)
729 -2 . -1 cm atm (152)
CO 2170 394, 419, 237 
240
cm“^ atrn"̂ (105)




187, 161, 170 
200 
5410












NO 1905 155, 62, 75 -2  ̂-1cm atm (105)
121, 70 cm"^ atm**̂ (115)
124 -2 ■ -1 cm atm (116)
110,135,65 -2  ̂-1 cm atm (117)
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Table V (contd.)
CHjBr 1400 1933, 1897 cm^ mole"^ (118)
HCl 2886 154, 158, I30 cm~^ ato"^ (I05)
143
130 cm~̂  atm“^ (119)








(a) Methane (3020.3 cm“^)
J - value frequency (cm.“^)
(r ) 15 5140.2















References: (70) (75) (78)
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(b) Ethane (2994*3 cra~̂ )










References: (75) (79) (80)
hylene (949*2 cin“^)












References: (75) (79) (80)
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(d) Acetylene (729.1 cm~^)






















References: (70) (75) (77)
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(f) Carbon dioxide (667*3















References: (70) (7l) (75) (78)
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(i) Hydrogen chloride (2885*9 cm“^)











References: (73) (75) (70)
(j) Hydrogen cyanide (3312.0 cm""̂ )














References: (70) (75) (76)
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APPENDIX VII
Application of the Wilson-Wells technique to measurement of the 
absolute intensity of the 2223 cni”^ band of N2O.
The validity of applying the method of Wilson and Wells (63) to 
the determination of the absolute intensities of the selected molecules 
using long path (40 metre) gas cells was investigated by repeating the 
experiments described by Calloraon, McKean and Thompson (64,65) in which 
the absolute intensity of the entire vibration - rotation band of 
nitrous oxide (2223 cm.~^) was determined.
In the original work, the areas under the absorption envelopes of
several different initial partial pressures of nitrous oxide were
measured in nitrogen at a pressure sufficient to complete the "broadening"
_2of the bands. A total pressure of 0.202 MNm (2 atraos. ) was found to be 
sufficient to reach the plateau of the pressure/absorbance curve for 
N^O in N^.
The plot of
® /^L = r ln(Io/l)dv = Bt)L
'band
against the partial pressure,was then drawn. This curve was
I
extrapolated to zero partial pressure, the intercept on the B = B 
axis giving the required value of the absolute intensity.
A value of 4830 x 10^^ 0, c m . a t m . w a s  obtained using a range
p
of partial pressures between O.3O - 12.36 torr (O.63 - 1.6 kNm"*") in a 
cell of 10.9 cm. pathlength. The instrumental resolution was estimated
-187-
as 3 cm. The precision of the method was given as - '3%,
The conditions described above were simulated by opening
the Model 621 spectrophotometer slits to give a computed spectral
slit width of 3 c m . a t  2223 cm. ^ Spectra of a range of
partial pressures of nitrous oxide in Nitrogen (total pressure 
—20.101 MNm” } wore recorded with a pathlength of 40 metres. The 
areas under the absorption band envelopes were measured by counting 
squares. These areas were then converted to cm. ^ by multiplying 
by the absorbance ( x O.Ol) and abscissal (1.667) scaling factors.
The areas (B ) for various partial pressures are shown 
in Table VII (l).
Table VII (l)
Areas of N^O absorption curves - Wilson-Wells method.
Partial pressure Area (B*)
(torr) (C.cm."^ atm."^)
0.2039 X  10”^ 4108 X 10^°
0.6461 X 10”^ 3710 X 10^0
' 0.1228 X 10"^ 2969x 10^°
0.1883 X 10”^ 2632 X 10^°
0.2372 X 10"^ 2433 X I0^°
0.2376 X 10”^ 2242 X  10^^
A computer program (THOMPS - Appendix III) was written to calculate 
B in appropriate units.
The value of the absolute intensity was found by extrapolation of the
-188-
curve to be 4600 x 10^^ c.cm.”^ a t m . i n  good agreement with 
the reported figure (4830 x 10^^ c . c m . a t m . “ )̂. A least 
squares hyperbolic curve fit gave a value of 4439 x 10^^ c.cm. ^ 
atm. )
(N.B. The units used by Callomon et al are cycles centimetre 
atmosphere” .̂ These may be converted to the more common units 




Expressions for the calculation of line strengths (Sj)
Values of the degeneracy factor are given by Herzberg (39) 
for linear molecules (where /\ = O),
A  = + 1 8j = J + 1
A  J = 0 8j = .0
A  J = - 1 S j = j
Expressions are also given for symmetric topmolecules 
where A  /\ = 0, ± 1
^ / \ = o  s5 = (J + i + A)(J + i- A  )/(J + 1)
gQ = (2j + 1) A^/J(J + 1)«J
= ( J  + A)(J - A)/J 
A  A  = +1 s® = (J + 2 + A  )(J + 1 + A  )/i(J + 1)V
sS = (J + 1 + A)(J - A)(2J + + 1)
s® = (J - 1 - A)(J - A)AJ
AA=-i 3® = (J + 2 - A)(J + 1 - A)A(J + 1)J
gQ = (J + 1 - A)(J + A)(2J + i)AJ(J + 1) %} 
Sj = (J - 1 + A)(J + AV4J
At room temperature the integrated intensities of rotational lines in 
a vibrational - rotational band can be calculated in good approximation 




























where ap is the absolute intensity of the entire 
vibration-rotation baind
A  is the angular momentum quantum number 
W* is the frequency of the fundamental
and Qp is the rotational partition function at 
temperature T.
The analytical expressions ^3^ were used to derive
theoretical intensities of the individual vibrational-rotational 
transitions of the carbon monoxide fundamental.
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APPENDIX IX
Absolute Intensity Data (integrated areas)
TABLE IX  1 





A l A2 A3 A4 A5
2 4 6 6 10
5 10 15 20 25
C2H4 1 2 3 4 5
C2H2 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
CO 7 9 11 13 15
C02 3 5 7 10 15
NO 20 30 40 50 60
CH^Br 4 6 8 10 12
HCN 1 2 3 4 5
HCl 3 10 15 20 25
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TABLE U  2
Methane (integrated areas)
NAME ? METHANE ABS . INTENSITY
NO. OF p o i n t s  ? 27  






VOLUMES ? 2 ,  4 ,  6 , 6 ,  10 
10 VALUES ? 6 3 . 0 , 8 1 . 0 , 8 1 . 0 , 8 1 0 - . 0 , 8 1 . 0  
LORENTZ ( 1 . 6 7 )  OR GAUSS'C 1. 064 )  ? 1. 67
FREQ. FACTOR ? 0 . 3 3 3
IE NO. A l A2 A3 A4 A5
1 0 .2 6 4 4 E  + Ü1 0 . 1899E+01 0 . 1683E+01 0 .  1539E + 01 0. 1292E+01
2 0 .3 0 9 4 E + 0 1 0 .2268E+ Ü 1 0 . 1878E+01 0 .  1741E + 01 0 .  1490E + 01
3 0 . 4 0 1 1E+01 0 . 2 8 1 7 E + 0 1 0 . 2 2 3 3 E + 0 1 0 .  1977E + 01 0 . 1729E+Û1
4 0 .6 2 4 6 E + 0  1 0 . 3 3 5  0E +01 0 . 2 7 1 0 E + 0 1 0 .2 3 1 5 E + 0 1 0 . 1996E+Q1
5 0 .5 3 5 1 E + 0 1 0 . 3 6 1 6 E + 0 1 0 .2 9 6 2 E + 0 1 0 . 2 5 2 7 E + 0 1 0 .2 0 8 3 E + 0 1
6 0 . 5 9 1 6 E + 0 1 0 .3 7 6 8 E + 0 1 0 . 3 1 0 9 E + 0  1 0 . 2 6 6 6 E + 0 1 0 .2 2 2 6 E + 0 1
7 0 .6388E  + 01 0 .4 1 1 4 E + 0  1 0 . 3 2 7 3 E + 0 1 0 .2 8 9 0 E + 0 1 0 .2 4 6 8 E + 0 1
8 0.6ÜB9E + IJ1 0 .3 3 7 9 E + 0 1 0 .271Ü E+01 0 .2 4 1 1 E + 0 1 0 .2127E+Ü 1
9 0 .5298 E  + 01 0 .3 4 9 6 E + 0 1 0 .2 8 5 1 E + 0 1 0 .2 4 8 2 E + 0 1 0 .2172 E + Ü 1
10 0 .6 0 3 7 E + 0 1 0 .3 3 6 0 E + 0 1 0 .2 8 2 9 E + 0 1 0 .2 4 3 7 E + 0 1 0 .2 1 3 5 E + 0 1
11 0 .3 1 1 7 E  + 01 0 .2 1 4 3 E + 0 1 0 . 1744E+01 0 .1 6 0 3 E + 0 1 0.  1401E + 01
12 0 .  1573E + 01 0 .  121 1E + Û1 0 . 1 171E+01 0 .1 0 2 2 E + 0 1 0 .9 5 2 2 E + 0 0
13 0 . 1887E+U1 0 . 1344E+01 0 . 1  186E + 01 0 .1 0 4 0 E + 0 1 0 . 9 3 2 1 E + 0 0
14 0 , 1 164E+01 0 .9 9 5 9 E + 0 0 0 . 9 8 6 2 E + 0 0 0 . 1071E+01 0 . 9 9 2 6 E + 0  0
15 0 .2 6 4 4 E + 0 1 0 .2 0 2 0 E + 0 1 0 . 1950E+01 0 . 1823E+01 0 . 1664E+01
16 0 . 1673E+01 0.  1267E + 01 0 .1 2 1 0 E + 0 1 0 . 1059E+01 0 .9 7 7 4 E + 0 0
17 0 . 4 2 3 1 E + 0 1 0 .2 7 8 9 E + 0 1 0 .2 2 5 2 E + 0 1 0 . 1977E+01 0 . 1722E+01
18 0 .6 2 9 8 E  + 01 0 .3 4 9 6 E + 0 1 0 .2 8 5 1 E + 0 1 0 . 2 3 4 1 E + 0 1 0 .2 0 3 2 E + 0 1
19 0 .4 9 6 0 E + 0 1 0 .3 4 8 2 E + 0  1 0 .2 8 4 0 E + 0 1 0 . 2 3 2 3 E + 0 1 0 .2 0 7 5 E + 0 1
20 0 .7 1 1 0 E + 0  1 0 .4 9 6 4 E + 0 1 0 . 3 6 8 3 E + 0 1 0 .3 0 6 4 E + 0 1 0 .2 7 1 3 E + 0 1
21 0 .6673 E + Ü 1 0 . 4 6 8  1E + 01 0 .3 6 8 3 E + 0 1 0 . 3 1 17E+01 0 . 2 7 3 2 E + 0 1
22 0 .6484 E + Ü 1 0 . 4 1 4 6 E + Û 1 • 0 .3 5 8 0 E + 0 1 0 .3 0 6 4 E + 0 1 0 .2 7 1 3 E + 0 1
23 0 .6326E+Q1 Ü.3986E + 0.1 0 .3 3 4 5 E + 0 1 0 . 3 0 1 2 E + 0  1 0 .2 5 4 6 E + 0 1
24 0 .3 9 S 7 E + 0 1 0 .3 0 6 4 E + 0 1 0 .2 8 5 1 E + 0 1 0 .2 5 1 8 E + 0 1 0 .2 3 0 6 E + 0 1
25 0 .2 2 2 9 E + 0 1 0. 1816E+01 0 .1 6 9 2 E + 0 1 0 . 1681E+01 0 .1521 E  + 0 1
26 0.  1740E + 01 0 . 1  124E + 01 0 .1  186E + 01 0 . 1 1 1 6 E + 0 1 0 .  1043E + 01




NAME ? ETHANE 
NO. OF POINTS ? 9 






VOLUMES ? 5,  10, 1 5 . 2 0 , 2 5  
10 VALUES ? G 5 .0 , 8 4 . 0 , 8 3 . 0 , 8 3 . 0 , 8 2 , 5  
LORENTZ( 1 . 5 7 )  OR GAUSS( 1 , 0 6 4 )  7 1 ,5 7
FREQ. FACTOR ? 0 .4 1 6
NO. A l A2 A3 A4 A5
1 0.2323E+01 Ü.2447E+01 0.2484E+01 0.2330E+01 0.2373E+01
2 0.1794E+D1 0 . 1934E+01 0 .2023E+01 0 . 18Û0E+01 0 . 1933E+01
3 0.3138E+01 0.3095E+01 0.2938E+D1 0 .2755E+01 0.2774E+D1
4 0.2263E+01 0.2255E+01 O.2310E+O1 0.2196E+01 0.2221E+01
5 0.3521E+01 0.3599E+01 0.3351E+01 0.2942E+01 0.3225E+01
6 0.4043E+01 0 .3786E+01 0.3613E+01 0 .3275E+01 0.3201E+01
7 0 .3675E+01 0.3586E+01 0.3673E+01 0.3331E+01 0.3387E+01
a 0.3641E + 01 0.3312E+01 0.32G4E+01 Û.2942E+01 0.2997E+01




NAME ? C2H4 AR5 . INTENSITY.
NO. OF POINTS ? 11 




? C2H40 4 
? C2H4D5 
VOLUMES ? 1 ,2 ,  3, 4,  5 
10 VALUES ? 8 7 . 0 , 8 6 . 0 , 6 6 . 0 . 8 6 . 5 , 8 7 . 0  
LORENTZ( 1 . 5 7 )  OR GAUSS( 1 . 0 6 4 )  ? 1 .57
FREQ. FACTOR ? 0 ,417
E NO. Al A2 A3 A4 A5
1 0. 1121E + 02 0.8461E + 01 0.7814E+01 0.8296E + 01 0.8086E+01
2 0. 1407E + IJ2 0. 1026E + 02 0.9256E+01 0.9411E+Û1 0.9292E+01
3 0 . 1764E+02 0.1312E + 02 0,1  156E + 02 0 .1217E+02 0.1172E+02
4 0. 1457E + 02 0. 1115E+02 0.9979E+01 0 . 1005E+02 0 .9 7 5 1 E + 0 1
5 0 . 1246E+02 0.8879E+01 0.7896E+01 0.8402E+01 0. 8061E+01
6 0.9161E+01 0.6501E+01 0.5641E+01 0.6571E+01 0.6232E+01
7 Q.1819E + 02 0 , 1312E+02 0. 1098E + 02 0 .1137E+02 0. 1 047E + 02
8 0 . 1561E + 02 0.1143E + Ü2 G.9596E+Ü1 0. 1018E+02 0.9203E+01
9 0.1515E + 02 0 . 1163E+02 0 .1027E+02 0 .1040E+02 0.9814E + 01
10 0.9217E + 0 1 0.6973E + 01 0.6108E + 01 0.6838E + 01 0.6473E + 0 1




VOLUMES ? 0 . 5 , 1 . 0 , 1 . 5 , 2 . 0 , 2 , 5
10 VALUES ? 8 8 . 0 , 8 0 . 0 , 8 7 . 0 , 8 8 . 0 , 8 7 . 5  
LORENTZ( 1 . 5 7 )  OR GAUSS(1 .064 )  ? 1 .57
FREQ. FACTOR ? 0 .417
NE NO, Al A2 A3 A4 A5
' 1 0 9579E+01 0 9060E+01 G.8133E+Q1 0 8774E+01 0 6958E+01
2 0 4938E+01 0 4681E+01 G.4765E+01 0 5205E+01 0 4104E+01
3 0 1403E+02 0 1211E+02 0.1062E+02 G 1099E+02 G 8736E+01
4 0 6418E+01 0 6546E+01 G.6037E+G1 0 6794E+01 0 5375E+01
5 0 1728E+02 0 1493E+02 0.1304E+02 0 1305E+02 0 1G37E+02
6 0 8363E+01 0 8388E+01 G.7499E+01 G 8201E+01 0 6500E+01
7 0 2G3HE+02 0 17B4E+02 G.1502E+G2 G 1509E+02 0 1201E+02
0 0 1067E+02 0 9880E+01 0.9127E+01 0 10G3E+02 0 7963E+01
9 0 2405E+02 0 19B0E+02 0.1666E+02 0 1663E+02 0 1325E+02
10 0 1256E+02 0 1192E+02 0.1126E+02 G 1203E+02 0 9569E+G1
11 0 267RE+02 0 2124E+02 0.1824E+G2 0 1844E+02 0 1469E+02
12 0 1506E+02 0 1384E+02 0.1237E+G2 0 1313E+02 0 1044E+02
13 0 2789E+02 0 1590E+G2 0.1876E+02 0 185ÜE+02 0 1474E+02
14 0 1514E+02 0 1405E+G2 0 . 1217E+02 0 1346E+02 0 1070E+02
15 0 2871E+02 0 2213E+02 G.1B76E+G2 0 1893E+G2 0 1508E+02
16 0 1466E+02 0 1451E+02 0.1258E+G2 0 1358E+02 0 10B0E+02
17 0 2598E+02 0 21G4E+02 0.1785E+02 0 1785E+D2 0 1422E+02
IB 0 1256E+02 0 1240E+02 0.1122E+02 0 1253E+02 0 9965E+01
19 0 2218E+02 n 1844E+02 0 . 158GE+G2 0 1622E+02 0 1291E+02
20 0 1016E+02 0 1018E+02 G.9196E+01 0 1G48E+02 0 8329E+01
21 0 1993E+02 0 1844E+02 0 . 1666E+02 0 1814E+02 0 1445E+02
22 0 3241E+01 0 3243E+G1 0.2990E+01 0 3666E+01 G 2872E+01
23 0 9507E+01 0 9188E+G1 0.8557E+01 0 9219E+01 0 7315E+01
24 0 1711E+02 0 1531E+Ü2 0.1339E+02 0 1346E+02 0 1G70E+02
25 0 1595E+02 0 1359E+02 0 . 1245E+02 0 1269E+02 0 1Ü09E+02
26 0 8860E+01 0 86808+01 0.8197E+01 0 9371E+01 G 7437E+01
27 0 1812E+02 0 1525E+02 0 . 1369E+G2 0 1375E+02 0 1Û93E+02
28 0 1052E+02 0 1041E+02 0.9646E+01 0 1065E+02 0 8463E+01
29 0 19G6E+02 0 1668E+02 0. 1469E + 02 G 1449E+02 0 1153E+02
30 0 1008E+02 0 10G5E+02 0.9161E+01 0 1052E+02 0 8356E+01
31 0 1778E+02 0 1531E+02 0. 1334E + 02 0 1362E+G2 0 1083E+02
32 0 9363E+01 0 8890E+G1 0.8458E+01 0 9838E+01 0 7810E+01
33 0 1595E+02 0 1389E+02 G.1209E+02 G 1226E+G2 G 9750E+01
34 0 7B70E+01 0 8059E+01 0.7191E+Ü1 0 0145E+O1 0 6456E+01
35 0 1451E+02 0 1309E+G2 G.1118E+02 0 1124E+G2 0 8931E + 01
36 0 7173E+01 0 6781E+01 0.6442E+G1 0 7126E+01 0 5640E+01
37 0 1217E+02 0 1118E+02 G.9472E+01 0 9902E+01 0 7861E + 01
38 0 5137E+01 0 5974E+01 0.5088E+01 0 6Ü12E+01 0 4749E+01
39 0 1142E+02 0 9230E+Q1 0.8230E+01 0 8686E+01 0 6888E+01
40 0 4213E+11 0 4252E+01 0.3856E+01 0 4445E+01 0 3495E+01
41 0 7870E+01 0 7332E+01 0.6589E+01 0 6997E+01 0 5537E+01
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TABLE ̂  6
Carbon Monoxide (integrated areas)
VOLUMES ? 7 , 9 , 1 1 ,  13, 15 
ID  VALUES ? 5 5 . 0 . 8 6 . 0 , 9 1 . 0 , 8 3 . 0 , 8 7 . 0  
LORENTZ( 1 . 5 7 )  OR GAUSS( 1 . 0 6 4 )  ? 1 . 5 7
FREQ. FACTOR ? 0 . 4 1 6
LINE NO. A l A2 A3 A4 A5
1 0.1353E+Ü1 0 . 1249E+01 0.  1012E + 01 0 .  1150E + 01 0 .9 8 6 0 E + 0 0
2 0 .1 5 2 6 E + 0 1 0 . 1455E+01 0 . 1354E+01 0 . 1316E+ 01 0.  1169E + 01
3 0 .1 7 9 4 E + 0 1 0 . 1771E+01 0 .1 5 6 8 E + 0 1 0 . 1552E+ 01 0 , 1330E+01
4 0 .2 1 7 3 E + 0 1 0 .2 0 2 8 E + 0 1 0 . 1776E+01 0 .  1787E + 01 0 . 1634E+01
6 0 .2 3 7 3 E + 0 1 0 .2 2 8 2 E + 0 1 0 .2 0 6 7 E + 0 1 0 .2 0 3 5 E + 01 0 . 1809E+01
6 0 .26 7 5 E + 0 1 0 .26 7 4 E + 0 1 0 .2 3 8 3 E + 0 1 0 .2 2 5 1 E + 01 0 .2 0 6 2 E + 0 1
7 0.3132E+Ü1 0 .2 8 9 8 E + 0 1 0 .2 5 8 9 E + 0 1 0 .2 6 0 9 E + 01 0 .2276 E  + 01
a 0 .3455 E + 01 0 .3176 E + 01 0.2B 76E+01 0 .2 8 5 2 E + 01 0 .2 4 5 5 E + 0 1
9 0 .3 6 1 7 E + 0 1 0 .3 4 3 9 E + 0 1 0 .3 1 0 3 E + 0 1 0 .2 9 3 8 E + 01 0 .2 6 5 4 E + 0 1
10 0 .3 8 0 9 E + 0 1 0 .3 4 7 2 E + 0 1 0 .3 2 8 6 E + 0 1 0 .3 1 2 6 E + 01 0 .2 7 3 8 E + 0 1
11 0 .4105E+Ü1 0 .3 8 0 2 E + 0 1 0 .3 3 3 6 E + 0 1 0 .3327 E  + 01 0 .2 9 9 0 E + 0 1
12 0 .4286E+U1 0 .3 9 2 5 E + 0 1 0 .3 5 8 4 E + 0 1 0 .3 6 5 0 E + 01 0 .3 1 3 5 E + 0 1
13 0 .4 2 5 8 E  + 01 0 . 3 9 5  0E+01 0 .3 7 2 6 E + 0 1 0 .3 5 5 4 E + 01 0 .3 1 2 5 E + 0 1
14 0 .44 6 0 E + 0 1 0 .4 0 2 7 E  + 01 0 .3 6 9 3 E + 0 1 0 .3 5 3 1 E + 01 0 .3 2 0 5 E + 0 1
15 0 .4 2 5 8 E  + Û1 0 .4 0 5 2 E + 0 1 0 .3 6 7 1 E + 0 1 0 .3 5 4 3 E + 01 0 .3 1 2 5 E  + 01
16 0 .4 2 8 6 E + 0 1 0 .3 8 7 5 E + 0 1 0 .3 5 3 1 E + 0 1 0 .3 3 9 4 E  + 01 0 .3 1 2 5 E + 0 1
17 0.3902E+Ü1 0 . 3 6 1  1E + 0 1 0 .3 3 5 6 E + 0 1 0 .3 3 0 6 E + 01 0 .2852 E  + 01
18 0 .3642E  + 01 0 .3 3 6 0 E + 0 1 0 .3 1 6 0 E + 0 1 0 .2 9 0 9 E + 01 0 .2 6 5 4 E + 0 1
19 0 .3121E  + 01 0 . 2 7 6 0 E + 0 1 0 .2 7 1 3 E + 0 1 0 .2558 E  + 01 0 .2 2 7 6 E + 0 1
20 Ü .2086E+01 0 .2 0 2 8 E + 0 1 0 .  1902E+01 0.  1821E + 01 0 .1 6 4 5 E + 0 1
21 0.2096E+Ü1 0 . 1954E+01 0 . 1802E+01 0 . 1807E+ 01 0 . 1645E+01
22 0 .3 0 1 8 E  + 01 0 .2 6 0 8 E + 0 1 0 .2 5 4 8 E + 0 1 0 .2 3 9 2 E  + 01 0 .2 2 8 3 E + 0 1
23 Ü .3629E+01 0 .3695 E  + 01 0 .3 0 6 6 E + 0 1 0 .2 9 1 8 E + 01 0 .2 6 5 4 E + 0 1
24 0 .37 7 0 E + 0 1 0 .35 8 7 E + 0 1 0 .3 1 6 0 E + 0 1 0 .3065 E  + 01 0 .2826E  + 01
25 0 .4 0 2 3 E  + 01 0 .3 6 1 1 E + 0 1 0 .3 3 4 6 E + 0 1 0 .3 2 9 5 E  + 01 0 .2 9 9 0 E + 0 1
26 Q .4063E+01 0 .3 6 9 3 E + 0 1 0 .3 3 5 6 E + 0 1 0 .3 2 5 2 E + 01 0 .2 9 6 2 E + 0 1
27 Û .4036E+01 0 .3 6 4 6 E  + 01 0 .3 3 5 6 E  + 01 0 .3 1 7 8 E  + 01 0 .2 9 8 0 E + 0 1
28 0 .4 0 0 9 E + 0 1 0 . 3 6 8  1E + 01 0 .3 2 9 6 E + 0 1 0 .3 1 7 8 E + 01 0 .2 8 8 8 E + 0 1
29 0 .3928E+Ü1 0 .3472 E + 01 0 .3 2 7 6 E + 0 1 0 .3 0 6 5 E + 01 0 .2826E  + 01
30 0 .3 5 0 4 E  + 0 1 0 .3 2 3 0 E + 0 1 0 .2 9 7 5 E + 0 1 0 .2 9 3 8 E  + 01 0 .2 6 5 4 E + 0 1
31 0 .3 4 9 2 E  + 01 0 .3 1 3 4 E + 0 1 0 .2 7 5 5 E + 0 1 0 .2 6 1 8 E  + 01 0 .2549 E  + 01
32 Ü .3250E+01 0 .27 7 0 E + 0 1 0 .2 5 5 6 E + 0  1 0 .2 1 3 0 E + 01 0 .2 2 6 9 E + 0 1
33 0 .2 8 7 2 E + 0 1 0 .2 6 4 5 E + 0  1 0 .2 3 3 7 E + 0 1 0 . 2 0 6 4 E + 01 0 .2129 E  + 01
34 0 .2580E+Ü1 0 .2 2 9 1 E + 0 1 0 .2 0 9 5 E + 0 1 0 .  1943E + 01 0.1933E  + 0 1
35 0 .2 3 1 2 E  + 01 0 .2128 E + 01 0. 1875E+01 0 .1 6 7 7 E + 01 0. 1651E + 01
36 0 .  1981E + Ü1 0 . 1898E+01 ' 0.  1693E+01 0 . 1564E+ 01 0.  1589E+01
37 0 . 1794E+01 0 . 1732E+01 0. 1507E + 01 0 . 1356E+ 01 0. 1381E + 01
38 0 . 1456E+01 0. 1412E+Ü1 0. 1262E+01 0 . 1150E+ 01 0. 1076E+01
39 0 ,  1243E + 01 0 . 1  132E + 01 0 . 9 4 9 4 E + 0 0 0 . 9 5 8  IE + 00 0 .9292E  + 00
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NAME ? CARBON DIOXIDE 
NO, OF POINTS ? 31 
NO.OF FILES ? 5 
? C02D1 




VOLUMES ? 3 , 5 , 7 ,  10 ,15  
10 VALUES ? 0 6 . 0 , 9 0 , 0 , 8 2 . 5 , 8 5 , 0 , 9 0 . 0  
LORENTZ( 1 . 5 7 )  OR GAUSS(1 ,064 )  ? 1 .57
FREQ. FACTOR ? 0 ,208
TABLE IX 7
Carbon dioxide (integrated areas)
LINE NO. Al A2 A3 A4 A5
1 0.2260E+01 0.2170E+01 0 . 1955E+01 0. 1633E + 01 0. 1700E + 01
2 0.2883E+01 0.2549E+01 0.241BE+01 0.2039E+01 0. 1930E + 01
3 0.2823E+01 0.2722E+01 0.2492E+01 0.2126E+01 0.219QE+01
4 0.3450E+01 0.3016E+01 0.2771E+01 0.2506E+01 0.2190E+01
5 0.3800E+01 0.3393E+01 0.3100E+01 0.2642E + 01 0.2592E+01
6 0.3898E+01 0.3499E+01 0.3301E+01 0.2759E+01 0.2523E+01
7 0.3828E+01 0.3596E+01 0.3367E+01 0.2778E+01 0.2612E+01
8 0.4499E+01 0.3787E+01 0.3565E+01 0.3157E + 01 0.2720E+01
9 0.4958E+01 0.4196E+01 0.3895E+01 0.3285E+01 0.2861E + 01
10 0.4483E+01 0.4351E+01 0.3855E+01 0.3238E+01 0.2963E+01
11 0.4877E'f01 0.4235E+01 0.3828E+01 0.3409E+01 0.2990E+01
12 0.4258E+01 0.4351E+01 0.3776E+01 0.3346E+01 0.2990E+01
13 0.4362E + Q1 0.3962E+01 0.3990E+01 0.3203E+01 0.2963E+01
14 0.4287E+01 0.3915E+01 0.3601E+01 0.3005E+Q1 0.2742E+01
15 0.3786E+Û1 0.3607E+01 0.3069E+01 0.2903E+01 0.2654E+01
16 0.3690E+01 0.3311E+01 0.3100E+01 0.2954E+01 0.2633E+01
17 0.9768E + 00 0 . 1156E+01 0 . 1063E+01 0. 1103E + 01 0. 1155E+G1
18 0 . 1719E+01 0 . 1731E+01 0 . 1598E+01 0.1539E+01 0. 1486E + 01
19 0.2931E+Q1 0.2740E+01 0.2501E+01 0.2341E+Q1 0.224E+01
20 0.2775E+01 0.2652E+01 0.2484E+01 0.2099E + 01 0.2013E+01
21 0.3067E + 01 0.3016E+01 0.2708E+01 0.2607E+01 0.2268E+01
22 0.3281E+01 0.3161E+01 0.2950E+01 0.2651E+01 0.2385E+01
23 0.3397E+01 0.3290E+01 0.3162E+01 0.2498E+01 0.2351E+01
24 0.3230E+01 0 . 3 3 1 1E+01 0.2902E+01 0.2482E+01 0.2309E+01
25 0.3255E+01 0.2931E+01 0.2762E+01 0.2498E+01 0.2342E+G1
26 0.3502E+01 0.3161E+01 0.2808E+01 0.2260E+01 0.2138E+G1
27 0.3042E+01 0.2950E+01 0.2672E + 01 0.2274E+01 0.2095E+01
28 0.3556E+01 0.3629E+01 0.3413E + 01 0.3215E+01 0.2777E+G1
29 0.2450E+01 0.2687E+01 0.2435E+01 0.2195E+01 0.2047E+01
30 0 . 1874E+01 0.2216E+01 0.2025E+01 0 . 1859E+01 0 . 1732E+G1
31 0.164BE+01 0.204BE+01 0 . 1846E+01 0. 1627E + 01 0. 1527E + 01
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TABLE 8
Nitric oxide (integrated areas)
NAME 7 NITRIC OXIDE 
NO, OF POINTS ? 29 






VOLUMES ? 2 0 , 3 0 , 4 0 , 5 0 , 6 0  
10 VALUES ? 8 3 . 5 , 8 4 . 5 , 8 2 . 5 , 8 2 . 3 , 8 8 . 8  
LORENTZ ( 1 . 5 7 )  OR GAUSS ( 1 .0 6 4 )  ? 1 ,5 7
FREQ. FACTOR ? 0 . 4 7 -  17 •
E NO. Al A2 A3 A4 A5
1 0 1125E + IJ1 0.9914E+00 0.8843E+00 0.7792E+00 0.7796E+00
2 0 1287E+01 0 . 1134E+01 0.1009E+01 0.9196E+00 0.8757E+00
3 0 1 146E+U1 0.9947E+00 0.8384E+00 0 .7844E+00 0.6143E+00
4 0 1624E+01 0 . 1422E+01 0 . 1223E+01 0. 1052E + 01 0 . 1029E+01
5 0 1914E+01 0 . 1518E+01 0 . 1310E+01 0. 1097E + 01 0 . 1043E+01
6 0 1840E+01 0 . 1518E+01 0 . 1266E+01 0. 1063E + 01 0. 1035G + Q1
7 0 2110E+01 0.1663E+01 0 . 1389E+01 0. 1178E + 01 0. 1076E + Ü1
8 0 2138E+01 0 , 1663E+01 0 . 1414E+G1 0. 1128E + 01 0. 1068E + 01
9 0 1977E+01 0.1656E+01 0 . 1296E+01 0 . 1086E+01 0.9685E+00
10 0 1939E+01 0 . 1527E+01 0. 1231E + 01 0. 10B2E + 01 0.9557E+00
11 0 1695E+01 0 . 1377E+G1 0. 1159E + 01 0. 101GE+ 01 0.9219E+00
12 0 1613E+01 0 . 1355E+01 0, 1081E + 01 0. 1007E + 01 0.8984E+00
13 0 1362E+01 0.1172E+01 0.8991E + 00 0.8379E+00 0.7442E+0 0
14 0 1023E+01 0.9047E+00 0.7733E+00 0.6823E+00 0.6004E+00
15 0 7513E+00 0.6716E+G0 0.5507E+00 0.5034E+Û0 0.4655E+00
16 0 6661E+00 0.6794E+00 0.5827E+00 0.5034E+00 0.4520E+00
17 0 1142E + 01 0.9298E+00 0.8273E+00 0 .7221E+00 0.6483E+00
18 0 1571E+01 0 . 1312E+01 0. 1078E + 01 0.9969E+0D 0.8757E+0 0
19 0 1679E+01 0 . 1377E+01 0.1183E + 01 0. 1071E + 01 0.9557E+00
20 0 1840E+01 0. 1422E + 01 0 . 1270E+01 0.  1090E + 01 0.9913E+00
21 0 1646E+01 0 . 1469E+01 0 . 1266E+01 0. 1109E + 01 0.9589E+00
22 0 1576E+01 0 . 1334E+01 0. 1191E + 01 0. 1109E + 01 0.9526E+00
23 0 1468E+01 0 . 1334E+01 • 0 . 1095E+01 0.9901E+00 0.8701E+00
24 0 1338E+01 0 . 1207E+G1 0. 1009E + 01 0.9196E+Ü0 0.8429E+00
25 0 1287E+Ü1 0 . 1134E+01 Û.9324E+00 0.8379E+00 0.7918E+00
26 0 1198E + 01 0 . 1028E+01 0.8991E+00 0.8188E+00 0.7173E+00
27 0 1155E+01 0.9947E+00 0.7945E+00 0.7415E+00 0.6767E+00
28 0 1075E+01 0.9298E+00 0.7474E+00 0.6778E+00 0.6173E+00
29 0 9603E+00 0.8381E+00 0.6951E+00  
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0 .6042E+00 0.5558E+00
TABLE IX 9
Methyl bromide (integrated areas)
NAME ? METHYL BROMIDE 
NO. OF POINTS ? a 





? MEBR 12 
VOLUMES ? 4 , 6 , 8 , 1 0 , 1 2  
10 VALUES ? 8 8 . 8 , 8 0 . 0 , 8 2 . 1 , 8 0 . 0 , 8 0 . 2  
L0RENTZ(1.57)  OR GAUSS( 1 . 0 6 4 )  ? 1 .5 7
FREQ. FACTOR ? 0 .4 1 7
LINE NO. A1 A2
1 0 .2856E+01 0.2667E+01
2 Q.2394E+01 0.2204E+01
3 0 .3593E+01 0.2943E+01
4 Q.2335E+01 0 . 189BE+01
5 0 .3538E+01 Q.2943E+01
6 0 . 1717E+Q1 0 . 1230E+01
A3
0 .2464E+01  
0 .2206E+01  
0 .2778E+01  





0 .2067E+01  
0 .2451E+01  
0 .2000E + Ü 1 











Note on Spurious Spectral Rssolution»
In infrared spectroscopy, spectra are often encountered which, 
over limited regions, closely resemble channel spectra. This can 
occur *tru the rotational spectra of some light symmetrical 
molecules which have repeating peaks of similar intensity (69)*
The periodicity of such a spectrum can be defined in terms 
of the peak separation (AVg)
*Ys = 2>'/AVs
The amplitude of the peaks decreases as the spectrometer slit is 
opened according to Sp(Y) (the spectral modulation transfer 
function) and vanishes when (i.e. the resolution vanishes).
When the slit is widened further, the spectrum appeal's once 
more with similar resolution. This is due to the amplitude taking 
on values of the second lobe of the spectral modulation transfer 
function S«ji(TO. The resolution is real and there is no phase 
or frequency shift if the slit function is truly triangular. The 
effect is known as "Spurious spectral resolution."
-2 0 1 -
Appendix XI»
Exampli-'S of recorded spectra.
Typical recorded absorption spectra of the molecules in nitrogen 
are shown in Figures XI.1-10 below. They indicate the degree 
of overlap observed, when the molecules are fully enhanced by- 
appro xi mat ely 1 atmosphere of
Spectrum No._____________ Molecule.___________ Band frequency.(cm*"^ )
1 methane 3020
2 acetylene 729
3 carbon dioxide 667
4 hydrogen cyanide 5312
5 carbon monoxide 2143
6 hydrogen chloride 2886
7 nitric oxide 1876
8 ethylene 949
9 methyl bromide 1445
10 ethane I486
Ordinates are shown in units of percentage transmission.
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Fig. XI.5 Part of the 2145 cm
m
band of carbon monoxide
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Fig-, XI,6 Part of the 2886 cm  ̂band of hydrogen chloride.
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Fig. XI,9 Part of the 1445 cm  ̂hand of methyl bromide




XI*10 Part of the cm  ̂ band of ethane.
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